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Abstract

The present thesis was conducted in frame of the European TRANSLUCENT
project entitled Gene interaction networks and models of cation homeostasis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae at the Theoretical Biophysics group at Humboldt University
of Berlin under the supervision of Professor Dr. E. Klipp.
Cationic toxicity is relevant for a number of qualitatively different biological and
medical phenomena such as cationic surfactants, salt and heavy metal stress in plants
and a number of pathological conditions which share similar critical metabolic processes (i.e. protein aggregation and oxidative stress). In line with the overall project
goals the scientific work contributed to i) the analysis, graphical presentation and
the respective assessment of specific genomic promoter-regions, ii) the conversion,
evaluation and genome wide analysis of micro-array experiments on the effects of
exposition of S. cerevisiae to heavy metals, iii) a simulation environment comprising modules for digitalization, presentation, analysis and mathematical modeling of
the spatio-temporal distribution of biologically relevant molecules, and iv) a cation
homeostasis modeling approach based on the non-linear thermodynamics theory.
The bioinformatical work focused on an iterative process in which available experimental results were transferred into meaningful models or applications and results
of modeling or prediction into corresponding new experimental designs. The software for the promoter-analysis and the simulation environment for integration of
spatio-temporal distribution of biologically relevant molecules like labeled signal
molecules have already been published and successfully implemented. The results
of the genome-wide analysis - based on experiments of a project partner - provide
insights in the individual mechanisms and strategies of the yeast cell upon exposition to various (heavy) metals in toxic concentrations. The theoretical biophysicalthermodynamic approach provides a fundamental model of cation homeostasis in
S.cerevisiae of the major cations: potassium, sodium and protons. The model confronted with experimental data - is capable to reproduce the observed uptake
rates to a reasonable degree. Perspectives for further development of the model are
discussed.
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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertation wurde zum Thema Gene interaction networks and
models of cation homeostasis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae im Rahmen des europäischen TRANSLUCENT Projekts in der Arbeitsgruppe Theoretische Biophysik an
der Humboldt Universität zu Berlin unter Anleitung von Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Edda
Klipp angefertigt.
Die toxische Wirkung von Kationen ist verantwortlich für eine Reihe biologischer und
pathologischer Erscheinungen. Zu den übergreifenden Zielen des Gesamtvorhabens
wurden als wissenschaftliche Arbeiten i) die Analyse, graphische Darstellung und
darauf basierende Gewichtung spezifischer genomischer Promotor-Regionen, ii) die
Verarbeitung, Auswertung und genomweite Analyse von Mikro-Array Experimenten
über die Auswirkung verschiedener Schwermetalle auf S. cerevisiae, iii) Mitarbeit an
einer Simulations-Umgebung mit Modulen zur Digitalisierung, Präsentation, Analyse und mathematischer Modellierung der räumlichen Verteilung biologisch relevanter
Moleküle sowie iv) ein Ansatz zur Modellierung der Kationen-Homöostase unter Verwendung der Theorie der Nichtgleichgewichts Thermodynamik beigetragen. Im Vordergrund der bioinformatorischen Arbeiten stand dabei der iterative Prozess, in dem verfügbare experimentelle Ergebnisse
in aussagefähige Modelle oder Anwendungen übertragen wurden und die Resultate der Modellierung oder Vorhersage wiederum in neue entsprechende Experimente
umgesetzt wurden. Die Anwendungsumgebung zur Promotoranalyse sowie die Simulationsumgebung zur räumlichen Verteilung biologisch relevanter Moleküle wie
zum Beispiel markierte Signalmoleküle wurde bereits veröffentlicht und erfolgreich
eingesetzt. Die Ergebnisse der genomweiten Analyse liefern Erkenntnisse über die
individuellen Mechanismen und Strategien der Hefe auf verschiedene Metallionen in
toxischer Konzentration zu reagieren.
Der theoretische biophysikalisch-thermodynamische Ansatz liefert ein fundamentales Modell der Kationen-Homöostase der zahlenmäßig bedeutendsten Kationen: Kalium, Natrium und Protonen. Das Modell wurde an experimentellen Daten getest
und konnte diese reproduzieren. Entsprechende Perspektiven für die Weiterentwicklung des Modells werden diskutiert.
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Graphical user interface
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Transcription factor
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In order to discriminate consistently between gene names and the associated gene-products
the following notation will be used:
•

Gene names
letters.

(e.g. TRK1,2, ENA1, BMH1,2, TOK, ENA1 ...) are written in capital

•

Protein names (e.g. Trk1,2, Ena1, Bmh1,2, Tok, Ena1,....) start with a capital letter.

•

Mutant names (e.g. ∆trk1,2, ∆ena1, ∆bmh1,2, ∆tok, ∆ena1 ) are written small type.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Why cation induced stress?
System responses to cation induced stress (toxicity) play a pivotal role in a wide range of essential
cellular processes. Cationic toxicity is relevant for a number of qualitatively different biological
and medical phenomena, i.e. cationic surfactants (alkyl ester ammonium salts that are used in
fabric softeners), salt and heavy metal stress in plants and, not least, a number of pathological conditions which share similar critical metabolic processes such as protein aggregation and
oxidative stress, both of which are associated with the involvement of metal ions. Cationic pollutants can exhibit their hazardous potential in several different manners, e.g. specific inhibition
of enzymes like it is the case for cytochromoxidase by cyanide or on a more general cellular level
by causing oxidative stress as for heavy metals (see chapter 3).
Among the heavy metals the transition metals such as copper, zinc, nickel, and iron are involved
in redox processes of respiratory activity; others, such as magnesium, nickel, and cobalt, are part
of complex molecules, stabilize protein structures, and serve in maintaining the osmotic balance,
like potassium, or stabilize various enzymes (Zn2+ fingers) and DNA through electrostatic forces,
like magnesium and zinc [JLLF09]. Although considered as essential co-factors for a variety of
enzymatic reactions and for important structural and functional roles in cell metabolism, (alkali) metals at high concentrations are potent toxic pollutants [Eid00, Eid01]. Toxic effects can
include blocking of functional groups on important bio-molecules as well as denaturation of enzymes [BTA98] and DNA damage as for copper, chromium, zinc, and nickel. Another mechanism
of metal toxicity (copper, nickel, cadmium) involves the transition-metal-catalyzed generation
of reactive oxygen species in the Fenton reactions and subsequent lipid peroxidation [SB95].
Furthermore, metal toxicity (cadmium, cobalt) may be also caused by depletion of glutathione,
considered as a major antioxidant in eukaryotic cells [FZBB96].
Therefore the ability of organisms - from single cells to complex structures like plants - to tolerate
- or adapt to - a range of environmental stress conditions like e.g. aridity, very high or almost nil
concentrations of salt, pollutants and even xenobiotica (chemicals that are foreign to biological
systems and include industrial chemicals, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides) received already
significant scientific attention for decades. Such investigations were particularly enhanced since
advanced genomic and proteomic technologies provide a wealth of data and information.
One of the most sensitive challenges of a cell in this context is its capacity to maintain an optimum
cytoplasmic concentration of several cations even under rapidly changing external disturbances
like salt- osmotic- or alkaline pH stress. Since cationic and heavy metal toxicity is involved in
a substantial number of diseases in mammals as well as it aggravates the growth capacities of
crop plants in inhospitable areas of salted soils the understanding of tightly regulated transporter
activities and the interplay of regulatory mechanisms is of substantial interest.
Commonly known as baker‘s, brewer‘s or budding yeast, the unicellular eukaryote Saccharomyces
cerevisiae has been used as a standard laboratory microorganism since 1950. The cellular structure is similar to that of mammals with internal organelles and similar chromosome structure
and DNA repair and metabolic processes. Yeast has proved to be a remarkably versatile model
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system. Its applications range from the study of cellular mechanisms of cancer to neurological
diseases and, particularly within the post genomics era, as biological tool from gene expression
profiling to protein-protein interaction mapping. Such opportunities accrue from the already
known functional annotation of the majority of genes, the cultivation in defined laboratory
conditions, the relative ease of genetic modifications and a very reasonable background of microbiological and biochemical data. Genomic, transcriptomic and metabolomic data are accessible
via a number of public available databases (SGD, MIPS, GIMS, KEGG) and literature reports.
Since the yeast S. cerevisiae belongs to the best-studied and characterized eukaryotic organisms
[Smu01] it has also been recognized as an excellent organism to study the transport properties
and physiological function of alkali-metal-transporters [Syc04]. Yeast - among other model organisms - is a most promising model for such assays since it is amenable to genetic studies and
because of the vast amount of genomics knowledge, resources, and manipulative tools associated
with this unicellular fungus.
Recently, due to the increasing amount of genetic and physiological data an integrated experimental and theoretical approach explored S. cerevisiae as model organism for system biology
purposes[Kli07].
In S. cerevisiae most of the proteins responsible for transport of sodium, potassium, protons and
diverse heavy metals across the cellular membrane have been identified and some single transport
mechanisms are well described. However, despite considerable experimental work, much less is
known concerning the molecular basis for integration of activities of the transport systems into more general aspects of cation homeostasis like the interplay between particular ion
transport proteins, respective regulatory elements and factors controlling the rate of transport.
It was anticipated that a systems approach including predictive mathematical models may provide a deeper understanding of the principle rationale of homeostasis employed by nature. For
example, comparison of yeast and e.g. human transcription programs already showed that conservation across species involves basic functional units. A better understanding of sensing, signaling
and responding mechanisms offers the potential to identify in the long run cation related toxic
stressors and thresholds more quickly and thus lead to optimized in silico models enabling the
provision of a more scientific basis for extrapolation to higher eukaryotic systems.

1.1.1 TRANSLUCENT a SysMo ERA-NET project
The present thesis was conducted within the SysMO framework project TRANSLUCENT. SysMO
is a European transnational funding and research initiative on "Systems Biology of Microorganisms" with the objective to record and describe dynamic molecular processes in unicellular
microorganisms. Obtained (comprehensive) data collections serve to present such processes in
the form of computerized mathematical models.
The TRANSLUCENT network comprises six partners plus an associate partner, assembling a
team of nine independent laboratories from five different countries (Austria, Czech Rep., Germany, Spain and The Netherlands). In Figure 1.1 the approaches and experimental techniques
in TRANSLUCENT are illustrated.
The sequenced genome of S. cerevisiae and, despite complexity, the identification and functional
characterization of components of the innate cation transporter/channel systems that play a
critical role in front-line maintenance of cellular cation homeostasis or defense against cationic
stressors laid the basis for this systems biology approach. Based on transcription modules,
metabolic profiling and biochemical transport protein characteristics this project aims to infer
an in silico model of cation homeostasis.
Cation homeostasis related gene expression profiles, selective functional changes and related
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Figure 1.1: Experimental approaches in TRANSLUCENT
protein accumulation data of specifically targeted yeast mutants enable analysis of the complex system responses to cation stress and finally lead to the identification of involved genetic
networks and better understanding of sensing, transport, signaling and response/detoxification
mechanisms in the yeast S. cerevisiae. Within the network experimental data produced by transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic techniques and physiological methods are evaluated by
bioinformatics, statistical and biophysical analysis.
The analysis is expected to provide an outline of the S. cerevisiae gene clusters involved in system responses to cationic stress as a network of protein complexes with a level of organization
beyond binary interactions. Developed higher-order genetic maps contain fundamental biological
information to guide the identification of specific gene regulatory and metabolic mechanisms and
thus offer the context for a more reasoned and informed approach to model and predict specific
target candidate toxicity profiles.

1.1.2 Conceptual formulation: Bioinformatics data analysis and in silico
modeling
The range of experiments performed within the TRANSLUCENT research project include but
are not limited to determination of transcriptional levels of known and possible new genes,
metabolic and proteomic profiles, transport properties of individual transporters by construction
of targeted yeast knock-out mutants and functional analysis of proteins.
All these qualitatively different data (biochemical, genetic, biophysical) must be adequately
analyzed and evaluated to provide input for the consecutive step within an iterative experimental/modeling process (Figure 1.2). Therefore, prior to the actual modeling process a number of
preparatory and enabling tasks were addressed.
These centered on different bioinformatic questions:
•

The analysis of gene promotor regions

•

microarray data analysis and
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•

the development of a spatio-temporal modeling environment (aimed to provide an application environment for protein localization and accumulation data).

The corresponding work flows are described in the following chapters.
The thermodynamical description of transport processes across the membrane should finally
contribute to a systemic view of cationic homeostasis. This in silico model can support an
understanding of the global interplay between active and passive transport systems as well as
involved regulatory mechanism. Consequently, the current thesis focused on the interplay of the
transport proteins and regulatory elements responsible for the homeostasis of the three most
important cations: potassium (K + ), sodium (N a+ ) and protons (H + ) in the yeast S. cerevisiae.
The presentation of the work is organized along the above mentioned tasks preceded by a paragraph "Biological Background". This overview should provide an introduction to the model
organism, known mechanisms employed by yeast cells in the adaption-to-stress process and membrane physiology parameters and is necessary for the understanding of the function of the various
components involved in cellular cation-homeostasis.

Figure 1.2: Pipeline and strategies of the present thesis to understand the complex system of cation homeostasis in S.cerevisiae
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1.1.3 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 (Promotor Analysis): A basic task in understanding processes of biological systems is addressed: sequence analysis. Within this chapter the analysis of promoter regions of
genes encoding relevant plasma-membrane cation transporters and global regulators is presented.
The aim of this work was a tool to analyze genetic elements upstream of coding regions to identify
potential transcription factors that may regulate the expression.
Chapter 3 (Evaluation of microarray data:) The genome wide analysis and evaluation of
yeast stress-response due to various toxic heavy metal perturbations is described. The raw data
of several microarray experiments were normalized, analyzed and evaluated to provide an outline
of the S. cerevisiae gene clusters involved in system responses to cationic stress as a network of
protein complexes.

Chapter 4 (Spatio-Temporal-Modeling Environment - STSE:) An integrated modeling
environment suitable for linking together cellular spatial and temporal independent processes at
a granular level is presented. Such environment may be used for analysis and interpretation of
time resolved protein localization and accumulation data upon definite stress challenges.

Chapter 5 (Thermodynamic Model:) A systematic thermodynamic formulation for cation
regulation in S.cerevisiae is presented. The model is based on the theory of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics and considers fluxes of the major cations K + , N a+ H + , the utilization of ATP
as an active driving force and the consideration of the membrane potential.

Chapter 6 (Summary and Global Discussion:) The different studies in this thesis are
summarized and discussed in the context of the global project goal.
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1.2 Biological Background
As the most simple eukaryotic organism yeast is broadly accepted as a laboratory model organism because it is easily propagated and manipulated in the laboratory and shares a common life
cycle and cellular architecture with higher eukaryotes. The high degree of homology of essential
cellular organization and metabolism has already enabled study of aspects of cellular stress and
phenomena of relevance to human biology at the molecular level [RMR+ 97, CO04, RC00].
Such research has offered many insights into the complex mechanisms underlying the sensing and
response to a variety of stressors [GdBDC03, GS00]. The degree to which gene expression profiles
are conserved upon environmental stress and the regulation of key pathway elements enabled the
identification of human signal transduction homologues [BIB04, GHM+ 01]. Due to the highly
conserved nature of the cell-cycle machinery between yeast and humans, budding yeast is also an
eligible model to study cell- cycle regulation, which is defective in cancer cells [YLA+ 08, Har02].
Consequently, as such well characterized unicellular eukaryotic organism [Smu01] S. cerevisiae
was also subjected to in depth analysis of membrane transport properties [BF88] and physiological function of membrane bound alkali-metal-transporters [Syc04].
The complete genome [GBB+ 96] as well as large-scale experimental -omics data together with
a number of methodological tools provide suitable research conditions. Yeast is classified as a
GRAS (generally recognized as safe) microorganism and since 1997 [HDR+ 97] the complete set
of the 6275 genes (of which about 5,800 are believed to be true functional genes) is available as
open-source database information.

1.2.1 Yeast as a model organism
The application of yeast for genome-wide studies of nutrient homeostasis has significantly increased with completion of the S. cerevisiae Genome Deletion Project [WSA+ 99, ECN+ 05].
This large-scale project resulted in a comprehensive collection of deletion mutants disrupted in
almost each gene in the yeast genome that does not negatively interfere with the viability of the
cell. Since 1996, when the S. cerevisiae genome was completely sequenced [GBB+ 96] regular updates have been collected at the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [CAB+ 98, DHD+ 02],
a highly annotated and cross-referenced database for yeast researchers.
An analysis performed in 1997 reported that about one-third of yeast proteins had significant
homology to mammalian sequences [BCC97]. Powerful methods in classical yeast genetics including homologous recombination, generation of knock-outs strains and homologous or heterologous
expression tools have been amended by tools increasingly oriented toward high-throughput and
highly parallel systematic methodologies.
The two-hybrid system continues to advance and expand; yeast microarrays are by now relatively cheap and easy to manufacture and yeast continues to be at the forefront of technology
development in genomics and proteomics [Hug02].

1.2.2 Regulation of intracellular cation content
The homeostasis of intracellular ion concentrations and the dynamic regulation of ion trans-port
is an essential property of every living cell. In comparison to the relatively controlled environment
of most animal cells (within the tissue context), the cells of plants, algae and fungi must tolerate
a wider range of sometimes rapidly changing environmental conditions like osmotic pressures,
pH, and salt concentrations in their natural habitats.
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In yeast potassium is accumulated from relatively dilute solutions to sustain a cytosolic K +
concentration within the range of approximately 175-300 mM which counterbalances the intracellular high negative charge. Proteins, inorganic and organic negatively charged polyanions (the
latter originated mainly from carboxylic acids and mono- or diester phosphates) account for a
bulk of negative charges in the cytosol and organelles. To sustain overall electro-neutrality high
concentrations of cations are accumulated within the cellular compartments [RN00].
Besides a stable and balanced intracellular cation content monovalent cation transport is also required for other important physiological parameters such as maintenance of the cell volume and
internal pH, the membrane potential, protein synthesis and enzyme activation [Jen95, Rot64,
Tos64]. These fundamental physiological functions are highly dependent on the regulation of
uptake- and extrusion systems for the major monovalent cations sodium and potassium. Although sodium (N a+ ) is the most abundant naturally occurring cation potassium (K + ) is the
crucial physiological cation and sufficient intracellular concentrations are an absolute requirement
for many cellular functions such as osmotic regulation, protein synthesis and enzyme activation
[EW71]. In S. cerevisiae N a+ is not necessary when K + is not limited [CRRN81].
Even though N a+ can replace potassium in K + depleted environments [RHRN90, Syc04] and
serve to temporarily assist to adjust intracellular pH and cell volume [RHRN90], high concentrations of (N a+ ) or its biophysical analogue Lithium (Li+ ) are generally toxic to yeast
cells [Syc04, ZCR06]. High intracellular N a+ -concentrations inhibit most enzyme reactions
due to the perturbation of the hydrophobic-electrostatic balance between the forces maintaining protein structure [JP83, MBS95, AYGM+ 00]. As a consequence, many metabolic reactions and membrane functions appear to be negatively affected by higher salt concentrations
[GdLVS92, GTG+ 93] due to such structural changes in membrane proteins [Ser96]. In addition
to these relatively nonspecific salt effects, individual enzymes may vary widely in their sensitivity to N a+ or Cl− at much lower concentrations upon specific interactions of the ions with
inhibitory binding sites. However, fungal and also plant cells are not completely impermeable to
N a+ . Even if a high N a+ /K + - ratio is detrimental an increased concentration of internal N a+
is, in comparison, less toxic than an intracellular acidic pH.
To ensure viability even under adverse external environmental conditions yeast cells have evolved
several response systems to saline, osmotic and alkaline pH stress [ARS10, RN00, SRN01, GS00].
The intracellular concentrations providing optimal growth conditions are approximately 175 - 300
mM potassium and less than 100 mM sodium with a ratio of K + /N a+ > 1. To maintain an optimum cytoplasmic pH of approx 6.5 and a stable balanced intracellular Sodium/Potassium ratio
yeast cells invest high amounts of biological energy (ATP) and employ three distinct strategies
[Syc04]:
•

The strict discrimination among alkali metal cations at the level of influx (higher affinity
of transporters for potassium than for sodium)

•

A proper disposal of toxic cations

•

A selective sequestration of cations in organelles

1.2.3 The plasma-membrane of S. cerevisiae
The outermost layer of S. cerevisiae envelope is the cell wall. This mechanical barrier maintains
the structure and the rigidity of the cell but is freely permeable for solutes smaller than 600 Da
[SLG74].
The adjacent plasma-membrane forms a lipid bilayer of approximately 7.5 nm wide and is permeable to small hydrophobic molecules, such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, water and glycerol
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[AJ02] whereas it is highly impermeable to hydrophilic, charged and larger molecules. The
plasma membrane serves as the interface between the machinery in the interior of the cell and
the extracellular fluid that bathes all cells. The membrane must shield cellular metabolism from
changes in the environment to prevent undesirable agents from entering cells and keep required
molecules on the inside. The lipids in the plasma membrane are phospholipids like phosphatidyl
ethanolamine and cholesterol. Phospholipids are amphiphilic with the hydrocarbon tail of the
molecule being hydrophobic; its polar head hydrophilic.
As the plasma membrane faces watery solutions on both sides, its phospholipids accommodate
this by forming a phospholipid bilayer with the hydrophobic tails facing each other. Lipid bilayers are impermeable to most essential molecules and ions. The lipid bilayer is permeable to
water molecules and a few other small, uncharged, molecules like oxygen (O2 ) and carbon dioxide
(CO2 ). These diffuse freely in and out of the cell. Lipid bilayers are not permeable to:
•

cations such as K + , N a+ , Ca2+

•

anions such as Cl− , HCO3−

•

small hydrophilic molecules like glucose

•

macromolecules like proteins and RNA

To function effectively, advanced strategies to selectively pass molecules, ions, and signals from
one side to the other have been evolved. Transport proteins are the principal constituents of
the plasma membrane. Many of the proteins associated with the plasma membrane are tightly
bound to it. Some are attached or anchored to lipids in the bilayer. In other transport proteins
- the transmembrane proteins - the polypeptide chain actually traverses the lipid bilayer. In all
these cases, the portion within the lipid bilayer consists primarily of hydrophobic amino acids.
These are usually arranged in an alpha helix so that the polar −C = O and −N H groups at the
peptide bonds can interact with each other rather than with their hydrophobic surroundings.
Some transmembrane proteins that span the bilayer several times form a hydrophilic channel
through which certain ions and molecules can enter (or leave) the cell. Peripheral membrane
proteins are more loosely associated with the membrane. They are usually attached noncovalently to the protruding portions of integral membrane proteins.
The plasma membrane of S. cerevisiae can contain up to 105 to 106 transporter molecules, which
is roughly 50% of all plasma membrane proteins [Ser91]. The principal plasma membrane ATPase, encoded by the PMA1 gene, by itself, can additionally account for almost 50% of the
plasma membrane protein content in growing cells [Ser91]. Other proteins are involved in cell
wall synthesis [Fle91] or signal transduction [OC94].
Some of the proteins exposed at the interior face of the plasma membrane are tethered to cytoskeletal elements like actin microfilaments[BDS90]. Some proteins are the exterior face of
the plasma membrane and anchored to components of the extracellular matrix like collagen.
Cation transport mediated by integral membrane-proteins with different substrate specificities
and primary and secondary transport mechanisms (see Figure 1.3)

1.2.4 Transport- mechanisms
Mechanisms by which cells transport ions and small molecules across their membranes involve:

Facilitated diffusion
Facilitated diffusion of ions takes place through proteins, or assemblies of proteins, embedded in
the plasma membrane.
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Figure 1.3: Primary and secondary transport systems in S. cerevisiae as discussed in
[vdRKN+ 95]
These transmembrane proteins form a water-filled channel through which ions and some small
hydrophilic molecules can pass by diffusion down their concentration gradients. The transmembrane channels that permit facilitated diffusion can be opened or closed by different mechanisms
and are thus "gated". The gating mechanism indicates the type of ion channel: ligand-gated,
mechanically-gated or voltage-gated. In all cases of facilitated diffusion through channels, the
channels are selective; that is, the structure of the protein admits only certain types of molecules
through. In S. cerevisiae two distinct types of ion channels have been identified in the plasmamembrane: voltage dependent K + -channels (see below) and rather unspecific channels that are
activated by stretching the bilayers [GZMK88].

Active transport
The mechanism of active transport is the pumping of molecules or ions through a membrane
against their concentration gradient. It requires: a transmembrane protein (usually a complex
of them) and energy.
The source of this energy is ATP whereby the energy of ATP may be used directly or indirectly.
Within direct or primary active transport transporters bind ATP directly and use the energy of
its hydrolysis to drive active transport. Indirect or secondary active transport utilizes the energy
already stored in the gradient of a directly-pumped ion.
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Primary transport
Primary transport is defined as transport in which light or chemical energy is converted into
electrochemical energy (i.e solute or ion concentration gradients). Active transport of the ion
establishes a concentration gradient. When this is relieved by facilitated diffusion, the energy
released can be harnessed to the transport of some other ion or molecule (secondary). Transmembrane proteins use the hydrolysis of ATP to force ions or small molecules through the membrane
against their concentration gradient. For S. cerevisiae, only ATP-driven primary transport systems have been described [vdRKN+ 95]. The plasma-membrane contains a highly active proton
exporting ATPase (Pma1) [Ser91, Ser89]. The hydrolysis of ATP by Pma1 results in the generation of an electrochemical gradient of protons. The free energy present in this gradient exerts
a force on the protons (proton motive force) which is utilized to drive membrane-associated processes. The transport of nutrients and ions is largely coupled to the proton-gradient, allowing
intracellular N a+ and K + to be independently regulated [Ste90a].

Secondary transport
Secondary transport means that the energy for the translocation of solutes is supplied by (electro) chemical gradients of other solutes/ions. Three general categories of secondary transport systems can be distinguished: uniport, symport and antiport.
Uniporter are carrier proteins facilitating the transport of a single solute without the movement
of a coupling solute. When the transport involves the coupled movement of two solutes in the
same direction, the transport is referred to as symport. Antiporters refer to the coupled movement of solutes in opposite direction [vdRKN+ 95]. Since the solutes transported by secondary
transport systems can be neutral, negatively or positively charged and since different numbers
of solutes may be co- or counter-transported, the driving forces on these processes may vary
considerably. For a comprehensive review on secondary transport, see [PK83, FKR+ 95].

1.2.5 Plasma-membrane transport-proteins in S. cerevisiae
S. cerevisiae contains at least ten transport systems mediating efflux and influx of the examined
most important cations H + , K + and N a+ with different substrate specificities and mechanisms
[ARS10](Figure 1.4).
These transporters accommodate the following properties [ARS10]:
•

Providing the cell with necessary and sufficient amounts of potassium

•

Maintaining the potassium homeostasis.

•

Elimination of toxic sodium or lithium cations.

•

Regulation of the intracellular pH.

•

Preservation of the membrane potential.

•

Retention of a positive turgor inside.

•

adapting with osmotic stress.

Most of them are associated with the plasma membrane others with the membranes and of
intra-cellular organelles. Some intracellular transporters have only recently been identified and
characterized. These comprise mainly alkali-metal cation/H + -antiporter, located in the vacuolar
membrane (Vnx1), endosomal membrane (Nhx1) and the Golgi apparatus membrane (Kha1).
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Figure 1.4: The major cation homeostasis relevant plasma-membrane transporters in the
yeast S.cerevisiae
Name
Trk1
Trk2
Tok1
Nsc1
Ena1
Nha1
Pma1
Pho89

Type
Uniporter
Uniporter
Channel
Channel
ATPase
Antiporter
ATPase
Symporter

Substrate specificity
K + (Rb+ )
K + (Rb+ )
K+
unspecific
N a+ ,Li+ (K + ,Rb+ )
N a+ ,K + (Li+ ,Rb+ )
H+
N a+ , Pi

Main function
K + -uptake
K + -uptake
K + -extrusion
Function unknown
Detoxification
+
N a ,K + -Extrusion
H + -extrusion
Phosphate-uptake

Table 1.1: Plasma-membrane alkali-metal cation transporter in S. cerevisiae
These organellar systems also serve to regulate the intracellular K + - and pH-homeostasis and
may play an important role in detoxification of sodium by sequestration in the vacuole. For these
intracellular transport systems almost no time resolved biochemical transport data are currently
available and were thus not included in further mathematical models.
The yet eight well-characterized transport proteins relevant to the regulation and maintenance
of intracellular alkali-metal cation content (see Table 1.1) are briefly described. Comprehensive
reviews detail further details and mechanisms, regulatory elements and the "long-term" regulation
processes by transcription [Syc04, ARS10, RN00].

1.2.6 Plasma Membrane ATPase - Pma1
Yeast cells generate a large amount of protons during metabolism. To maintain an stable intracellular pH surplus protons become actively extruded by the as Plasma Membrane ATPase
- Pma1 [Ser83, GS81, MSG00]. PMA1 as one of the most prominent housekeeping genes in
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S. cerevisiae encodes the major plasma membrane H+ +-ATPase [SKBF86] and is essential for
viability.
As highly conserved member of the E2 family of P-type ATPases the H + -ATPase is a single,
100 kDa polypeptide firmly embedded in the lipid bilayer [AMS00]. The electrogenic proton
pump, driven by hydrolysis of phosphoanhydride bonds, is the major source for cytosolic proton
extrusion and generation of the electrochemical gradient (proton motive force, PMF) across the
cellular membrane.
It is estimated that this process consumes at least 20% of all cellular ATP with a stoichiometry
of one proton extruded per molecule of ATP hydrolized [GS89, SKBF86, GFF+ 00]. This electrochemical inward gradient of protons is responsible for secondary active transport mechanisms
for a variety of solutes such as sugars, amino acids, nucleosides and is also involved in pH homeostasis [vdRKN+ 95]. The proton gradient together with the plasma membrane potential can be
used as an energy source for nutrient acquisition and to pump out surplus or toxic alkali metal
ions [vdRKN+ 95].
Even in the presence of abundant oxygen S. cerevisiae greatly prefers fermentation to oxidative
phosphorylation, as long as sugars are readily available for consumption, to maintain the production of ATP (Adenosine triphosphate) by glycolysis. ATP is a nucleotide that performs many
essential roles in the cell and is the biological energy currency of the cell, providing the energy
for most of the energy-consuming activities of the cell.
In being the major protein component of the plasma membrane (15-20%) of total plasma
membrane protein; [AMS00] the activity of this proton pump is precisely regulated according to the metabolic activity and physiological conditions to match its numerous requirements
[KG94, FSC03]. Maresova et al. [MMZ+ 09] showed that Pma1 has minimal activity in the
absence of glucose whereas external glucose supply is a powerful stimulus leading to a rapid and
strong activation [Ser83]. In order to increase the glucose uptake rate, it has been shown that
the activity of Pma1 is up-regulated up to 10 fold [Ser83, GFF+ 00]. Its activity is also positively
regulated in response to decreased intracellular pH or increased potassium uptake [SYP91]. Not
surprisingly, ∆Pma1 mutants are non-viable.

1.2.7 Potassium exchange with the environment
With K + as the most abundant cellular cation, potassium exchange plays a pivotal role in
a number of essential processes like electrical activity of excitable cells, enzymatic activities
[BSBG+ 98], cellular K + homeostasis and, indirectly, pH regulation. Since Potassium constitutes
a large proportion of plasma osmolytes (intra-cellular soluble compounds affecting osmosis) it‘s
intracellular concentration has considerable impact on cell volume and fluid balance [PCH+ 00,
PCA93].
The high potassium content in yeast cells corresponds to the steady state between simultaneous
influx and efflux across the plasma membrane This continuous circulation is believed to be
necessary for maintenance of potassium homeostasis, constant intracellular pH and regulation of
cell volume [ORN85, LK98]. K + uptake is a major influx of positive charges that balances the
proton extrusion. As a result, potassium transporters are also involved in setting the membrane
potential and intracellular pH [MGRRN98]. Therefore, in yeast cells a variety of transporters
and complex mechanisms evolved to regulate the uptake of K + and extrusion of the toxic - in
excess amounts - N a+ ([RN00, Syc04, ARS10]).

Potassium uptake
In S. cerevisiae, the TRK genes are involved in potassium influx. The optimum intracellular
potassium content is 175 -300mM [Syc04, RHRN90, FKR+ 95], whereby the available K + con-
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centration in natural habitats is in the micromolar range [RNR84, RN00]. For this purpose, S.
cerevisiae cells have developed specific potassium transport systems. Two active transporters
(Trk1p and Trk2p) [KG91, KBG90, BRL+ 03] and the Nsc1 [BSB98, BSB02] channel for which,
however the genetic equivalent has not yet been identified, ensure the uptake of K + in yeast
cells.

Trk1 and Trk2 are high-affinity potassium carrier located in the plasma membrane. In S.
cerevisiae, two closely related plasma membrane localized K + translocation systems, Trk1 and
Trk2 mediate K + uptake to maintain a high intracellular potassium concentration to counterbalance the high negative charge on nucleic and amino acids. TRK1 is the most important gene
related to potassium uptake and its gene product mediates potassium transport with high affinity and high velocity [BRL+ 03, HRN02]. TRK2 is highly homologous to TRK1, but it is poorly
expressed in wild type cells and mediates potassium uptake with moderate affinity and very low
Vmax [KG91, KBG90, RAHRN94]. Its activity in wild-type strains, if any, would be masked in
the presence of Trk1 [ARS10]. While disruption of TRK1 produces cells that are viable in normal
media but lack most of the K + uptake in the micro molar range and requiring higher potassium
concentrations to grow [FKR+ 95], disruption of TRK2 does not induce any apparent potassium
transport defect in TRK1 cells [RCRN85, Gab88, Gab88, RAHRN94]. Cells lacking both genes
require relatively high concentrations of potassium to grow (> 10mM ), show potassium uptake
with low Vmax and low affinity [YMHS05, BRL+ 03], are sodium sensitive (see [RAHRN94] and
references therein) and also show plasma-membrane hyperpolarization [MGRRN98]. The nature of this potassium transport activity has not been definitively established and it has been
proposed that it may be related to the activity of several non-specific potassium transporters
[KLG93, WRG+ 97, MGRRN98].
Under non-stress conditions, K + becomes accumulated in yeast cells against a large concentration gradient via these carriers [KG91, KBG90, RAHRN94]. The membrane potential might be
the energy source for this process [RN00]. The activity of the Trk1,2 system also has a substantial impact on the membrane potential, since the high potassium influx rate is a major return
current for the H + - extrusion by Pma1 [MGRRN98].
The Non Specific Cation channel Nsc1. Using electrophysiological recording techniques, Bihler et al. [BSB98, BSB02] identified a large inward rectifying cation conductance (Nsc1) whose
activity is independent of TRK1, TRK2 and the potassium efflux channel gene, TOK1. This nonselective inward rectifying conductance is permeable to K + ,N A+ , Li+ and NH4+ with similar
affinities but is inhibited by extracellular divalent cations, just as growth of the trk1, trk2 double
deletion strain under K + limiting conditions. Based on kinetic and pharmacological grounds,
Bihler et al. [BSB98, BSB02] concluded that this conductance may result from the activity of a
single rather than from several different types of transport proteins. However, since the gene for
this proposed transport system has not been identified so far, the nature of the TRK-independent
potassium uptake system remains unclear. However, this channel appears to be a good candidate
to explain the "very low affinity" potassium uptake process in ∆Trk1/∆Trk2 mutants [ARS10].

Potassium efflux
At least three different transporters, Ena1, Nha1 and, Tok1 contribute to the potassium efflux, depending on the physiological conditions. In response to KCl (excess) stress, potassium
can be actively extruded by the Ena1-ATPase [HGRN91, WNS+ 95] or by the Nha1 antiporter
[BSBG+ 98]. Both were primarily identified as N a+ -extrusion systems but can also mediate K + efflux under certain conditions. Tok1 is the only potassium-specific efflux-system in S. cerevisiae.
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Tok1: Yeast cells contain only one member of the K + channel superfamily, Tok1 is a two-pore,

voltage-dependent outward rectifying K + -channel that under certain conditions also mediates
inward K + uptake [KJS+ 95, FZK99]. In resting yeast cells this channel shows only minor
current. The biophysical properties of this K + -channel are well described [BSG93, BRL+ 03] but
the physiological role of Tok1 has not yet been fully characterized. Tok1 is activated by plasmamembrane depolarization to release intracellular accumulated K + in order to regenerate the
membrane potential [BBR+ 98, MUGS06] the channel is open at positive and very low negative
membrane voltage [FZK99, BSG93].
It has been demonstrated that the activity of Tok1 seems to be regulated by external potassium
concentrations [LS99]: The gating of the Tok1 channel is specifically controlled by external
K + concentrations above millimolar inactivate Tok1. The channel catalyzes potassium efflux
(outward rectification) when the membrane potential is higher (less negative) than the K +
equilibrium potential. Apart from mediating K + outward rectification, a small inward flux
can be observed when the membrane potential is below the potassium equilibrium potential
[FZK99]. Deletion of TOK1 gene results in a significant depolarized membrane, whereas strains
with a TOK1 overexpression are hyperpolarized and show a lower intracellular K + concentration
[KZGS06, MUGS06].

1.2.8 Sodium exchange with the environment
In contrast to potassium uptake transporters, yeast cells do not encode transporters for sodium
uptake but rather active transporters for efficient N a+ elimination. Sodium ions carry a single
positive charge and the interior of the cell is negatively charged. So the attraction between opposite charges provides a force for bringing N a+ into the cell. When yeast cells are exposed to
salt stress, N a+ enters the cell unspecifically as a low-affinity substrate through several cationtransporting systems, mainly those involved in potassium uptake, although with much lower
affinity [RCRN85]. Since increased cytoplasmic concentration of this toxic cation are unfavorable in S. cerevisiae, three mechanisms function cooperatively to prevent a sustained sodium
accumulation: restriction of influx, active efflux and compartimentation of N a+ in the vacuole.The maintenance of the very low intracellular N a+ concentration is ensured by the capacity
of two main extrusion mechanisms: The N a+ /H + -antiporter, encoded by the NHA1 gene and
the P-type ATPase pump, encoded by the ENA system [KZGS06, Syc04].

Nha1 is a plasma membrane N a+ , K + /H + antiporter, first characterized by Prior in 1996

[PPSS96]. As a secondary active transport system Nha1 utilizes the inward gradient of protons as
a driving force to eliminate sodium cations. Nha1 also contributes to the cellular homeostasis my
mediating the efflux not only of toxic N a+ and Li+ cations but also, with however low capacity
excessive K + and Rb+ [BSBG+ 98, KRPS01, KPS01] to maintain the intracellular pH. Nha1
participates thus as a short-term safety valve in the maintenance of a stable membrane potential
[KZGS06, MUGS06] and, is involved in the rapid rescue mechanism during the immediate cell
response of osmotic or saline shock [KRPS01] by utilizing the K + -outward gradient as a driving
force for proton in-flux [ORN85, BSBG+ 98]. Deletion-mutants (∆Nha1) show a significantly
decreased tolerance to salt stress in acidic and neutral conditions whereas Nha1 overexpression
leads to a higher membrane potential [KZGS06] and a higher tolerance to NaCl stress conditions.

ENA is the abbreviation for Exitus NAtru and appears to be the most efficient sodium detoxifi-

cation system [WNS+ 95, HGRN91, RA07, GRQ+ 93]. The N a+ transporter gene ENA1/PMR2A
is the first repeat in a tandem array of five open reading frames, the PMR2 locus encoding nearly
identical proteins. The importance of this efflux system is underlined by the observation that it
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is present in all fungi as well as in certain plants and evolutionary conserved.
As P-type ATPase Ena1 couples ATP hydrolysis to pump cations against electrochemical gradients [HGRN91, CdKG97] and extrudes N a+ , Li+ and also K + with different capacities and
affinities [RA07, BGRN02]. Under normal growth conditions the Ena1 ATPase is present in very
low copy numbers, but the expression can rapidly increased under stress with excess N A+ - Li+
or alkaline pH-stress [MS96, Syc04, PR06, MRRNP94, PCA95, RNQG94].
Cells lacking ENA1 genes are highly sensitive to high external N a+ and Li+ concentrations
[WNS+ 95, GRQ+ 93, HGRN91] and show a markedly increase of the cytoplasmic content of
these cations. Although the primary role of the ENA-system is detoxification of sodium (and to
some extend lithium) cations these ATPases are also be involved in potassium homeostasis, e.g
at higher-than-neutral pH, when the K + /H + antiporter, Nha1 is not active [RA07].
Construction of a mutant strain with deletions of genes encoding both Na+-ATPase and Na+/H+
antiporter (∆ENA1 and ∆NHA1) confirmed that both transport systems are necessary for cell
tolerance to high external concentrations of salts and for the maintenance of intracellular steadystate concentrations of K + and N a+ [Syc04]. The two systems exhibit complementary activity
in the maintenance of intracellular steady-state concentrations of K + and N a+ : The Nha1 antiporter is responsible for cell growth on high concentrations of KCl and NaCl at acidic external
pH values, and the Ena1 ATPase is necessary at higher pH values [BSBG+ 98].
The dual role is also reflected in the different expression patterns of both systems. Whereas NHA1
expression is constitutive, very low and does not seem to be inducible by salts, pH changes or
osmotic shocks, the ENA1 expression is transcriptionally regulated and can be induced by N a+ ,
Li+ or high pH values [RYA03, RA07].

Pho89 represents the only N a+ -coupled secondary anion transport system so far identified in
S. cerevisiae [ARS10] however, detailed studies on the relevance of sodium entry mediated by
this transporter are lacking.

1.2.9 Membrane Potential
The separation of ions and thus electrical charges by biological membranes creates an electrical
potential difference across the membrane. This total difference commonly called the membrane
potential plays a crucial role in many membrane functions [HC98, BS88, Jak80, Sch80, Wil93].
Since the membrane potential defines the electrical energy loss when ions cross the cellular
membrane it also determines, at least in part the energy stored in ion concentration gradients.
The electric field associated with the membrane potential may regulate the activities of membrane
proteins by acting on their dipolar groups. Voltage-dependent channels, for instance, open and
close in response to changes in the membrane potential. Despite several decades of investigation
and efforts a reliable quantitative experimental determination of the membrane potential in
S. cerevisiae is still lacking. Direct methods like electrophysiological approaches suffer from the
impenetrable cell wall and the small size of yeast cells (3-4 µm). Quantitative membrane potential
estimations by direct and indirect methods revealed values of -200 mV (under normal growth
conditions) and up to -300 mV (in starved cells) [Ser91, SKS90, RN00]. Indirect techniques by
e.g. flow cytometry using fluorescence probes provide qualitative comparative data under defined
conditions but no quantitative "real" measurements. Madrid et al. [MGRRN98] showed by this
technique that S. cerevisiae must have a membrane potential very similar to N. crassa which amenable to electrophysiologicall measurements - could be determined as to be about -300 mV
[RNBS86]. Grassmann and Rodriguez-Navarro predict his value to be underestimated by 20
or 40 mV [GWS93, RN00] and assume the membrane potential of K + starved cell to be more
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negative than -300mV [RN00].
Glucose supply is known to increase the membrane potential toward more negative values by
enhancing the H + pumping activity of Pma1 [Ser83] but again, no exact determination has been
reported yet.
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2.1 Abstract
One of the first tasks in understanding biological systems is the systematic study of genomic sequences. In the following paragraphs the analysis of specific regions of selected genes involved in
cellular potassium homeostasis and regulation is described. To analyze relevant and interesting
transcription factors (TF) a simple graphical presentation for the results of a transcription factor pattern matching analysis was designed. The TF analysis algorithm utilized known sequence
signature motifs from several databases. The graphical presentation enabled a quick overview of
potential TF binding sites, their frequency and spacing on both DNA strands and thus straight
forward identification of promising candidates for further experimental investigations. The developed tool was applied on in total four S. cerevisiae gene promoter regions.
The selected differentially expressed genes belong to functionally different families and encode
duplicated functions, TRK1 and TRK2 as ion transporters and BMH1 and BMH2 as multiple
regulators. Output evaluation revealed a number of TFs with intriguing differences. Experimental investigations were performed by using corresponding TF yeast mutants for either phenotypic
analysis of potassium transport mediated growth or expression analysis of BMH1,2 genes. Upon
the phenotypic testing one TF mutant exhibited severely impaired growth under non-permissive
conditions. This TF, Mot3p was identified as of most abundant potential binding sites and distinctive patterns among the TRK promoter regions.
The experiments for evaluating the predictions were prepared and provided by Guido Hasenbrink,
University of Bonn and Wouter Hendriksen, University of Leiden within the above mentioned
TRANSLUCENT project.
Source code as well as detailed output tables for all 288 tested TF sequence motifs for genes
TRK1,2 PMA1, TOK, NSC1, ENA1, PHO89 and for BMH1,2 are accessible on
http://jaguar.biologie.hu-berlin.de/∼sgerber.
The result of this analysis is presented in
S. Gerber, G. Hasenbrink, W. Hendriksen, P. Van Heusden, J. Ludwig, E. Klipp, and H.
Lichtenberg-Fraté: Graphical analysis and experimental evaluation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
PT RK1|2 and PBM H1|2 promoter region. Genome Informatics 22, (11-20);(2010).

2.2 Introduction
In the post-genome era the task of regulatory elements prediction and in particular promoter
region analysis has received increasing interest and a considerable number of algorithms, tools
and analyzing strategies were developed. However, despite many useful approaches signal finding
such as pattern discovery in DNA sequences is still a fundamental problem in molecular biology
with such important applications as locating regulatory sites and drug target identification. Most
signals in DNA sequences are indeed complex or not yet discovered, so that there is a lack of reliable algorithms for their authentic recognition. For instance, some transcription factor binding
sequences are injective but the majority shows a rather high degree of unspecificity leading to
a bijective behavior. Concerning the model organism S. cerevisiae the currently available tools
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like AlignACE [HETC00], Consensus [HS99], TESS [SO97], TRANSFAC [WCF+ 01, WDKK96]
or Genomatix [CFG+ 05] differ from each other basically in the definitions of what constitutes a
motif, what constitutes statistical over-representation of a motif and the methods used to identify statistically overrepresented motifs (for a review see [Tom05]). As a result these tools differ
significantly in their binding site predictions or recognize motifs that are not even specific for
the queried organism, e.g. mammalian TF motifs for promoter regions of S. cerevisiae.
In all cases the graphical presentation of positive hits on both strands is a highly condensed and
information-wise insufficient image. Since only a few assessments or reviews of some of these
motif discovery tools have yet been published there is little guidance in the choice among these
tools ([PS00, Tom05]) and it is virtually impossible to decide on objective grounds of whether
the results of the tool (A) are better or more plausible than those of tool (B). This lack of a
reliable and, in particular "S. cerevisiae" specific tool for promotor analysis and transcription
factor binding site prediction rise the challenge to implement a bioinformatical analysis that
should reveal first indications of potential TFs for specific genes, or their upstream regulating
sequences respectively, involved in cation transport or their possible regulators.
The analysis emphasized on frequency, spacing and accuracy of match and presented the results
in a graphical format enabling straight forward visual inspection and decisions on potentially
promising candidates for further experimental investigation.
As examples for an explorative approach the promoter regions of the TRK1 and TRK2 and BMH1
and BMH2 were selected. These genes encode duplicated functions in yeast, are differentially
expressed and highly regulated and appeared thus as reasonable candidates for a comparative
promoter region analysis. TRK1 and TRK2 are components of the potassium transport system
[Gab88, KG91, Ko90, YMHS05], and the latter, belonging to the group of 14-3-3 proteins, act
as multiple regulators.
14-3-3 proteins are a family of highly conserved proteins and have been identified in all eukaryotic
species investigated. S. cerevisiae encounters two genes encoding 14-3-3 proteins, BMH1 (major isoform) and BMH2, and these proteins are involved in various cellular processes [vHS06].
Numerous studies revealed that expression of BMH1 and BMH2 is affected by different circumstances (for a review see [vH09]) and might therefore be tightly regulated by transcription
factors.

2.3 Material and Methods
2.3.1 Bioinformatic analysis
A data set of all available TFs known to be functional in yeast within the literature documented
binding sites was collected. For this purpose the YEASTRACT database (Yeast Search for
Transcriptional Regulators And Consensus Tracking) [TMJ+ 06] that presently contains 30990
regulatory associations between the yeast genes based on more than 1000 bibliographic references was parsed. Each regulation was manually annotated after examination of the relevant
references.
Further information about each gene was obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome Database
(SGD) [CAB+ 98, DHD+ 02], Regulatory Sequence Analysis Tools (RSAT) [vH03] and Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium [Con00]. The assembled dataset for this study contained the description
of 288 specific and in the literature documented DNA binding sites for a group of 108 transcription factors.
The analysis was performed by implementing a Matlab program that imports a promoter sequence in FASTA-format and the data set of TFs with their potential DNA-binding sequences.
If the TF binding sequence contains IUPAC codes other than one of the four nucleotides the
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Transcription Factor
matches
Fkh1p
Fkh2p
Mot3p
Msn2p
Msn4p
Stb5p

forward
4∗
4∗
2∗
3

TRK1
reverse
5∗
5∗
11∗
1
1
1

total
9
9
13
1
1
4

forward
3∗
3∗
6
3
3
4

TRK2
reverse
1
1
1
6

total
4
4
7
3
3
10

Table 2.1: Selected transcription factors for experimental analysis. Entries labelled with
asterisk ∗ show the total number of hits with more than one possible binding
sequence
program will identify all possible matches. For example, the symbol 0 R0 in a sequence represents a Purine at this position (either G or A) and the algorithm would accomplish a pattern
search for each sequence on the promoter. For each match the start and stop position on the
query promoter sequence is stored as well as the probability of a match of this sequence by just
chance. If more than one match of the investigated sequence is identified, the distances between
all possible binding sites of this TF are calculated. At the end of the analysis a table with the
information of every potential binding sequence is provided. The documentation comprises: the
names of the tested TFs and the related sequences; the average likelihood for every sequence to
bind on this promoter just by chance; for successful matches the start and stop positions on both
strands and, in case that more than one successful match was found, the distances between all
these potential binding sites. In addition, a graphical presentation of all potential binding sites
on the forward and backward strands for every promoter region is presented.

2.3.2 Yeast strains, media and growth tests
Experiment 1
Haploid S. cerevisiae wild type, potassium transporter and TF mutant strains (BY4741; [BDC+ 98];
Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project) were used throughout this study as listed in Table 2.1.
Growth calculation and statistical analysis was performed by integral determination (approximation of the area under the growth curves) obtained within 17 h incubation according to [HSK+ 05].
Values for growth were normalized to those of wild type strain values at 50 mM KCl. Details on
experimental conditions are provided in the Supplementary Material C.

Experiment 2
In a second experimental scenario the BY4743 wild type and transcription factor mutant cells
M AT a/α his3∆1/his3∆1 leu2∆0/leu2∆0 LY S2/lys2∆0 met15∆0/M ET 15 ura3∆0/ura3∆0)
(Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project [Gia02]) were grown exponentially in YPD. cDNA was
produced and ACT1, BMH1, and BMH2 relative gene expression was measured. The oligonucleotide primers used in this study are listed in Table 2.2. BMH1 and BMH2 gene expression
ratios were calculated, and these ratios were normalized to ACT1 expression and to wild type
BMH1 and BMH2 expression. This procedure was performed for two biological duplicates and
expression was measured in triplicate and in duplicate for every sample. Details on experimental
conditions are provided in the Supplementary Material C.
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Primer name
WH11
WH12
WH29
WH30
WH15
WH16

Sequence 5’-3’
AGAGTTGCCCCAGAAGAACA
GGCTTGGATGGAAACGTAGA
CGTGCTAGACTCCCACTTAATT
GGCCTTTTCTCTAGCATCG
GTTAGATTCTCATTTAATCCCTTCT
ATAAGCCTCCAAAGAGGAGTTG

Target
ACT1
ACT1
BMH1
BMH1
BMH2
BMH2

Table 2.2: Oligonucleotide primers

2.4 Results
The graphical output of the promotor analysis of TRK1, TRK2, BMH1 and BMH2 are given in
Figures 2.3 - 2.6. Out of the entire output list promising candidates for experimental investigations were selected along the following criteria:
•

•

•

Sequence unambiguousness in the pattern matching of TF sequence signature to the DNA.
The frequency of hits and significant differences in the frequency of hits between the
analyzed promoter regions of the gene pairs.
A rational spacing between the potential TF binding sites (predicted potential binding
sites that were at close proximity would constrain each other and were thus devaluated).

Consequently for the TRK1,2 genes 10 potential TFs were selected for further experimental analysis and for the Bmh1,2 genes 7 TFs.
Since in TRANSLUCENT other cation transport systems of S. cerevisiae the promoter regions
of the ENA1, TOK1, PHO89, NHA1 and PMA1 genes are also important these genes were subjected to computational TF sequence signature analysis including graphical presentation. However, these potentially promising transcription factor candidates have not yet been experimentally
investigated. Calculations and graphics are provided in the Supplementary Material.

Experiment 1
In S. cerevisiae tight control and modulation of the intracellular K + concentration (cellular K +
homeostasis) and corresponding ion fluxes is crucial for cell metabolism, surveillance and growth.
Two closely related plasma membrane localized K + translocation systems, TRK1p and TRK2p
mediate K + uptake to maintain a high intracellular potassium concentration. S. cerevisiae
strains devoid of TRK1 (∆TRK1) or TRK1 and TRK2 (∆TRK1,2) are defective in potassium
uptake and exhibit impaired growth on limited external potassium concentrations. From the
potassium transporters TRK1 and TRK2 promoter region binding site analysis in total 10 potential TFs were obtained. Selection of these TFs or respective mutants as potentially important
for further experimental analysis followed the simple rationale of clear frequency and pattern
difference within the two promoter regions. Of these, four TF mutant strains are reported as not
viable (Saccharomyces Genome Database, SGD).
The methodological approach for the remaining six TF mutants was set accordingly: Will the
lack of these TFs influence the TRK-system mediated potassium uptake detectable as growth
differences under limited potassium conditions?
The mutant yeast strains ∆mot3, ∆msn2, ∆msn4, ∆stb5, ∆fkh1, ∆fkh2 carry disruptions in
the respective TF genes. The growth of these strains was compared to that of S. cerevisiae wild
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Figure 2.1: Analysis of the survey data from experiment 1
type, ∆TRK1 und ∆TRK1,2 under potassium limited and permissive conditions (Fig. 2.1). At
10 µM KClext none of the strains did grow. At 1 mM KClext considerable differences between
the strains were observed. The ∆TRK1 strain, expressing only the TRK2 transporter grew only
marginally above inoculum. In contrast, the ∆TRK2 strain, expressing solely TRK1 grew comparable to the wild type. The double ∆TRK1,2 mutant showed no growth at all. These results
were consistent with previously published data [HSK+ 05, BRL+ 03]. The strains with disruptions
in the transcriptions factors FKH1/2, MSN2/4 und STB5 exhibited growth comparable to the
wild type.
However, growth of the TF mutant ∆mot3 strain was considerably reduced compared to the
wild type and the ∆TRK2 strain (∼ 60%). At 10 mM KClext the potassium transporter mutant
∆TRK1, ∆TRK1,2 and the ∆mot3 strains showed with 51-64% and 20% respectively, reduced
growth compared to the wild type. Mutant strains ∆fkh1/2 and ∆stb5 exhibited slightly enhanced growth (∼ 10%).
At 50 mM KClext , ∆TRK1,2, ∆TRK1, ∆mot3, ∆msn2 showed impaired growth of 64%, 27%,
24% and 22% compared to the wild type. Strains ∆fk1/2 and ∆stb5 showed similar growth as
the wild type.

Experiment 2
Using mutants for TFs predicted to bind to one or both of the upstream regions of BMH1 and
BMH2 (see supplementary material of the bioinformatics output), we tested the effect on expression during exponential growth in YPD medium. The used strains were null mutants of MSN2,
RTG1, WAR1, RLM1, ASH1, FKH1, or GSM1. Grown in YPD medium, we did not observe
any differences in growth of these strains. Compared to wild-type BY4743, BMH1 expression
did not significantly change in the tested mutants and, hence, is probably not be regulated under
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the tested condition (Fig. 2.2A). The same was observed for BMH2 expression (Fig. 2.2B). The
arbitrary twofold up- or down regulation as cut-off value for differential expression was used.
However, subtle regulation by these transcription factors ( i.e., fold change not higher than 2
and not lower than 0.5) cannot be excluded. In addition, other TFs may take over the regulatory
role of the ones tested in this study. For instance, partial redundancy has been described for
several TFs, e.g., MSN2/MSN4 and FKH1/FKH2 [MP96, HBM+ 00]. In conclusion, it was not
possible to show an effect on regulation of BMH1 and BMH2 in the TFs mutants tested in this
study.

Figure 2.2: Relative gene expression of BMH1 (A) and BMH2 (B) in BY4743 ∆/∆ msn2,
∆/∆rtg1, ∆/∆war1, ∆/∆rlm1, ∆/∆ash1, ∆/∆fkh1, ∆/∆gsm1 measured
by real-time PCR. Gene expression was normalized to ACT1 expression and
expression of BMH1 and BMH2 in BY4743 wild-type.

2.5 Discussion
Experiment 1
Six potential transcription factors with differential frequency and binding site patterns in the
potassium transporters TRK1 and TRK2 promoter regions were subjected to growth tests of
respective yeast mutant strains for potassium dependent growth. Disruption of the Fkh1/2 TFs
(9 potential binding sites in TRK1 and 4 in TRK2 promoter region) caused at limiting potassium
conditions no reduction in mitotic growth.
Both TFs are important in the cell cycle, FKH1 as negative regulator and Fkh2 as positive
regulator within the elongation process during transcription. Deletion of the negative regulator
caused slight enhancement of growth under permissive conditions.
For the Msn2/4p stress transcription factors (ratio TRK1:TRK2 of 1: 3) on TRK1 region only
one potential site on the reverse strand was found whereas on the TRK2 region three potential
sites were found on the forward strand. Deletion of these stress TFs had minor consequences
on the K + growth phenotype. This led to the conclusion that Msn2/4 TFs are inferior for the
upregulation of TKR transporters under K + stress conditions.
Deletion of Stb5 (4 potential binding sites in TRK1 and 10 in TRK2 promoter region) was,
according to the distribution pattern expected to impact mainly on the low affinity TRK2 expression. The ∆stb5 mutant did grow slower than a ∆TRK2 disruption (entire K + uptake via
TRK1), indicating that even a reduced (up) regulation of TRK2 has, with a present TRK1, only
a minor impact.
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The ∆mot3 strain exhibited a growth defect under K + limiting conditions of approximately
half the effect of disruption of the potassium transporter Trk1p. Mot3p is known as involved in
repression of several DAN/TIR genes during aerobic growth, and repression of ergosterol biosynthetic genes. Under the assumption of a direct influence of Mot3p the lack of this TF could
be responsible for a reduced expression of TRK1 (13 potential binding sites in TRK1 versus 7
in TRK2). However, alternatively, given the described role of Mot3p in ergosterol biosyntheses
pathway, the deletion of this TF might pose an altered - for K + uptake transporters unfavorable
- lipid composition onto the plasma membrane.
In summary, the results from these initial phenotypic experiments are indeed interesting and hold
the potential for extension toward construction and analysis of yeast strains bearing combinations
of TF and potassium transporter mutations.

Experiment 2
No significant differences were found for BMH1 and BMH2 gene expression in the tested TFs
mutants However, a regulation cannot be excluded. In addition, other TFs may take over regulatory role of the ones tested in this study. Another possibility is that the tested TFs are not
active during exponential growth in a rich medium like YPD. In conclusion, it was not possible
to show an effect on regulation of BMH1 and BMH2 in the TF mutants tested in this study.
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Figure 2.3: Graphical analysis of the TRK1 promotor region
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Figure 2.4: Graphical analysis of the TRK2 promotor region
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Figure 2.5: Graphical analysis of BMH1 promotor region
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Figure 2.6: Graphical analysis of BMH2 promotor region
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3 Investigating Heavy Metal Toxicity with
Microarray Experiments
3.1 Abstract
In the present study DNA-microarrays were used to examine the Saccharomyces cerevisiae gene
expression profile following a variety of cationic stress conditions. Although considered as essential cofactors for a variety of enzymatic reactions and for important structural and functional
roles in cell metabolism, metals at high concentrations are potent toxic pollutants. A detailed
characterization of global genome expression profiles upon heavy metal toxicity was performed by
exposing S. cerevisiae to unphysiologically high concentrations of AgNO3 , AlCl3 , AsCl3 , CdCl2 ,
CoCl2 , HgCl2 , MnCl2 , NiSO4 , VCl3 and ZnCl3 .
The aim of the experiments and analysis was in particular, to identify possible stressor-caused
common transcriptional regulatory networks including the uptake, cytoplasmic trafficking, potential metabolism in intracellular organelles and detoxification that take part in the cellular
defense against heavy metal stress.
The results of the study revealed that the common mechanism in yeast in response to heavy
metal stress is first an energy saving program. Among the vital functions those with high energy
consumption such as protein synthesis are descended. Individual metal defense mechanisms or
cellular programs with regard to sequestration, detoxification and regulation of these systems by
up- or down regulation of specific genes were not identified.
However, among groups of metals some gene clusters were differentially regulated. It is concluded
that yeast cells may differentiate between groups of metal ions by whether these - in concentrations as for essential cofactors - exert physiological functions.
The experiments were prepared and provided by Dagmar Hosiner, University of Wien within
the above mentioned TRANSLUCENT project. Raw data are available under the ArrayExpress
accession numbers E-MEXP-2985 and E-MEXP-2991. Most of the statistical and computational methods are based on R programming by incorporating packages from the BioConductor project. Clustering was performed using the Matlab-Bioinformatics Toolbox. The SGD
Database, in particular the GO-Term finder was used to identify genetic pathways or families
of genes that are co-regulated. The developed code is open source and can be downloaded at
http://jaguar.biologie.hu-berlin.de/∼sgerber.

3.2 Introduction
Metals are an integral part of our environment and all living organisms are exposed to metals in
either the natural habitat or through anthropogenic sources. Some metals are intrinsically toxic
like cadmium, arsenic, antimony, and mercury others serve in very low concentrations essential
cellular functions like copper, and cobalt but become toxic in excess quantities.
Since metal ions cannot be degraded or modified like toxic organic compounds, they form unspecific complex compounds in the cells that by themselves cause toxic effects.
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It is broadly accepted that organisms possess systems to evade toxicity and acquire tolerance.
For instance, studies in yeast have revealed a number of important tolerance systems encompassing metal uptake and export pathways, metal binding and sequestration systems as well as the
regulatory mechanisms that the yeast utilizes to control these systems.
In order to understand the genetic details of the function of these systems, e. g. expression
of genes, the model eukaryote S. cerevisiae was exposed to a number of transition and heavy
metals.
An efficient way to measure and analyze gene expression is by enumerating the abundance of
mRNA species present in a cell type for a particular physiological state (transcriptome) [DTW05].
Since it is well-known that significant gene expression control is exerted at the transcriptional
level transcriptome analysis is widely employed because measurements can be made using parallel and in at least in part automated approaches. Spotted DNA- or oligonucleotide microarrays
are the most common tools currently used for such gene expression studies.
The experimental rationale focused thus on genome expression profiles upon cellular metal exposition. Yeast cells were treated with 10 different metals, and the global mRNA abundance was
measured to detect genes being over-expressed or repressed under these conditions. Alterations
in expression patterns of normal cells and those treated with the respective metal should guide
cluster and pathway analysis to assess common and potentially specific metal binding and sequestration, and detoxification programs in the cellular defense. The work flow of this study is
illustrated in Figure 3.1

3.2.1 Biological relevance and toxicity of metals and metalloids
Living organisms have always been exposed to metals, either in food, potable water, soil, air, or
industrial applications. Hence, metals and metalloids with biological as well as toxic relevance
are widespread in nature and can locally - following for instance metal pollution or extensive
use of some metals and metal compounds as fungicides and disinfectants - reach fairly high
concentrations. The impact of metals and metalloids on biological systems, from prokaryotes to
humans ranges from essential, through beneficial, to nonessential and (highly) toxic when present
in excessive amounts [WT10].
In low quantities, many metals (e.g. iron, cobalt, copper, manganese, molybdenum, and zinc)
serve as essential nutrients, and are also often used as therapeutic agents [TO03, TM05, BH08].
In fact a very large number of proteins evolved that require metals for catalytic activity and/or
for maintaining protein structure [WRFR09].
However, at higher concentrations in particular heavy metals such as mercury, plutonium, and
lead exert a threatening influence on living organisms, and their accumulation over time in the
bodies of animals and humans can cause serious illness.
The term "heavy metal" comprises however a loosely-defined subset of elements that exhibit
metallic properties. It mainly includes the transition metals, some metalloids, lanthanides, and
actinides. Biologically relevant metals are mostly the so called "transition metals/elements" including groups 3 to 12 on the periodic table.
For transition elements their valence electrons, that are those that may combine with other
elements, are present in more than one shell. The inner d-orbital has more energy than the
valence-shell s-orbital what is the reason why these elements often exhibit several common oxidation states like it is the case for iron. In the d-block on the periodic table the atoms of the
elements have between 1 and 10 d electrons and such incompletely filled d-orbitals enable the
formation of complex compounds which play structurally and functionally roles in biochemical
and physiological reactions [Hos05, Gad93, Nie99, Fra05].
Zinc, cadmium, and mercury are not classified as transition metals since these have in the oxi-
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Figure 3.1: Workflow of the process of generating high-throughput gene expression data
on metal stress using microarrays. Biological samples were prepared by isolating, labeling and hybridizing RNA from yeast cell cultures following the
exposition to metal-salts and the reference strain, respectively. The images
were scanned and signal intensities were detected. Raw data - containing fluorescence intensities for each spot - were normalized, analyzed and clustered
to identify differentially expressed and co-regulated genes. Analysis results
were evaluated and annotated for biological interpretation..

dation state +2 the electronic configuration d10, with no incomplete d shell.
Metal toxicity may be caused by oxidative stress, impaired DNA repair, inhibition of enzyme
function and by disturbing the function of proteins that regulate proliferation, cell cycle progression, apoptosis or differentiation [WT10, SB95, EGOAB01, CS02, HS03, BH08].
Several studies have shown that metal toxicity may directly cause oxidative stress [VMC05].
Oxyanions, for instance, interfere with the metabolism of structurally related non metals (chromate and molybdate with sulphate, arsenate and vanadate with phosphate). As a consequence,
reduction of metal oxyanions leads to the production of extremely reactive hydroxyl radicals,
which cause cellular damage such as cleavage of DNA and RNA molecules, lipid peroxidation or
membrane damage [Bal02].
Other metal ions, like copper or cobalt, can participate in Fenton-like reactions that generate
hydroxyl radicals as well [HG84, LGR+ 98, EGOAB01]. Since metal ions cannot be degraded
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or modified like toxic organic compounds, they form unspecific complex compounds in the cells,
which lead to toxic effects. Metal cations (e.g. As, Cd, Hg, and Ni) tend to bind to sulfhydryl
groups of proteins, thus altering their enzymatic activity or causing depletion of the antioxidant
glutathione, which leads to indirect oxidative stress [WMDJ02, Bal02, VMC05].
Other metal ions may interact with physiologically relevant ions or factors controlling their homeostasis, e.g. Cd2+ with Zn2+ or Ca2+ , Ni2+ and Co2+ with Fe2+ , Zn2+ with Mg2+ , thereby inhibiting the function of the respective physiological cation [PEZ+ 98, RB05, QZSH06, BMRT05].
In the presence of excess concentrations even essential cofactors exhibit toxic potential by blocking of functional groups on biomolecules as well as denaturation of enzymes, and DNA damage
as for copper, zinc, and nickel.
In mammals, heavy metals, particularly at higher concentrations, but also at low concentrations, become toxic when they are not sequestered by the body and accumulate in the soft
tissue. Malfunctions of metal homeostasis or detoxification systems may cause a damaged or
reduced mental and central nervous function, lower energy levels, as well as damage to blood
composition, lungs, kidneys, liver, and other vital organs [SOIS93, HSC87]. Long-term exposure may result in slowly progressing physical, muscular, and neurological degenerative processes
[WEM90, BFWW91, CME98, FPYC98, EAW+ 98]. Allergies are increasing and repeated longterm contact with some metals or their compounds may cause even cancer [Nie99, CSM00]. In
particular arsenic, lead, cadmium and mercury are very toxic and probably also carcinogenic at
very low concentrations [CSM00].
To preserve the delicate balance between essential and toxic levels of metal ions, and to cope
with sudden stressful environmental changes organisms developed sophisticated mechanisms of
uptake, sequestration to the appropriate sub-cellular compartments, as well as detoxification
when the ion is in excess. Cells utilize thus a wide array of homeostasis and tolerance mechanisms that regulate the availability of essential metals and limit the damaging effects of toxic
elements [WT10].
For this purpose they have to rapidly respond with alterations in global gene expression, thereby
adapting to new conditions [MDK95, GS00]. The importance of metals for humans as well as
their impact on the environment has greatly promoted research on metal biology and led to a
significant progress in understanding metal response and tolerance acquisition mechanisms in
many prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms [WT10].
In recent years a considerable amount of information about how S. cerevisiae detects and responses to toxic metals and metalloids accumulated [WT10]. Despite this, relatively little is
known about toxicity mechanism at a molecular level. For instance, insights into the molecular
mechanisms concerned with specific aspects of metal uptake, sequestration and detoxification
are still lacking. In particular, questions like whether and how metals can activate transcription
factors and signaling proteins, the post-translational regulation of transporters involved in metal
sequestration and the complex cellular "system" response are increasingly being addressed.
In this regard S. cerevisiae is a most suitable model organism to unravel the molecular details
of metal action and detoxification strategies since many mechanisms involved in metal toxicity
and detoxification appear to be conserved in various eukaryotic organisms [WT10].
The research questions addressed by the current approach were to ascertain a potential common
mechanism in yeast cells to (heavy) metal stress and to detect disparities in the way of the response compared to stress caused by sodium and/or potassium. Specific aim of this work was to
identify some factors, genes, key elements that have a significant role in this regulatory pathway.
Does disturbance of ion homeostasis induce specific stress or a general response? The comprehensive data on regulatory associations available in databases such as YEASTRACT [TMJ+ 06]
enable the identification of documented and potential regulatory associations between transcription factors.
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The generation of transcriptional regulatory networks enables the analysis of regulatory mechanisms and will support the inference of mechanisms underlying gene regulatory networks since
many mechanisms involved in metal toxicity and detoxification appear to be conserved in various
eukaryotic organisms [WT10].

3.2.2 Microarray Technology
"Microarrays" have emerged as a powerful technique to simultaneously evaluate quantitative measurements for the expression of thousands of genes [Pev09]. Various variants evolved since this
method was first reported in 1995 for gene expression profiling [SSDB95]. In 1997 this technique
was first applied for the genome wide expression analysis of the complete genome of S. cerevisiae
[LDM+ 97]. Since then the most commonly applied method - that was also utilized for the following study - the so called "Two-color cDNA microarrays" [CMA+ 99] where the expression profiles
of two differently labeled samples are measured and directly compared.
For this purpose, a grid of microscopic spots of known genetic material (probes) is systematically
arranged on a glass microscope slide. One array has a capacity of thousands of spots that each
holds a droplet representing a different cDNA sequence. In order to quantify the gene expression
profile fluorescently labeled cDNA (samples) extracted from the specimen of interest and a reference specimen are mixed and hybridized together to the microarray. To discriminate between
both samples different dye colors - cyanine 3 (cy3) and cyanine 5 (cy5), respectively - are used
[Sch99, BJ00].
During the hybridization procedure the sample-cDNA binds to their complementary sequence
fragments on the array. In a subsequent procedure of purification all non-specific (unbound)
samples are washed off. Thus only strongly paired strands will remain hybridized and generate
a fluorescent signal that in its strength depends upon the amount of sample-cDNA binding to
the probes on the specific spot.
For every spot the intensity of this signal is detected by light-scanning with a high precision
microarray scanner. Since the fluorescence probes have different excitation and emission wavelengths the scanning is correspondingly performed at both wavelengths for cy3 and cy5 to visualize the specific fluorescence for each of the two fluorophores. For quality assurance purposes a
so called "dye-swap" step is usually included. In this experimental design all conditions remain
the same except for the labeling of the treated and untreated cells which is switched. By that
possible false data can be identified. The ratio of the fluorescent light emission between the
two different wavelengths (corresponding to the different dyes used to label both samples) is the
direct measure of the relative gene transcript expression level [MDA05]. Since a single hybridization provides genome wide quantitative expression data such microarray experiments enable a
parallel analysis of whole genome samples to identify up- or down-regulated genes under varying
conditions or in time-series experiments.
However, these images are subject to considerable uncertainty because of large- and small-scale
intensity fluctuations within spots, non-additive background, and fabrication artifacts [BGS01],
contributing to sometimes poor-quality images. Other sources of systematic variation, internal
or external to the sample, include fluctuations in the physical properties of the dyes, efficiency
of dye incorporation, probe coupling and processing procedures, target array preparation in the
hybridization process, background effects, and scanner settings among others [MDA05].
Such experimental variation of results in two different computational issues associated with the
analysis of microarrays. The first task is the preprocessing of the experimental raw data to
produce a result that accurately reflects either absolute amounts of transcripts in cells or, more
commonly, the ratio of these amounts under two different experimental conditions. The result
of these corrections is a gene expression matrix, one form of which is composed of n rows, each
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corresponding to a gene or feature on a microarray, and m columns, each of which corresponds
to a condition or a time-point for which expression levels were measured. The content of each
element of the matrix is a ratio of two fluorescence intensities.
The second computational task is the analysis and statistical interpretation of the intensity data
in the gene expression matrix to identify differentially expressed genes and to enable meaningful interpretation of the data by annotating and clustering procedures of obtained results.
Already a vast amount of literature has accumulated, addressing individual problems in data(pre)processing and analysis including the process of normalization as a subtle challenge. Extended reviews of existing methods can be found, e.g. [SS03, Smy04b, YT03, BR02].
The following section on "Materials and Methods" describes the methods used for the present
study.

3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Metal toxicity assays in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
In order to perform gene expression analysis upon heavy metal stress in S. cerevisiae, the effect of
16 biologically relevant metal ions (AgN O3 , Al2 (SO4 )3 , AsCl3 , CaCl2 , CdCl2 , CrCl2 , HgCl2 ,
KCl, LiCl2 , M nCl2 , M oCl5 , N iCl2 , N iSO4 , SnCl2 , SrCl2 , and V Cl3 ) on yeast growth in
liquid cultures or on solid agarplates was examined in preliminary work [Hos05]. Exponentially
growing yeast cultures were exposed to increasing concentrations of the metals and incubated at
30°C. The cellular growth was monitored by determining the optical density (OD600nm) of the
liquid cultures or by visual evaluation of the spotted yeast cells on solid agar-plates. The results
of this work provided the minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of the metal ions as well as
the metal concentrations, inducing 50 percent growth inhibition of the S. cerevisiae cultures.

3.3.2 Preparation of yeast RNA
To identify those genes most specific for metal stress, microarray experiments were performed
with ten of the most toxic metal ions, namely silver (Ag), aluminum (Al), arsenic (As), cadmium
(Cd), cobalt (Co), mercury (Hg), manganese (Mn), nickel (Ni), vanadium (V) and zinc (Zn).
All these metals cause cellular growth inhibition at concentrations lower than 1mM [Hos05]. In
order to avoid the yeast general stress response program [GSK+ 00] but identify those genes being
most sensitive and specific to metal stress, the applied metal concentrations were on average of
2-3-fold higher than the previously specified respective MIC.
Over-night cultures were grown in fresh YPD and stressed with either the indicated concentrations of metal ions (listed in Table 3.1) or, as control were grown untreated. After 30 min
incubation with AlCl , AgN O3 , AsCl3 , CdCl2 , CoCl2 , HgCl2 , M nCl2 , N iSO4 , V Cl3 or ZnCl2 ,
respectively total RNA was extracted from both untreated and treated cells. The total mRNAs
of both, the stressed cells and the control culture were prepared, labeled with fluorescence-dyes
(cy3-CTP, cy5-CTP), and simultaneously hybridized to cDNA microarrays. The experiments
were repeated three times for each condition, using independently grown yeast cultures. The
microarrays were scanned and image data were quantified using the GenePix Pro 4.1 software
(Molecular Devices) that returns quantitative intensities for each spot. Details in experimental
conditions are provided in the Supplementary Material C.
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Treatment
1.5 mM M nCl2
1.5 mM N iSO4
100µM CoCl2
2µM CdCl2
200µM AsCl3
30µM HgCl2
40µM AgN O3
500µM V Cl3
1.5 mM ZnCl2
500µM AlCl3

Cy3
WT
WT+Mn
WT
WT+Ni
WT
WT+Co
WT
WT+Cd
WT
WT+As
WT
WT+Hg
WT
WT+Ag
WT
WT+V
WT
WT+Zn
WT
WT+Al

Cy5
WT+Mn
WT
WT+Ni
WT
WT+Co
WT
WT+Cd
WT
WT+As
WT
WT+Hg
WT
WT+Ag
WT
WT+V
WT
WT+Zn
WT
WT+Al
WT

Group
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

Time
30 min.
30 min.
60 min.
60 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

Replications
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

Table 3.1: Treatment assigned to each slide. WT stand for Wild Type (the untreated
sample) whereas WT+X means "stressed with heavy metal from type X".

3.3.3 Computational processing and data analysis
The critical first steps in computational analysis of gene expression data include an attempt
to clean the data by procedures that can improve image quality, by separating signal from
noise, by handling missing values and by performing appropriate normalization procedures. The
data preprocessing as well as the tests for differential expression have been performed by using the R computing environment and several software packages from the Bioconductor project
(http://www.bioconductor.org), particular the Limma package [Smy04a]. For further data evaluation, clustering algorithms using the Matlab Bioinformatics toolbox were applied to identify
groups of genes with similar expression profiles for the time point "30 minutes" following the
metal-salt exposition.
In total 31 images of slides were analyzed (Table 3.1).
In the following the individual steps of data processing are presented along the example of AlCl3 stress.

3.3.4 Quality assessment and background correction
Quality assessment is an essential and critical first step for any subsequent data analysis. Data
variability introduced in each step of microarray data generation is undesirable because it might
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Experiment
Stress with
500µM AlCl3
for 30 Minutes

File name
(replicates)
13737744.gpr
13737745.gpr
13737755.gpr

Cy3

Cy5

WT (untreated)
WT + stress
WT

WT + stress (treated)
WT
WT + stress

Table 3.2: Experimental design for investigating aluminum-induced stress in S. cerevisiae. The experiment was undertaken three times using independently
grown yeast cultures and a dye-swap.

affect the entire data quality and mask the effect of interesting biological factors on the gene expression profile. Once detected, less reliable arrays can be excluded from further analysis or lower
weights can be assigned to less reproducible replicates to avoid misleading results [RDN+ 06].
The observed foreground signal is a combination of the true spot intensity (the specific hybridization of interest) and the ambivalent background signal resulting from non-specific binding
of labeled samples to the array surface and contamination such as spatial heterogeneity across
the array due to dregs left after washing or optical noise during the scanning process.
The most simple way to inspect the experimental outcome at a first stage is a simple reprint of
the intensities as shown in Figure 3.2 where in rows 2 and 4 the ambient background signal is
visualized for the cy3 (green) and the cy5 (red) channel, respectively.
A range of background correction approaches exist with the aim to improve accuracy and reducing bias by adjusting the data for the ambient fluorescence surrounding each spot (for reviews
see [RSO+ 07, SRS09]). The standard approach is simply to subtract the background estimate
directly from the spot intensity. However, this can result in corrected intensities with undesirable
statistical properties such as negative intensities whenever the ambient signal is stronger than
the foreground intensity [SBM09]. This problem arises in particular when arrays are as noisy as
it was the case in the present study.
Therefore, the background correction method developed by Ritchie et al. [RSO+ 07] was chosen
for the current evaluations. By this method a convolution of normal and exponential distributions is fitted to the foreground intensities by using the ambient signal as a covariate. The
expected signal given by the observed foreground becomes the corrected intensity. An offsetvalue (numeric value to add to intensities) of 50 was chosen as is recommended on the basis
of previous experience with cDNA microarray experiments [RSO+ 07, SRS09]. This approach
results in a smooth monotonic transformation of the background subtracted intensities. Typical
problems such as negative corrected intensities and high variability of low intensity log-ratios
[RSO+ 07, SRS09] were thus avoided.
All spots with missing values as well as "bad"-spots with illegal shape were given zero weight
for all further normalization and analysis steps. The corrected intensities were used to form the
log-ratio, M , and the average log-intensity, A, for each spot
 
R
M = log2
(3.1)
G
1
A = log2 (R ∗ G)
(3.2)
2
where R and G are the background corrected red and green intensities.
On this scale, M = 0 represents equal expression intensities of experimental and control sample,
positive M -values correspond to up-regulation (e.g. M=1 represents a 2-fold change between the
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Figure 3.2: Reprint of the foreground and background fluorescence intensities of the
three replicates from the experiment with 500 µM AlCl3 -stress. The first
row shows the overall intensities of the green channel, the second row the
non-specific background effects of the corresponding arrays and rows three
and four illustrate the same for the red channel, respectively.

samples) and negative M -values correspond to down-regulation (repression) of the considered
gene.
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3.3.5 Normalization
Normalization of corrected data intends to remove systematic trends from the expression values
which arise from variation in the application of the microarray technique rather than from actual
biological differences between the probes or the target samples hybridized to the arrays [SS03].
The need for normalization of the M values within each array results from the fact that the
process of printing DNA-spots on the microarrays may take several days. Spots are printed in
parallel using a print head containing several print-tips that proceed from top to bottom and
right to left in each print tip group. This procedure results in print-order effects that affect the
foreground intensity of the spots due to variations between the print-tips (i.e. defective printtips) or fainting of the signal in large regions of the array. Furthermore, imbalances between the
red and the green dye may arise from differences between the efficiencies of labeling or scanning
properties [SBM09] which affect one color more than the other.
The standard normalization method is a locally weighted linear regression (Loess) normalization,
an intensity-dependent method to account for dye biases [YT03]. This iterative normalization
method is carried out based on the assumption that only a small proportion of genes will be
differentially expressed among thousands of genes present in the array. In a first step the methods performs a print-tip-group normalization and afterwards a global normalization. However,
due to a large amount of "bad" spots and missing data in the print-tip groups of some of the
arrays the print-tip Loess is unreliable. Therefore normalization was performed using the a robust spline normalization [SS03] which is an empirical Bayes compromise between Print-tip and
Global Loess normalization with 5-parameter regression splines used in place of the Loess curves.
Afterwards, a quantile normalization [BIsS03] between all arrays ensured that the average intensities have the same empirical distribution across arrays and across channels. The quantile
normalization approach first ranks data on each array and substitutes data of the same rank
across all arrays by the mean of the data.
The effects of normalization are demonstrated in Figure 3.3 where M A-plots (log intensity ration
versus the mean log intensity) for the three replicates of the AlCl3 -stress experiment before and
after normalization are shown with Loess fits for individual print-tip-groups.
This plot type is widely used to visualize microarray data because it directly displays the red-togreen ratios. Furthermore, M A-plots enable identification of intensity-dependent biases in the
data.
The plots before normalization (first column in Figure 3.3 exhibit obvious curvature deviating
from the horizontal line at zero that needs to be normalized in order to achieve consistency in
the intensities. The second column shows the same arrays after internal normalization and the
third column after global normalization, respectively. The tight clustering of data points around
the line M = 0 are the majority of genes that do not alter their expression levels significantly
under the two conditions compared. Interesting spots with a strong signal and a correspondingly
great variation in expression level are unambiguously detected after global normalization (spots
marked with lavender color) in the third column in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows the progress
of preprocessing by displaying the smoothed empirical densities for the individual green and red
channels. Without background correction there is a considerable variation between both channels
as well as negative intensities arising from "bad"-spots (Figure 3.4a). Background correction leads
to exclusive positive intensities and the distribution curves close ranks (Figure 3.4b). However,
there is still considerable variation between the channels of each array. By internal normalization of the M-values for each array the red and green distribution becomes essentially equal for
each array, although there is still variation between the arrays (Figure 3.4c). The application of
quantile normalization to the A-values ensures that the distribution is comparable across arrays
as well as across channels (Figure 3.4d).
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3.3.6 Tests for differential expression
In formal statistical terms, a gene is classified as being differentially expressed if its expression
level changes systematically between two treatment conditions even if this difference might be
very small. However, on the biological point of view, a gene is assumed to be differentially
expressed only if its expression level changes by a worthwhile amount [MS09]. Such amount
or threshold must be defined. Therefore, a new generation of statistical tests for significance
analysis in microarrays data has been developed. To aid with inference about each individual
gene, information from the ensemble of genes is borrowed using an empirical Bayes method to
moderate the standard errors of the estimated log-fold changes across genes [Smy04a, Smy04a].
These moderated t-statistics lead to p-values with increased degrees of freedom, reflecting the
greater reliability associated with the smoothed standard errors. In order to exclude genes with
arbitrarily small fold change it has been commonly accepted to request that differentially expressed genes satisfy both p-values and fold-change criteria simultaneously [PLFS+ 06, PSvL+ 05,
RZT+ 08]. The results have been consistently shown to outperform traditional gene-wise statistical tests, and to give results more in line with fold-change rankings [JHC06, KAC+ 05, STF+ 05,
XJP+ 04]. Smyth et al. [Smy04a] generalized the moderate t-statistic to a multidimensional case
and implemented this approach in the Bioconductor package Limma [SGC+ 05] that was used to
detect differentially expressed genes as follows.
For each gene six data point were available arising from the three performed experimental replicates (independent arrays) where each of the replicates contained two spots with the same probe.
A linear model was fitted to the expression of each probe [SGC+ 05, Smy04a]. Replications of
the same treatment were merged in the calculation due to the consideration of dye-swaps. Duplicated spots within a single array were evaluated using a pooled correlation method to make full
use of the information [SMS05]. The p-value adjustment method from Benjamini and Hochberg
[BH95] was chosen to control the false discovery rate, which is the expected proportion of false
discoveries amongst the rejected hypotheses. Genes were ranked in order of evidence for differential expression of the stressed samples in comparison to the reference sample in each experiment.
The top-50 genes being most likely differentially expressed in the running AlCl3 -example are
visualized by a Volcano-plot in Figure 3.5.

3.3.7 Identifying commonly expressed genes
All genes that appeared significantly differentially expressed following the normalization process
were taken into account for further analysis and a descriptive statistic approach. Table 3.3
provides the number of shared genes after pairwise comparisons of all experiments. The diagonal
line gives the total amount of genes being significantly differently expressed for each experimental
condition.
The result is plotted as a heat map with two identical dendrogramms representing the outcome of
hierarchical clustering in Figure 3.6. The latter was performed using the similarities in Table 3.3
directly for clustering after transforming the intersect counts into Jaccard (Tanimoto) similarity
indices [Gir10, Jac12] which is a correlation coefficient for determining the similarity between two
bit-vectors. The size of the intersection becomes divided by the size of the union of the sample
sets. This transformation provides better and more reasonable results than simple Euclidean
distance and complete linkage since the sample sets show clearly a large size difference (see
diagonal in Table 3.3). Furthermore, all possible intersects among more than two sample were
computed, as given in Table 3.4.
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AgN O3
AsCl3
CdCl2
CoCl2
HgCl2
M nCl2
N iSO4
AlCl3
V Cl3
ZnCl2

AgN O3
18
5
4
1
5
8
5
1
3
1

AsCl3
5
56
11
1
10
4
5
1
1
1

CdCl2
4
11
42
1
14
6
4
1
1
2

CoCl2
1
1
1
19
1
6
5
2
4
5

HgCl2
5
10
14
1
44
16
5
1
1
1

M nCl2
8
4
6
6
16
145
4
0
1
3

N iSO4
5
5
4
5
5
4
22
2
2
3

AlCl3
1
1
1
2
1
0
2
44
2
3

V Cl3
3
1
1
4
1
1
2
2
33
2

ZnCl2
1
1
2
5
1
3
3
3
2
29

Table 3.3: Pairwise comparison of each experiment to detect shared genes
Counts

ORF

Gene Name

SGD ID

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

YLR303W
YDL124W
YCL040W
YOR382W
YHL040C
YNL160W
YMR173W-A
YNL208W
YMR058W
YHL047C
YDR534C
YMR173W
YOL151W
YNL134C
YLR109W
YPL154C

MET17
NA
GLK1
FIT2
ARN1
YGP1
NA
NA
FET3
ARN2
FIT1
DDR48
GRE2
NA
AHP1
PEP4

S000004294
S000002282
S000000545
S000005909
S000001032
S000005104
S000004785
S000005152
S000004662
S000001039
S000002942
S000004784
S000005511
S000005078
S000004099
S000006075

Condition when
differentially expressed
AgNO3 AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2 MnCl2
AgNO3 AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2 NiSO4
AgNO3 AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2 NiSO4
CoCl2 MnCl2 NiSO4 ZnCl2
CoCl2 MnCl2 VCl3 ZnCl2
AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2 NiSO4
AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2 MnCl2
AgNO3 HgCl2 MnCl2 NiSO4
CoCl2 NiSO4 VCl3
CoCl2 MnCl2 NiSO4
CoCl2 NiSO4 ZnCl2
CdCl2 HgCl2 MnCl2
AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2
AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2
AsCl3 CdCl2 HgCl2
AgNO3 MnCl2 NiSO4

Table 3.4: All possible intersections

3.3.8 Determination of genetic network architecture
An important step in order to reduce the amount of data and to achieve biological interpretations is to build subsets of genes with similar expression patterns. The underlying principle is
the assumption that genes with similar expression patterns across the experimental setup are
likely to be functionally related.
They might be co-regulated in biological processes, function in the same biochemical pathways,
share regulatory sequence motives, or correspond to the same regulatory control mechanisms
[MDA05, THC+ 99]. The clustering of these genes may therefore lead to broader and thus potentially new insights into genetic networks and the analysis for transcription factor binding sites
might help to identify and/or understand mechanisms of regulation and response.

Clustering
A wide variety of clustering methods such as K-means [MQ67], hierarchical clustering [ESBB98,
CBE01, dHINM04, NS02] or self-organizing maps (SOMs; [LKB+ 04]) can be employed with
microarray data to group genes or conditions that lead to similar global expression patterns. All
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algorithms depend on the definition of a measure of similarity between expression profiles, and
each measure can reveal different features in the data.
The best method depends highly on the question to be solved by the experiment as well as
on the characteristics and the quality of the dataset and can - in general - not be anticipated.
In order to maintain a general overview on potential genetic groups the selected genes were
clustered without prior assumptions with a non-supervised hierarchical approach [PS00, ESBB98,
JG06] (Figure 3.7 and via using Euclidean distance metric and average linkage to generate the
hierarchical tree. Clusters were generated first along the columns (producing row-clustered data),
and subsequently, along the rows.
Even though the constructed dendrogramm is indeed helpful to depict the relationships between
the genes grouped on the common branch, the tree exhibits ambiguous cluster and it is difficult
to define a final amount of clusters.
Therefore, in a second evaluation step, data were clustered using K-means. This method uses a
two-phase iterative algorithm to minimize the sum of point-to-centroid distances, summed over
a predetermined amount of clusters. Best results were maintained with K=20 cluster by using
squared Euclidean distances and is shown in Figure 3.8.

3.3.9 Gene-set enrichment
In order to enable the meaningful biological interpretation of the detected subgroups, the clusters were annotated with available metadata by parsing the "Saccharomyces Genome Database"
(SGD)[CAB+ 98], the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) [MFG+ 00], the
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [KGF+ 10, KG00] and Gene Ontology (GO)
[Con00].
These databases provide interfaces or web-services to enrich lists of genes with biological information available for the corresponding genes or gene-cluster. Most important for the present
study were the services of GO and the SGD databases.
The GO project provides a systematic vocabulary of terms for the description of gene characteristics and gene product annotation data and can be used to annotate whole genomes and detect
enriched functional categories in groups of genes. This approach compares the number of genes
in each GO-category with the number of expected genes in the same category by chance.
Significant associations for the genes of the 20 clusters to GO terms were obtained by the GO
Term Finder provided by SGD. The results of this gene set enrichment is given in Table 1 in the
Supplementary Material B.
The final outcome of this analysis provided - following manual inspection - is visualized in Figure
3.9. The results of the manually enriched data after K-means clustering were visualized using
Java TreeView [Sal04].

3.3.10 Transcription factor analysis
In order to group genes along their regulatory associations with documented transcription factors
(TFs) a data set of all available TFs known to be functional in S. cerevisiae was collected. For
this purpose, the YEASTRACT repository [TMJ+ 06](Yeast Search for Transcriptional Regulators And Consensus Tracking) was parsed. The repository maintains 48333 regulatory associations between transcription factors and genes based on more than 1200 bibliographic references
[AMT+ 11]. The assembled dataset for the present study contained the description of 298 specific
and in the literature documented DNA binding sites for a group of 110 transcription factors. The
assignment of TFs to each cluster was carried out following two different search strategies:
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1. Associations may base on direct or indirect evidences. Direct evidence was considered to
be provided through experiments that prove the direct binding of the TF to the target
gene’s promoter region, or such as the analysis of the effect on target-gene expression of
the site-directed mutation of the TF binding site in its promoter region. Such association
strongly suggests that the TF interacts with that specific target promoter [TMJ+ 06].
Indirect evidences were attributed to experiments such as the comparative analysis of
gene expression changes occurring in response to the deletion, mutation or over-expression
of a given TF.
2. Pattern matching of already documented transcription factor binding site (TFBS motives
within the promoter region of the selected genes. This information for promotor regions
and TFBS were also collected from the YEASTRACT database. The query was performed
with the tool developed in the previous chapter [GHH+ 10] to search for potential TFBS on
promotor regions in S. cerevisiae. Given a group of genes, this pattern discovery program
queries forward and reverse strands of the promoter regions for motifs of the interesting
transcription factors and returns those whose consensus binding site matches at least one
subsequence of the promoter region of the investigated genes. This may give information
on potential associations and is particularly useful for the prediction of regulatory motifs
from clusters of co-expressed genes.

3.3.11 Biochemical Pathways
As a final step, all genes being significant differentially expressed under at least two experimental
conditions were mapped to S. cerevisiae biochemical pathways using the "Pathway Tool" [Kar02,
PK06]. The results are visualized in Figure 3.10, and - in higher resolution - in the Supplementary
Material B. The pathways with the highest density of up- regulated genes are extracted in Figures
3.11 - 3.13 whereas pathways with the highest density of down- regulated genes are given in Figure
3.14. Details will be discussed in the following section.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
The inspection of pathways with a high density of significantly up- regulated genes revealed those
that are mainly involved in amino acid metabolism. In particular, the synthesis of the amino
acids with charged side chains (arginine, lysine and histidine) (Figure 3.11a-c) as well as the
aromatic amino acids tryptophan, phenylalanine and tyrosine (Figure 3.11d), cysteine (Figure
3.12a) and amino acids with hydrophobic side chains (leucine, iso-leucine and methionine) as
visualized in Figure 3.12b) and c) is considerably enhanced.
These results are in good agreement with observations made on plants, where Cys-rich metal
binding peptides including phytochelatin and metallothioneins are synthesized in response to
toxic levels of heavy metals [JNH04, WTDG03].
For S. cerevisiae, it has been shown that the accumulation of histidine in the vacuole decreases
the toxicity of copper, cobalt and nickel [PS99, FMNM05]. It is assumed that histidine (or
histidine-rich proteins) may directly interact with divalent metal ions in order to render them
harmless. Even though the exact process of vacuolar sequestration via histidine still remains
unclear the remarkably increased synthesis of the above mentioned amino acids besides histidine, suggests that these may play similar roles in conferring resistance to metal ions and in
attenuating metal toxicity.
A number of up- regulated genes were also involved in sulfur (amino acid) metabolism which
leads to glutathione synthesis (Figure 3.12a) and d)). This result is consistent with recent studies
in S. cerevisiae, documenting the conversion of sulfur assimilates into glutathione in response
to exposure of arsenic and cadmium [FLA+ 02, HKC+ 04]. Glutathione acts as a first line of
defense against several stresses by sequestering and forming complexes with toxic metalloids
[Ros02, MI01, VSL+ 01, TM05, WT10]. In the present study glutathione synthesis in response to
arsenic and cadmium could be confirmed once more. In addition, sulphur amino acid biosynthesis/metabolism was also notably induced by silver, mercury and manganese (Figure 3.9 cluster
14).
The third major group of genes that can be extracted when analyzing the activated pathways
are those involved in carbohydrate and energy metabolism (Figure 3.13). This might probably
base on the intention to obtain additional energy which may be required for tolerating the excess
of toxic compounds and for the detoxification processes.
The repressed genes - visualized in Figure 3.14 a) and b) - mainly code for proteins involved
in growth-related processes such as RNA metabolism and protein biosynthesis. This repression
might serve the purpose as energy saving during the cellular systemic defense. The decrease of de
novo protein synthesis in response to metal stress allows energy to be diverted to the increased
expression of genes involved in stress response and specific detoxification mechanisms.

The results in particular consideration
Aluminum is a metal and belongs to the boron (Nr. 13) group of chemical elements in period
3. Aluminum can achieve three oxidations states, is characterized by a very low density and is
too chemically reactive to occur in nature as a free metal. Although highly abundant in natural
environment, aluminum salts are not known to be utilized by any form of life. Soluble aluminum
salts have some demonstrated toxicity to animals but it’s long-term toxicity to humans is still
under debate. Applied as soluble chloride salt Al caused in this experiment the up regulation of
protein catabolism genes and both, the up- and down-regulation of those involved in transcription and chromosome organization (Figure 3.9; first column).
Silver is a transition metal in group 11 of the periodic table (chemical symbol Ag) in direct
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neighborhood to copper and gold. It occurs in two different oxidation states and is stable in pure
air and water. Silver ions and silver compounds exhibit toxic effects on bacteria, algae and fungi,
and is widely used in topical gels and impregnated into bandages because of its wide-spectrum
antimicrobial activity. These properties arise from the ionized form, Ag+ which forms strong
molecular complexes with other substances used by bacteria to gain energy. Applied in this experiment as soluble nitrate-salt, silver induced particularly genes of vacuolar protein catabolism,
response to (oxidative) stress and response to oxygen radicals (Figure 3.9: column 2). No strong
repression of genes could be assessed.
Arsenic is a metalloid (chemical symbol As), and belongs to the group 15 of chemical elements
in period 4. As occurs in many minerals, mainly combined with sulfur and metals, and also
naturally in the native (elemental) state. Some rare species of bacteria use arsenic compounds as
respiratory metabolites, and are thus arsenic-tolerant. To other biological and multicellular life,
arsenic is however very toxic due to the interaction of arsenic ions with protein thiols. Arsenic
and its derivatives have been extensively used in the production of pesticides, herbicides and
insecticides. Applied in this experiment as soluble chloride-salt, arsenic induced the majority of
genes in the response to (oxidative) stress groups and vacuolar protein catabolism (Figure 3.9;
column 3). Repression of genes could be assessed as for cysteine and ribosome biosynthesis and
translation.
Cadmium is an element (chemical symbol Cd) in group 12 and period 5 of the periodic table and
is chemically similar to the two other metals of this group, zinc and mercury. Cd occurs similar
to zinc mainly in the oxidation state +2 in most of its compounds. Similar to mercury it shows a
low melting point compared to transition metals. Zinc, cadmium, and mercury are not classified
as transition metals as they have in the oxidation state +2 the electronic configuration d10,
with no incomplete d shell. The group 12 may be classed as post-transition metals. Cadmium
compounds were used to stabilize plastic and with the exception of its use in nickel-cadmium
batteries and cadmium telluride solar panels, the use of cadmium is generally decreasing. These
declines are due to cadmium’s toxicity and resulting regulations. Only one enzyme, a carbonic
anhydrase with cadmium (usually zinc) as reactive center has been discovered in marine diatoms
when zinc is limited. Applied in this experiment as chloride-salt, cadmium induced like arsenic
genes in the response to (oxidative) stress groups and vacuolar protein catabolism (Figure 3.9;
column 4). Furthermore, genes in the sulfur amino acid metabolism were notably induced by
cadmium. Repression of genes could be assessed as for cysteine and ribosome biosynthesis and
translation although this was not as prominent as for arsenic.
Mercury is also an element (chemical symbol Hg) in group 12 but period 6 of the periodic table
and is, as Cd and Zn known as post-transition metal. Mercury is the only metal that is liquid at
standard conditions for temperature, Hg poisoning can thus result from exposure to water soluble
forms of mercury (such as mercuric chloride or methylmercury), inhalation of mercury vapor,
or eating seafood contaminated with mercury. Medical use is for dental amalgams, preservative
in vaccines and one topical antiseptic. Applied in this experiment as chloride-salt, Hg induced
like the metals mentioned above genes in the response to (oxidative) stress groups and vacuolar
protein catabolism (Figure 3.9; column 6). Repression of genes, though not as prominent as
for cadmium, could be assessed as for cysteine and ribosome biosynthesis and translation genes.
Interestingly, genes in the nitrogen compound metabolism were only induced by Hg.
All before mentioned metals play no role in biological life. A common cellular "program" when
these metals were presented to yeast cells was found to be mainly the induction of genes in the
response to (oxidative) stress groups, (vacuolar) protein catabolism and repression of ribosomal
biosynthesis and subsequent translation processes.
The first observation is not surprising. Numerous studies have shown that excessive metal ex-
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posure directly causes oxidative stress [WT10, VMC05, TM05], leads to the production of extremely reactive hydroxyl radicals [HG84, LGR+ 98, EGOAB01] and causes cellular damage such
as cleavage of DNA and RNA molecules or membrane damage [Bal02]. When all metal specific
detoxification systems (sequestration and/or active extrusion) are overloaded and metal concentrations are beyond the storage and detoxification capacities of the cell, oxidative stress defense
mechanisms are activated. These are associated with both, macromolecular damage and adaptive changes in gene expression [Hos05].
(Vacuolar) protein catabolism (the degradation of proteins) caused by aluminium, silver, arsenic, cadmium and mercury might be due to the fact that these metal ions compete with other
molecules for sulfhydryl groups, which leads to protein inactivation and depletion of glutathione
[WMDJ02, Bal02, HKC+ 04]. The degradation of those inactivated proteins which otherwise
would interfere with numerous enzyme systems occurs therefore as a result of indirect oxidative
stress.
The repression of ribosomal biosynthesis and subsequent translation processes might be seen in
conjunction with enhanced energy saving mechanisms during the cellular systemic defense.
Vanadium (chemical symbol V) belongs to group 5, period 4 of the periodic table and is a transition metal. In nature, the element is found only in chemically compounds but large amounts of
vanadium ions have been found in a few bacteria and algae, possibly as a toxin. The oxide and
some other salts of vanadium exhibit moderate toxicity. Particularly in the ocean, vanadium is
used by some marine life forms (sea squirts, tunicates) as an active center of enzymes, such as
the vanadium bromoperoxidase of some ocean algae. Applied in this experiment as chloride-salt,
V caused only the induction of genes responding to oxygen radicals but a notable repression of
genes in the iron homeostasis and glutamate biosynthesis group though weakly, and significantly
in the meiosis/sporulation group (Figure 3.9; column 9). A possible interpretation may be that
V is far less poisoning than Ag, As, Cd, and Hg and that the cellular response is focused on
sequestration (possibly vacuole) and on inhibition of the propagation program.
Cobalt (chemical symbol Co) belongs to group 9, period 4 of the periodic table and is a transition metal. Cobalt is an essential trace element for mammals, as the active center of co-enzymes
called cobalamins (prototype B12). These include vitamin B12 which is essential for mammals
but Co is also an micronutrient for bacteria, algae, and fungi. Co deficiency results in anaemia, a
lethal disorder. Although less common than other metalloproteins (e.g. those of zinc and iron),
cobaltoproteins are known aside from B12. These proteins include methionine aminopeptidase 2
and nitrile hydratase. Applied in this experiment as chloride-salt, Co caused induction of genes
in the iron homeostasis and glutamate biosynthesis group, and repression in the sporulation and
DNA-repair groups (Figure 3.9; column 5). A possible interpretation may be that upon excess
Co the cellular response is focused on sequestration (possibly vacuole) and on inhibition of the
propagation program and high energy consuming DNA-repair program.
Nickel (chemical symbol Ni) belongs to group 10, period 4 of the periodic table and is a transition metal. It is one of the four elements that are ferromagnetic around room temperature,
the other three being iron, cobalt and gadolinium. Ni plays important roles in the biology
of microorganisms and plants. The NiFe-hydrogenases contain nickel in addition to iron-sulfur
clusters. Such [NiFe]-hydrogenases characteristically oxidise H2. A nickel-tetrapyrrole coenzyme,
F430, is present in the methyl coenzyme M reductase which powers methanogenic archaea. One
of the carbon monoxide dehydrogenase enzymes consists of an Fe-Ni-S cluster. Other nickelcontaining enzymes include a class of superoxide dismutase and a glyoxalase. Applied in this
experiment as sulphate, Ni caused the weakest response of all applied metals. Low induction of
genes in the iron homeostasis and glutamate biosynthesis and oxidative stress response group,
and some minor repression in protein catabolism was assessed (Figure 3.9; column 8). A possible
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interpretation may be that even upon excess Ni the cellular defense is necessary and sufficient
by sequestration (possibly vacuole) and some energy saving by inhibition of protein assembly.
Zinc (chemical symbol Zn) belongs to group 12, period 4 of the periodic table and is a transition
metal similar to the two other metals of this group, zinc and mercury. Zn occurs mainly in the
oxidation state +2 and is, together with cadmium, and mercury not classified as transition metals
but as post-transition metals. Zinc is an essential trace element, necessary for micro-organisms,
plants, and mammals. Zinc is found in nearly 100 specific enzymes and has a prominent role
as structural ion in transcription factors and it is stored and transferred in metallothioneins.
Applied in this experiment as chloride-salt, Zn caused the second weakest response of all applied metals. Low induction of genes in the iron homeostasis and glutamate biosynthesis group,
though other genes than induced by Ni. Significant repression in protein catabolism group of
genes (other genes than induced by Ni) was assessed (Figure 3.9; column 10). A possible interpretation may be that due to the biologically highly relevant role of Zn any poisoning threat
might require exceptionally high concentrations. Under the given experimental conditions the
cellular defense - if any - addresses sequestration and some energy saving by inhibition of protein
assembly.
Manganese (chemical symbol Mn) belongs to group 7, period 4 of the periodic table and is a
transition metal. In nature it is found as a free element (metal) but often in combination with
iron, and in many minerals. Mn is industrially used in the production of stainless steels. Manganese is an essential trace nutrient in all forms of life, and particularly as cofactor in different
classes of enzymes ranging from oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, ligases, lectins, to integrins. The best known manganese-containing polypeptides may be arginase,
the diphtheria toxin, and the Mn-containing superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD) which is present
in eukaryotic mitochondria, and also in most bacteria. In humans Mn is bound to manganese
metalloproteins most notably glutamine synthetase in astrocytes. Applied in this experiment as
chloride-salt, Mn caused the most differentiated response of all applied metals. Induction was assessed for nitrogen compound metabolism, iron homeostasis and glutamate biosynthesis, general
response to stress and vacuolar protein catabolism, and amino acid metabolism. Repression was
found for ribosome biogenesis/transcription and lipid metabolism, chromosome organization and
hexose transport (Figure 3.9; column 7). A possible interpretation may be that in the presence
of high Mn concentrations the cellular defense program basically stops all vital functions like
sugar uptake (and thus energy production), preparation of the chromosomes for transcription,
transcription itself, and amino acid assembly.

3.5 Conclusion
The results can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•
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All differentially expressed genes that are significantly up- or down-regulated in response
to metal stress participate in a diverse range of cellular processes. The majority of the upregulated genes is involved in amino acid and carbohydrate metabolism, energy generation,
protein degradation, as well as general stress defense and metal-specific detoxification
processes (Figures 3.9 and 3.11-3.13).
The significantly repressed genes mainly belong to the transcription and protein synthesis
category (Figures 3.9 and 3.14) .
Thus the basic common mechanism in yeast in response to heavy metal stress is first an
energy saving program. Among the vital functions those with high energy consumption
like protein synthesis are descended.

3.5 Conclusion

•

•

•

•

All three clustering methods (Intersections, Hierarchical clustering and K-means) revealed
that every single used metal ion caused its own specific expression pattern.
Even though some expression profiles are similar as it is the case for cadmium and mercury,
cobalt and nickel), others as for manganese and arsenic exhibit even antagonistic expression
patterns.
It thus appears that common metal defense mechanisms or cellular programs with regard to
sequestration, detoxification and regulation of these systems by up- or down regulation of
specific genes were not identified. However, since among some groups of metals similar gene
clusters were differentially regulated it can be assumed that yeast cells may differentiate
between groups of metal ions by whether these - in concentrations as for essential cofactors
- exert physiological functions, are part of complex molecules, stabilize protein structures
or enzymes and DNA through electrostatic forces or are entirely toxic.
As the uniqueness of each expression profile illustrates, the precision with which yeast
responds to changes of environmental cues, S. cerevisiae seems to sense various cellular
signals simultaneously, and therefore might be able to differentiate between the particular
metal stresses.

Even though several gene cluster appear to be co-regulated upon the different stresses the outcome of this study demonstrated that every single metal causes its own specific expression pattern. This leads to the - surprising - conclusion that yeast is able to differentiate between the
tested metal ions. However, the results presented above represent only a small part of the full
experimental set. The detailed interpretation of all information that could be extracted from the
bioinformatical analysis goes beyond the scope of this thesis and will involve expert-knowledge
in molecular biology. This task is currently performed by Translucent project partners.
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Figure 3.3: MA-plots obtained from the experiment with 500 µM AlCl3 -stress where M
is the intensity ratio and A the average intensity for a dot in the plot. In each
row one of the replicates was plotted and each column shows the progress
of normalization with the Loess curve for individual print-tip-groups. First
column: The background-corrected MA-values of the three arrays prior to
normalization. Second column: Data after internal normalization. Third
Column: Data after global normalization and after removal of control-genes
as well as low-intensity spots. Spots marked with lavender color are interesting genes reflecting clear divergence from the mean.
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Figure 3.4: Smoothed densities of the green and red channels of all arrays. a: The
channels prior to any background correction or normalization. b: After
background correction c: After internal normalization d: Corrected channel
intensities after global normalization.
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Figure 3.5: Volcano-plot of the top 50 ranked genes in the AlCl3 -stress experiment after
statistical testing for differential expression. The log fold change is plotted on the x-axis and the significance in form of log odds that the gene is
differentially expressed on the y-axis.
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Figure 3.6: Jaccard heat map. Visualizes the degree of pairwise similarity. Conditions
are grouped by dendrogramm.
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Figure 3.7: Hierarchical clustering analysis applied to the filtered gene expression matrix. The rows correspond to genes and the columns correspond to the ten
experimental conditions. Variations in transcript abundance for each gene
are depicted by means of color codes, in which shades of red represent increases, and shades of green decreases in mRNA levels, relative to the unstressed culture. Black color indicates undetectable change in transcription
level, respectively missing data.
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Figure 3.8: Results of K-means clustering of expression patterns for all genes being significantly differentially expressed in at least two of the ten experiments. Best
results were achieved with K=20 clusters. The numbers 1-10 on the x-axis
stand for the treatments AlCl3 , VCl3 , ZnCl2 , AgNO3 , AsCl3 , CdCl2 , CoCl2 ,
HgCl2 , MnCl2 , and NiSo4 , respectively. The values on the y-axis are the
intensity ratios.
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Figure 3.9: Transcript profile of metal stress: K-means clustering of the transcript profile
was performed with K = 20 for the genes and the genes in the distinct clusters
were closer defined by their corresponding Gene Ontologies. Variations in
transcript abundance for each gene are depicted by means of color code, in
which shades of yellow represent increases, and shades of blue decreases in
mRNA levels, relative to the unstressed culture. Black color indicates an
undetectable change in transcript level, respectively missing data.
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Figure 3.10: Outcome of mapping all significant genes to S. cerevisiae pathways using
"Pathway Tool". All genes being significantly expressed in more than one
experimental condition were mapped to biochemical pathways. Genes being
up-regulated are visualized in shades from blue to red whereas shades from
green to yellow indicate that the respective genes are repressed.
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Figure 3.11: Extracted pathways with a high density of up-regulated genes: Synthesis of a) Arginine, b) Lysine, c) Histidine, d) Tryptophan, phenylalanine
and tyrosine. Genes are positioned besides the associated reaction within
the pathway together with the value of log-fold change. The color-code is
adopted from Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.12: Extracted pathways with a high density of up-regulated genes: Synthesis of
a) Cysteine, b) Leucine and isoleucine c) Methionine d) Glutathione. Genes
are positioned besides the associated reaction within the pathway together
with the value of log-fold change. The color-code is adopted from Figure
3.10
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Figure 3.13: Extracted pathways with a high density of up-regulated genes involved in
carbohydrate and energy metabolism. Genes are positioned besides the
associated reaction within the pathway together with the value of log-fold
change. The color-code is adopted from Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.14: Extracted pathways with a high density of down-regulated genes. The repressed genes mainly code for proteins involved in growth-related processes,
such as RNA metabolism and protein biosynthesis and are positioned besides the associated reaction within the pathway together with the value of
log-fold change. The color-code is adopted from Figure 3.10.
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4.1 Abstract
The availability of high-resolution microscopy together with the advancements in the development of biomarkers as reporters of biomolecular interactions are indicative for the importance of
imaging methods in molecular cell biology. These techniques enable the investigation of cellular
characteristics like cellular volume and geometry, size, amount, volume and geometry of intracellular compartments, and amount of existing proteins in a spatially resolved manner. Such
detailed investigations opened up many new areas of research in the study of spatial, complex
and dynamic cellular systems. One of the crucial challenges in this context is the design of a well
structured and optimized workflow to provide systematic and efficient hypothesis verification.
Computer Science can efficiently address this task by providing software that facilitates handling, analysis, and evaluation of biological data to the benefit of experimenters and modelers.
The Spatio-Temporal Simulation Environment (STSE) is a set of open-source tools provided to
conduct spatio-temporal simulations in discrete structures based on microscopy images. This
environment can be used for the analysis and interpretation of time resolved protein localization
and accumulation data like e.g. upon definite stress challenges. The framework contains modules to digitize, represent, analyze, and mathematically model spatial distributions of biochemical
species. Graphical user interface (GUI) tools provided with the software enable meshing of the
simulation space based on the Voronoi concept. In addition, it supports to automatically acquire
spatial information to the mesh from the images based on pixel luminosity (e.g. corresponding
to molecular levels from microscopy images).
General concepts of the STSE design and workflow will be discussed with regard to actual application using the example of a signaling cascade that leads to formation of a morphological
gradient of the Fus3 protein within the cytoplasm of the mating S. cerevisiae cell.
STSE provides the means to relate the simulation to the image data and thus a systematic, image driven model validation or rejection. STSE is freely available either as a stand-alone version
or included in the Linux live distribution Systems Biology Operational Software (SB.OS) and
can be downloaded from http://www.stse-software.org/. The Python source code as well as a
comprehensive user manual and video tutorial are also available to the research community.
Parts of this work have been published as
S. Stoma, M. Fröhlich, S. Gerber and E. Klipp: STSE: Spatio-Temporal Simulation Environment
Dedicated to Biology, submitted to BMC Bioinformatics(2010).
Szymon Stoma is the main developer of STSE.

4.2 Introduction and Background
With the availability of high-resolution microscopy and high-throughput technologies in molecular biology the amount of cellular images in very good resolution quality increases significantly.
Such amount of available data consecutively demands for image analysis software adapted to
utilize the full capacity of these imaging advancements.
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The state-of-the-art method of presenting, assessing and evaluating experimental images qualitatively is being increasingly replaced by computational data evaluation. Quantification of e.g.
light intensities arising from fluorescent protein (FP) expression in different cellular compartments can be ascertained in a spatially resolved manner. Such quantification may then enable
the mathematically verification of the current understanding of biological systems. Unambiguous
and reproducible computational extraction increases the quality and exchangeability of information for subsequent automatic processing steps such as digitization, representation, analysis, and
modeling.
A variety of image processing-, analysis- or modeling-packages addressing these tasks exist already, either on a commercial basis or as open source software.
Recently, several eminent reviews have been published that outline the most common methods
and tools for biological image processing, analysis and modeling (see [LC09, Pen08, MvC07]).
One of the key conclusions is that these different tasks are usually separately addressed. Cell
segmentation and property extraction, for example, are well established and can be realized by
dedicated software such as CellProfiler [LSC07], Cell-ID [GCLC+ 07] or generic image processing
platforms like Labview (National Instruments, Austin, USA) or Imaris (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland). A widely used and freely available tool is ImageJ [AMR04], which comprises standard
segmentation algorithms as well as surface or profile plots. Also freely available are additional R
packages like EBImage [PFS+ 10], which can be used for the segmentation and analysis steps.
Within spatial modeling and simulation in cell biology following classes of dedicated simulators
are distinguished:
•

Spatially partitioned ODE systems like "Virtual Cell"

•

Spatially partitioned Gillespie systems (e.g. MesoRD [HFE05] or SmartCell [ABDV+ 04])

•

Particle-based simulators (e.g. Smoldyn [AABA10], MCell [SBS+ 01] or Meredys [TLN10]).

All of these tools offer excellent solutions for the specific problems they were designed to solve.
However, it is still difficult or rather time-intensive to perform a contiguous and intuitive workflow, starting with almost raw data images and resulting in a running mathematical model, that
enables a directly comparison of the simulation results with biological data.
The STSE platform intends to integrate various tools or software-packages that are in the
majority specifically designed for individual steps such as image processing, analysis, modeling
and simulation. By providing the workflow guidelines and the access to Python language, the
platform offers the advantage of stratifying the interaction with different data-structures and
thus minimizes the loss of time and information during the manual export and conversion processes. It should be understood as a set of tools facilitating the intuitive workflow between image
analysis tools and simulators. Additionally, within the current implementation the environment
provides examples of how to perform such a transition from segmenting tools to simulation engines internally implemented in Python (spatially partitioned ODEs). For these purposes STSE
comprises modules for digitizing and representing microscopy data that enable data analysis
as well as manipulation, and can be used for mathematical modeling and simulation of spatial
distributions of chemical molecules.

4.3 Implementation
The tools are written in Python and have a modular design which allows the modeler to extend
their functionality according to custom needs. The default STSE workflow can be summarized
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the structure and the modules combined in STSE that enable an
uninterrupted workflow. Starting with microscopy images (raw data) the
framework allows to digitize, represent, analyze and mathematically model
spatial distributions of species.
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as follows (see: Figure 4.1):
1. Preprocessing of microscopic images for the studied object. For optimal use, STSE requires
time-series images for the studied object.
2. Definition of a discrete representation of the images. The user starts with a default,
hexagonal mesh and is free to modify it.
3. Automatic integration of the information from (time-series) images into the discrete representation.
4. Analysis of the digitized data.
5. Formulation of a model by defining interactions between regions of interest and molecules
of interest.
6. Simulations where previously digitized images are used as initial conditions for the evaluation of simulation results.
In the following section a concise overview of the fundamental methods used in STSE will be
given.

4.3.1 Spatial segmentation and digitization
The process of digitization first generates a data structure that enables the efficient analysis,
representation and modeling. The classical approach is to decompose the microscopy image
into physiologically distinguishable compartments (e.g. nucleus, cytoplasm, etc.) which is called
image segmentation [Ham09, WS07]. Usually, image segmentation results in a data structure
linking the compartments with pixels. STSE differs from this approach by introducing an abstract, intermediate layer composed of so-called sub-compartments. To generate this layer, each
compartment is divided into sub-compartments that have the geometry of polygons and are
organized in such a way that they fill the entire compartment and do not overlap with each
other. The default geometry is automatically composed of equilateral hexagons. The purpose of
introducing this abstract layer is to allow for adjusting the digitization precision separately for
different compartments, which is useful in later steps of analysis and modeling.
To edit the geometry of sub-compartments a Voronoi 2D tessellation is utilized [Kle89]. By
means of the graphical user interface (GUI) editor the user may move sub-compartment centers (corresponding to the vertices in the Voronoi graph) for fine-tuning the individual adjustment. This information implicitly specifies the geometry of each sub-compartment. Since these
sub-compartments share edges, the representation resembles a polygonal mesh (PM). Each subcompartment takes an individual geometry as well as other user-customizable properties such
as cellular compartment affiliation, concentrations of specific substances, etc. The GUI enables
the user-friendly inspection and editing of these properties. Additionally, due to the software
implementation design it is possible to extend the GUI editor by adding custom actions as well
as to script the GUI with Python. This reflects one of the main goals of STSE that is to provide
the possibility of framework extension and customization to the users. With STSE it is possible
to acquire spatial luminosity information from microscopic images, which can correspond e.g. to
the inhomogeneous distribution of tagged molecules within the cell. This process is performed
on indexed color images (e.g. FP microscopic images). This is an important feature, since it
allows for the comparison of simulation results with experimental data.
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4.3.2 Representation and analysis
Image representation is performed implicitly by the conversion of the Voronoi-based poligonal
mesh to an internal STSE data structure. This design involves less constraints and thus enables
more latitude in defining polygonal geometries (e.g. including non-convex ones) as well as physiological information. That is realized by storing the polygon corner coordinates explicitly in
the data structure instead of computing them using the Voronoi algorithm. The data structure
can easily be modified or inspected via Python. This allows for simulating structures changing
in time, which has been, for instance, successfully used in the dynamic modeling of meristem
growth [SLC+ 08]. The analysis is conducted via the STSE-GUI as well as with Python scripts
and enables a comprehensive and differentiated overview of topological, geometrical and physiological information. The routines provided by STSE enables the visualization and inspection
of compartment properties and can be used for computing different properties and for further,
computational analysis of data from images. All structural information can be exported and
saved for persistence and dissemination.

4.3.3 Modeling
The digitized data can be used directly to perform spatial modeling (e.g. as initial conditions or
evaluation). STSE does not restrict the user with the simulation framework. Instead, a workflow
based on the so-called "cell-centered" finite volume method [Mis98] is suggested. According to
this scheme, a mechanistic model of a studied process needs to be formalized using a system
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that describe the interplay of different actors (e.g.
chemical molecules) and different cellular compartments with specified kinetic rules on diffusion,
chemical reactions, transport, etc. In this case a SciPy library [JOP01] can be integrated to solve
the equation system within the STSE framework.

4.4 Results
In the following section it will be demonstrated how to use STSE to analyze and simulate biological systems. A typical STSE workflow including the modules for digitization, representation,
analysis and modeling is presented using the running example of a mitogen-activated protein kinase gradient formation (the double-phosphorylated Fus3 (F us3P P ) protein in a mating S. cerevisiae yeast cell [MHK+ 07] (Figure 4.6). Fus3 signaling is part of the yeast mating pheromone
pathways: upon stimulation with the pheromone α-factor, an intracellular signaling cascade is
activated, which leads to the double phosphorylation of the Fus3 protein. The F us3P P is released at the shmoo tip and can diffuse within the cell, which results in an observable F us3P P
gradient that can be detected via Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS), an experimental technique that monitors the motion of fluorescently labeled molecules in a tiny, optically
defined observation volume. When reaching the nucleus, F us3P P is actively transported across
the nuclear membrane and regulates transcription factors that modulate mating-specific gene
expression.
In the following section the focus is set rather on the software specifications and the application
scenario than on the biological results. To simplify the analysis and to facilitate the usage of examples in a confirmatory way, test data, inspired by the experiments and explanations presented
by Maeder et al. [MHK+ 07] are used.
As a first step the analysis and characterization of the F us3P P gradient will be demonstrate by:
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Figure 4.2: Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activity gradients in the
pheromone response of S.cerevisiae. The Ste5 scaffold protein localizes
pheromone-induced phosphorylation of the yeast MAPK Fus3 to the shmoo
tip. The homogenously distributed phosphatases Msg5 and Ptp3 dephosphorylate Fus3 globally. Dissociation and diffusion of phosphorylated Fus3
induces the formation of activity gradients, which propagate signals from the
shmoo tip and define local cytoplasmic states. α, β and γ are the subunits
of trimeric GTP-binding proteins, and Ste20, Ste11 and Ste7 are kinases in
a phosphorylation cascade.
•

•

•

The quantification of the ratio of the average cytoplasm/nucleus expression of F us3P P
based on fluorescence signal intensity acquired from microscopy images.
The plotting of gradient curves for F us3P P along the x-axis of the cell data image and
around the nucleus, and
The simulation of the process of F us3P P diffusion in the cytoplasm to determine the
underlying conditions that lead to the qualitative values captured in the image.

The results of the simulations are evaluated and it is discussed of whether the appearance of
a F us3P P gradient throughout the cell can be explained by simple diffusion and how plausible
conditions and model parameters allowing to reproduce the experimental observations could be
defined.

4.4.1 Digitization
A major issue in this context is the task to adapted the polygonal mesh. If, for instance the
focus is on a particular protein like the F us3P P in this case, the interesting point is the pro-
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tein gradient within the cytoplasm but not outside the cell. Thus it is necessary and sufficient
to adapt the mesh size according to the area of interest. Here, it is requested to keep a high
precision within the cytoplasmic compartment (but not within other compartments) in order to
capture and depict the gradient correctly. The analysis accounts the hypothesis that the F us3P P
distribution is neither outside the cell nor in the nucleus. Therefore, varying “sub-compartment
densities” in these compartments will be used as presented in Figure 4.3.The default geometry
is automatically composed of equilateral hexagons (Figure 4.3a and b). However, this default
geometry of the sub-compartments may after this first step be fine-tuned by using the GUI editor
to meet specific analysis and modeling requirements (Figure 4.3c).
Another task within the digitization-package of imaging data is the acquisition of sub-compartment

Figure 4.3: Different “sub-compartment density” variants (a) rough regular digitization
(b) more refined, regular digitization (c) high density, irregular representation
edited with the STSE GUI.
types (i.e. the determination for each abstract sub-compartment the affiliation to a cellular compartment). Each sub-compartment is associated with only one compartment type. In case of
a potential conflict occurs (e.g. in the case of overlapping binary masks) the user may alter
sub-compartment types manually. This is performed by changing the order of application of the
binary masks or by defining sub-compartment types. In this example, binary masks were used
for the localization of the following compartment types: the cytoplasm, the nucleus, the cell
membrane, the nuclear membrane and the shmoo tip.
The automatic acquisition of the signal from the microscopy image provides the basis for the
subsequent analysis and modeling steps. For this purpose indexed color images (e.g. standard
light/confocal microscopy images) were used that correspond to the actual concentrations of the
molecules of interest. Test data images of the running example were inspired by the experiments
described in Maeder et al. [MHK+ 07], in which the intracellular localization of F us3P P has been
reported by fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) (see Figure 4.5).
To summarize the previous steps: The necessary inputs for the digitization procedure are
i) the binary masks, and ii), the indexed color images. The output of the digitization step is
a feasible amount of abstract sub-compartments that cover the microscopic image. Each subcompartment is allocated with a specific compartment type and the average intensity of the
protein(s) of interest is acquired from input data.

4.4.2 Representation and analysis
The analysis in STSE is realized via Python scripts. The running example demonstrates common tasks performed with STSE such as inspection of the geometrical, physiological or topo-
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Figure 4.4: Sub-compartment types assignment (a) mesh showing the geometry of subcompartments (b) types of sub-compartments acquired from the binary
masks. Different sphere colors depict different compartment identities: white
- outside, black - the cell membrane, blue - the nucleus, red - the cytoplasm,
pink - the nuclear membrane, yellow - the shmoo tip.
logical properties of the sub-compartments/ compartments and removal or resizing the subcompartments. By this the following information on the F us3P P gradient can be extracted
(Figure 4.6) :
•

•

•

•

The distribution of F us3P P in the cytoplasm along the x-axis in a central part of the
analyzed cell is exponential (Figure 4.6c).
The distribution of F us3P P around the nucleus reaches its maximum in the point closest
to the shmoo tip (Figure 4.6d).
The average F us3P P signal in the nucleus is 64.0 (a.u.), which is ≈ 25% of the maximal
signal measured in the image.
The average F us3P P signal in the cytoplasm is 52.07 (a.u.) (which is ≈ 20% of the
maximal signal measured in the image).

4.4.3 Modeling
The previously acquired, quantified and structured data can be used to create a dynamic model of
the F us3P P diffusion. According to the STSE data flow paradigm (Figure 4.1), the mechanistic
model of the studied process needs to be formalized. By focusing on an specific question like
the characteristics of the F us3P P gradient other processes such as the stimulation mechanisms
of Fus3 protein or transport of F us3P P into the nucleus are not considered. The modeling is
therefore focused on a specific feasible part and not confused or unnecessarily bloated. Within
the kinetic model the following assumptions of F us3P P protein distribution are taken:
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•

F us3P P appears in the shmoo tip compartment,

•

F us3P P diffuses freely in the cytoplasm compartment,

•

F us3P P is dephosphorylated during the diffusing in the cytoplasm,

4.4 Results

Figure 4.5: Signal quantification (a) indexed color image of F us3PP localization (b) result of F us3PP signal quantification based on the indexed color image. Small
spheres depict the compartment types.
•

F us3P P is unable to cross the nuclear membrane compartment.

By applying this kinetic model it is next possible to verify whether or not the qualitative properties of the F us3P P gradient observed in the digitized images can be reproduced. In the example
case presented here, for the purpose of simplification a dedicated explicit simulation, written
directly in Python was applied. Therefore the model was translated into a system of differential equations and an equation that describes the alterations of the F us3P P concentration is
attributed to each sub-compartment.
∂F U S3P P i
∂t

=

−

P

n∈Ni

Si→n
Vi γF U S3P P

+αF U S3P P


F U S3P P i − F U S3P P n i→n [n ∈ A, B] +
[i ∈ B] − βF U S3P P F U S3P P i

where:
•

F U S3P P i is the concentration of Fus3PP in the subcompartment i,

•

γF U S3P P is the diffusion constant for Fus3PP ,

•

αF U S3P P is the rate of Fus3PP release in the shmoo tip,

•

βF U S3P P is the rate constant of Fus3PP dephosphorylation,

•

Si→n is the area of contact surface between subcompartments i and n,

•

Vi is the volume of subcompartment i,

•

i ∈ A / i ∈ B if i belongs to cytoplasm / shmoo tip compartment,

•

•

Ni is a set of neighbor subcompartments for subcompartment i,
(
1 if ψ is True
[ψ] =
, (e.g. [n ∈ A ∪ B] evaluates to 1 when n is element of A or B)
0 otherwise
[Ive62, Knu92].
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Figure 4.6: F us3PP profiles along the x-axis and around the nucleus.
(a) subcompartment locations used to distinguish the curves in (c); (b) subcompartment locations and ψ definition used in (d); (c) F us3PP profiles
along the x-axis; (d) F us3PP profiles around the nucleus
To complete the model it is necessary to define the rate of F us3PP release in the shmoo tip
(αF U S3P P ), the rate constant of F us3PP dephosphorylation βF U S3P P , the diffusion constant
γF U S3P P and the initial parameters that are either derived from literature or - if not available
- arbitrarily chosen The initial parameters can also be derived from the digitization step of the
image data. As an example, the steady state concentrations for two different simulations are
presented in Figure 4.7.
For further illustration of the simulation properties in Figure 4.8 the results of two different
initial parameter sets are shown. In this case the protein release rate in the shmoo tip, the
rate constant of protein dephosphorylation and the diffusion constant were altered. The shown
contrast can be used to discriminate between the different parameter sets and enables to chose
the most probable set that reflects the biological observation.

4.5 Discussion
The spatio-temporal simulation environment (STSE) represents a platform that facilitates conduction of spatial simulations of labeled biomolecules based on microscopy images. The software
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Figure 4.7: Steady state distributions of F us3PP for different parameter sets
(αF us3 ,βF us3 ,γF us3 ): (a) (0.1,0.1,100), (b) (0.1,0.1,50). In the given example
it is shown that the gradients obtain different slopes. Such different protein
concentration slopes arise from differences in the diffusion constant γF us3 .
To visualize such various F us3PP concentrations, a color map is used where
the blue color depicts low values and the red color depicts high values.

is a new development and enables an uninterrupted workflow including digitization, representation, analysis, and mathematical modeling. The main benefit of STSE is that it integrates
different steps of otherwise time consuming individual computing and visualization steps, allowing the user to tailor the platform to specific needs according to the actual research question.
Due to its open modular architecture and integration of the Python language the software also
enables full automatization (it applies also to GUI) by utilizing scripts. Such tailoring that
however demands individual specific modeling may be seen as clear advantage in comparison to
other stand alone applications.
The application of STSE was demonstrated on the example of the yeast pheromone MAP kinase
cascade by focusing on the distribution of the double-phosphorylated Fus3 protein. It was demonstrated how to quantify the ratio of the average cytoplasm/nucleus concentration of the F us3P P
protein based on the fluorescence signal intensity that was extracted from the microscopy images.
In addition, it was shown how to create gradient curves for F us3P P along the x-axis of the cell
and around the nucleus, and how to simulate the process of F us3P P diffusion in the cytoplasm
The STSE platform provides results on time resolved protein distribution that may guide further
hypotheses about possible underlying biological mechanisms.
The result of the simulations confirmed that a set of hypotheses used in the model reproduced
the experimental observations. It was also demonstrated how to use the STSE to discriminate
between model parameter sets. In view of the Translucent project at least two applications of
the simulation can be suggested. If, for instance single transporter or the channel gene(s) could
be fused to an individual fluorophore each spatial and temporal distribution could be observed
upon specific environmental changes like extremely low or high external potassium or sodium
concentrations. In a further design genes that are involved in detoxification or sequestration
processes (as discussed in the previous chapter 3 on chapter genomic analysis upon heavy metal
stress) like gluthation or the superoxide-dismutase (SOD) could be labeled with a fluorophore.
Their expression and subsequent potential protein accumulation could then bes observed in a
spatial and temporal manner. Derived from the quantification of protein amounts that for instance may accumulate after a given time in the vacuole further simulations could indicate the
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Figure 4.8: Difference of F us3PP concentration between F̄(0.01,0.001,50) and F̄ (which approximates the error). (a) shows an E = F̄(0.01,0.001,50) − F̄ (the overall
error did not exceed 20% percent) (b) shows the E/max(E) (when 100% of
error was observed in the center; it is important to note, that the model did
not allow the F us3PP to enter the nucleus compartment). To visualize E, a
color map is used where blue depicts low values and red high ones.
- stress dependent - detoxification process. Such simulations could support conclusions derived
from the gene expression profile. The fuorescent labeling could be extended for each and any gene
thought to be involved in general or specific sensing, transportation, sequestration and detoxification and provide in the long run a more detailed picture of these processes, either cation
homeostasis or cellular defense upon heavy metal stress. In any case, the possibility to evaluate
in a consistent workflow time resolved protein accumulation and distribution data appear to be
a clear advantage for the project.
Further versions of the STSE should provide integration of selected 3rd party simulators,
providing other simulation paradigms (e.g. stochastic, agent-based). It would be also crucial to
support SBML files, a broadly accepted specification of model format. For the latter, a prior
establishment of a standard for spatial modeling would be required.
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homeostasis
5.1 Abstract
This part presents a basic model for the homeostasis of potassium, sodium and protons in the
yeast S. cerevisiae. The modeling approach is based on the theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics by assuming that the system is in the vicinity of global equilibrium. A generalized
thermodynamical description is developed for the complex interplay of specific cation plasmamembrane transporters, the membrane potential and the consumption of energy for maintaining
and restoring specific intracellular cation concentrations.
To account for irreversible processes the system is divided into small subsystems by assuming
that each subsystem is in local equilibrium, i.e. can be treated as an individual thermodynamic
system characterized by the small number of equilibrium variables. By this assumption the
entropy created internally (defined as being the major driving force for physical and chemical
changes) by irreversible processes can be calculated. The thermodynamic coupling of the individual fluxes enables that a flow occurs without or against its primary thermodynamic driving
force, which may be a gradient of the electrochemical potential or reaction affinity. Due to
missing experimental data, a reduced version of the model, excluding sodium fluxes from the
consideration was confronted with experimental data to show quantitative simulation results.
This model is able to reproduce the experimentally observed potassium and proton fluxes as well
as ATP consumption and changes in the internal pH due to an external stimulus with KCl. The
estimated phenomenological constants combining kinetic parameters and transport coefficients
are in good agreement with the biological understanding of the transporters and provide an informative basis on the control exerted by the coupled fluxes.
Experimental data were prepared and provided by Prof. Sergey Shabala (University of Tasmania). Parameter estimation was performed by Martina Fröhlich using Copasi.

5.2 Introduction
The detailed description of facilitated diffusion and transport mechanisms by ion channels, carriers and pumps through an otherwise impermeable membrane is an important issue in biological studies on the cellular level. Since decades various theories and mathematical descriptions of active and passive transport performed by transmembrane-proteins have been developed. These approaches are as different as complex and have already been extensively published
[Cro81, KS98, Din88, Ste90b, Ste86] to mention just a few of them.
Classical studies of nerves and ion fluxes have mainly focused on the measurement and modeling
of ion fluxes caused by single transport systems. However, when modeling a living organism, the
separated exploration of the individual transport-mechanisms will not lead to an understanding
of the biological system. Many other features change simultaneously and should individually
be measured and integrated in a global model to obtain a complete picture of the underlying
physical processes. This includes - among other parameters - transient pH, enzyme activities, cy-
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tosolic buffer capacities, chemical reactions and changes in membrane potential or concentrations
of other important ions. This irreducible and concomitant astounding complexity stems from
various interactions between the different parts, such cannot be predicted even with complete
knowledge of each of the parts within the cell [SH10] but results in the emergent properties and
behavior that characterize living systems [WJSK98].
Therefore, in the last decade there has been a shift to a more holistic and systems-level-perspective
which led to the emergence of the field of systems biology [KLW+ 09, Alo06, AW05]. Network
models, using kinetic or statistical equations contribute substantially to the understanding and
visualization of biological processes and may help to formulate and validate hypotheses of the
underlying mechanisms in these complex systems [KO04, Kli07]. However, the most intricate
factor in the process of modeling a lifelike transporter-network is the requirement to base on
a detailed understanding of structure, function, cooperation and kinetic parameters of all constituent parts of the system.
In order to build up a network model of any considerable size, the following information about
the network under study are requested [SH10]:
•

•

•

All involved system components (proteins, genes, mRNA, metabolites) and their related
processes (e.g. transcription, translation, inhibition, and enzymatic transformations);
The relevant parameters of these components (e.g. transcription rates, binding affinities, dissociation rates, kinetic constants, buffering capacity) that govern their individual
behavior;
The degree of connectivity and the type of interactions between these components (biochemical transformation, activation inhibition, and cooperative effects).

This is considered unfeasible as long as there is still fundamental research underway as it is the
case for this cation homeostasis project where the development of an adequate kinetic description of the phenomena requires more detailed information than is currently available or readily
obtainable.
It may therefore be advantageous to have a method by which phenomena could be correlated in
an alternative, more formal manner independent of specific kinetic or statistical models. This
method may offer additional insight into the factors influencing the phenomena in question. A
promising step in this direction might be the application of the formalism of "non-equilibrium
thermodynamics" to the investigation of the living organism [KC65, Kat70, Lak84].
The real power of classical thermodynamics stems from the fact that only a small number of
state variables are required to determine the properties of a uniform equilibrium system. One
therefore finds thermodynamics as a basis for physics on all length scales from atomic dimensions
up to cosmological scales. Naturally, thermodynamics is also applicable on the level of biological
membranes.
However, such equilibrium systems bear little reflection to a living cell which is - at any level
- a thermodynamically open nonequilibrium system (exchanges mass and energy with the surrounding environment), and involves heterogeneous and fluctuating intensive variables as well as
processes that are mainly irreversible [PNB74].
As such, most of these processes operate far from equilibrium [QB05]. Furthermore they seem to
defy the second law of thermodynamics as they generate to its surroundings what Schrödinger
termed "negentropy" which he defined as negative entropy or free energy that living systems feed
on in order to avoid decay into the inert state of equilibrium [Sch62].
The development of the "thermodynamic theory of irreversible processes" provided the theoretical
background to address this issue and study a diversity of biological processes using thermodynamics [PNB74, Lak84, KC65, DM82].
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The cornerstone of this theory was laid in 1931 by Lars Onsager [Ons31a, Ons31b], who derived from statistical considerations the law of symmetry of the coefficients in phenomenological equations of flow. It has been experimentally verified for a large number of phenomena
[Mil60, Mil66, Mil67, Mil69, MM74, Mil95] and may be regarded as a general statement on
macroscopic systems, although of a more limited validity than the first and second law of thermodynamics [KC65].
A coordinated "theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics" based on the fundamental work of
Lars Onsager [Ons31a, Ons31b] has been developed in the early 1950s particularly by Casimir
[Cas45], Prigogine [POH48, Pri67, PNB74], de Groot [DM62] and Katchalsky [KS68, KC65].
Non-equilibrium thermodynamics focus on the relationships between driving forces and fluxes,
and on irreversible processes that transduce and dissipate energy. These phenomena are the
hallmarks of biological systems.
One major advantage of thermodynamics is that it enables the study of the degree of coupling
between different processes, as long as the associated forces and fluxes can be measured. Hereby,
meaningful insights from these models without a full mechanistic understanding of the underlying mechanisms can be derived [REES80, WHA+ 81, Rot79, RNKB07]. As a consequence, the
theory became popular for modeling and analyzing biophysical problems with experimental uncertainties and/or sparse kinetic knowledge [Hil66, KC65, Kat67, Pri67, EC68, EC81] especially
in the treatment of bio-membrane systems [KS68, PNB74, Lak69, Lak84].
Examples of biological systems that could be successfully described by using the theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics include the coupling between sodium transport and oxygen consumption in frog and toad skin [DV74, CE77], toad bladder [LCE77], and hydrogen-ion transport
in turtle urinary bladder [AAMS77, AA77, BAA76].

5.3 Foundations of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics
Classical thermodynamics refers to systems in thermodynamic equilibrium and is based on only
two fundamental and intuitive laws of physics: the conservation of the internal energy and the
maximum entropy principle. Beyond that it is free of any approximations and assumptions.
A thermodynamic study of open non-equilibrium systems requires, however, more general concepts than are addressed by equilibrium thermodynamics. Thus basic assumptions of classical
thermodynamics, the principles and assumptions of nonequilibrium thermodynamics and their
application to the analysis of cation fluxes across the cell-membrane are briefly introduced. Comprehensive treatments and detailed discussions on thermodynamic approaches of modeling the
flow of solute and solvents across epithelial tissues and biomembranes can be found elsewhere,
e.g. [Sch80, Sch76, Hei07, KC65, Mar87, Lak69, Lak84, Dem08, Ons31a].

5.3.1 Principles and assumptions
The description of a thermodynamic system is based on the specification of a set of extensive
and intensive parameters characterizing its state or condition.
The former include parameters such as mass, charge, heat, volume, etc. being all dependent on
the systems size and on the amounts of the various substances present. Intensive parameters,
such as pressure and concentrations have definite values at each point in the system and do not
depend on its size.
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The first law of thermodynamics (the conservation of energy) assumes the form
∆U = ∆Q − ∆W

(5.1)

stating that the change in the internal energy U of a system is equal to the heat flow (∆Q) into
(or out of) the system and to the work (∆W ) performed on (or by) the system.
The concept of the entropy, S, known as the major driving force for physical and chemical
reactions gives a quantitative way to describe the tendency for energy to flow in a particular
direction. The Clausius inequality for open systems (second law of thermodynamics)
∆S ≥

∆Q
T

(5.2)

defines the change in entropy ∆S as the flow of energy (or rather heat) divided by the absolute
temperature, T , in degrees Kelvin (K).
The physical meaning of this inequality is that in an isothermal open process the entropy of the
system increases more than can be accounted for by adsorption of entropy from the surrounding
environment. Therefore, a process must take place within the system that creates entropy in the
same manner as in a spontaneous adiabatic process.
Prigogine [Pri67] formulated an extended version of the second law of thermodynamics which
applies both to isolated and open systems:
de S
di S
dS
=
+
dt
dt
dt

with

di S
≥0
dt

(5.3)

stating that the total change in entropy is the sum of the flow of entropy due to exchange with
the surroundings, de S, and the entropy production due to irreversible processes inside the system
("entropy created internally"), di S.
The internal entropy production is positive-definite; it is greater than zero for all irreversible
processes and equal to zero for reversible changes. These equations apply not only for the system
as a whole but for all parts of the system. Any element of the system may exchange entropy with
its surroundings and de S may be either positive or negative, but any entropy change resulting
from irreversible processes taking place within the element must be positive-definite.
At equilibrium all macroscopic processes stop and no entropy is created.
The local production of entropy, σ, is related to the rate of increase in entropy within a system
as a whole by a volume integral,
Z
di S
σdV =
≥ 0.
(5.4)
dt
V
While 5.4 is an over-all indication of the behavior of the system, σ characterizes the local events
and their contribution to the total formation of entropy.

5.3.2 Gibbs fundamental equation for local quantities
The calculation of σ is based on a suitable adaption of the second law of thermodynamics to
the description of local processes. For this purpose, a small volume, v, in which the entropy,
internal energy, and number of moles of a species i are given by s, u, and ni , respectively, is
considered within the total volume V of a system. The volume v is sufficiently small that within
it, the intensive properties temperature (T ), pressure (p) and the electrochemical potential ηi are
virtually equal at all points, but large enough to make the influence of fluctuations negligible.
[KC65].
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Under this assumption Gibbs equation may be used for the description of changes taking place
in v, such as
n
X
T ds = du + pdv −
ηi dni .
(5.5)
i=i

The application of equation 5.5 for a system that is not in equilibrium by assuming the existence
of a "local" equilibrium is one of the basic assumptions of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Even
if irreversible processes are taking place within the system as a whole, it is assumed that it is
possible to isolate a small part of the system that may be considered as being in equilibrium.
By introducing local concentrations of entropy, energy, and matter which are defined by the
expressions
u
ni
s
uv = ,
ci = ,
(5.6)
sv = ,
v
v
v
and integrating equation 5.5 to give
T d(vsv ) = d(vuv ) + pdv −

n
X

ηi d(vci )

(5.7)

i=1

Katchalsky and Curran [KC65] derived an additional equation relating the changes in the respective local concentrations by taking the volume as a variable:
T dsv = duv −
= dqv −

n
X
i=1
n
X

ηi dci

(5.8)

ηi dci .

(5.9)

i=1

While equation 5.5 correlates changes in extensive properties of the volume, v, equation 5.9 relates the local specific properties at any point within the system.
The evaluation of the changes in the local concentrations with time is undertaken by dividing
equation 5.9 by dt and requiring that the space coordinates remain constant. Hereby an expression which may be utilized for determination of the local rate of entropy production in a
continuous system is given.
n
∂qv X ∂ci
∂sv
ηi
=
−
.
(5.10)
T
∂t
∂t
∂t
i=1
These differentials are related to divergences of the corresponding flows by the law of conservation
and continuity.
∂sv
= − div Js + σ,
∂t
∂ci
= − div Ji + vi Jch
∂t
∂qv
= − div Jq
∂t

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

where Js is the flow of entropy, Ji the diffusional flow vector, Jch the rate of chemical change
per unit flow and Jq the total flow of heat across the boundaries of the volume element v.
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By introducing these expressions into 5.10 such as
n
X
1
ηi
−div Js + σ = − div Jq −
(−div Ji + vi Jch ),
T
T
i=1

(5.14)

modifying the expression by making use of the relations obtained from differential vector analysis,
that
div ab = a div b + b · grad a
(5.15)
gives after rearranging the isolation of the local entropy production σ
σ = Jq · grad

nr
n
X
1 X
ηi
Aj
+
Ji · grad(− ) +
Jch
T
T
T
i=1
j=1

(5.16)

for a multicomponent fluid system under
mechanical equilibrium with n species and nr numbers
P
of chemical reactions. Here A = − i vi µi (with vi is the reaction velocity and µi the chemical
potential) is the affinity of a chemical reaction considered here.
The rate of entropy production σ due to irreversible processes is always positive, and calculated
in terms of conjugated forces X and fluxes J as
n

σ=

X
d2i S
=
Ji Xi ≥ 0.
dV dt
i=1

(5.17)

in which Xi is the force conjugated with the flow Ji . From equation 5.16 the dissipative function
Ψ can be obtained.


nr
n
X
X
1
Ji · grad ηi +
Jch Aj  ≥ 0
(5.18)
Ψ = T σ = − Jq · grad T −
T
i=1
j=1
This function identifies a set of conjugated fluxes and forces of the processes under consideration.
When the system is in the vicinity of global equilibrium these flows are related to the forces
in a linear form with the phenomenological coefficients through phenomenological equations
[Dem08, KC65, PVR82, YR89, RH86]. These flows and forces will be considered in more detail
in the following section.

5.3.3 Driving forces and the membrane potential
When two different systems are separated by a permeable barrier, flows or displacements of
extensive parameters from one system to the other can be observed. The principles of causality
demands that for every observable effect there is a cause. Applying this to the flow processes
in open systems one finds that a flow (Ji ) is always caused by a conjugated driving force Xi . If
there are no interactions among different flows, the driving force responsible for a given flow is
the gradient of its conjugated intensive parameter across the barrier. Since the flow of a charged
solute involves a displacement of matter as well as charge, the conjugate driving force for a cation
flux is the gradient of the electrochemical potential ∆η ( an expression of both the difference in
chemical potential and electrical potential).
For systems close to equilibrium (meaning, that the conjugate driving force is very small) it is
empirically known that the flow of a species, i is linearly related to its conjugated driving force
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so that
Ji = Li Xi = ci ui Xi

(5.19)

= ci ui (- grad ηi ).

The coefficient Li can be considered as being a product of concentration, ci and the mobility,
ui . A large number of such phenomenological laws exist that describe irreversible processes in
the form of proportionality. Familiar examples are Ohm‘s law for the flow of currents, Fick‘s law
relating the flow of a substance and its concentration gradient, Poiseuilles‘s law of volume flow
and the mass action law between reaction rate and chemical concentrations or affinities.
If a system is characterized by more than one flow, it is empirically established that each flow
may be influenced by other flows and, hence by forces other than it‘s conjugate force. In general,
any force can produce any flux and both are complicated non-linear functions of each other.
However, by expanding the non-linear dependence of a flux Ji and the force Xi in Taylor series
around the equilibrium such as
!

n
n 
X
1 X ∂ 2 Ji
∂Ji
Xj2 + ....
(5.20)
Xj +
Ji = Ji,eq (Xi = 0) +
2
∂X
2!
∂
X
j
j
eq
j=1
j=1
eq

and neglecting the higher order terms, equation 5.20 becomes a linear relation, resulting in
the general type of linear-phenomenological equations for irreversible phenomena [DS02, DM62,
Dem07]
n
X
Ji =
Lij Xj
(5.21)
j=1

Here the Lii are referred to as the "straight coefficients" in as much as they relate the flow of
species i, Ji , to it‘s conjugated driving force Xi , by the analogy with either Ohm‘s or Fick‘s laws.
The "cross coefficients" Lij , where j 6= i reflect to which extend the flux of species i is affected by
the non-conjugated force, Xj , in the system. These so-called "phenomenological -", "Onsager -",
or "generalized transport -" coefficients must be determined by experiment [DS02, DS01, Row89].
They are functions of the intensive parameters of the system but are independent of the flows
and forces.
In case of electrolyte fluxes, the driving force, Xi , is induced by the negative gradient of the
electrochemical potential, ηi , given by
ηi = µ0i (p, T ) + RT ln(ci ) + zi Fϕ.

(5.22)

The electrochemical potential (introduced in 1929 by Guggenheim [Gug29]) is the Gibb‘s free
energy per mole of compound i at constant temperature, pressure and composition. µ0i is the
standard chemical potential, R is the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, zi is
the valence of ion i, F is Faraday‘s constant and ϕ is the electrical potential at a point x.
For a concentration gradient only in the x-direction and an isobaric as well as isothermic system,
instead of the differential operator "grad", the differential quotient can be applied such as
dηi
RT dci
dϕ
=
+ zi F .
dx
ci dx
dx

(5.23)
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Inserting equation 5.23 in 5.19 gives the Nernst-Planck equation


dci
zi ci F dϕ
Ji = −Di
+
dx
RT dx

(5.24)

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of i and is given by the relation derived by Einstein,
Di = ui RT . The differential quotients of the concentration ci (x), and the electrical potential ϕ(x) in equation 5.24 can be integrated only if the corresponding function is known. Several
assumptions have been made leading to solutions [Lak69, Hel62, EHHM07, Sch71] but by far the
simplest and most useful is the assumption of linear gradients within the membrane according to
Fick’s "Law of diffusion" for the concentrations and Goldman‘s "Constant field equation" [Gol43]
for the electrical field within the membrane.
dϕ
∆ci
dci
Thus, ∆ϕ
∆x and ∆x may be substituted for dx and for dx respectively, where ∆c is the concentration difference across the membrane and ∆x is the thickness of the membrane.
By using these assumptions, Goldman integrated the Nernst-Planck equation
#
"
F∆ϕ
out
)
cin
exp (− ziRT
Dβi
Pi zi F∆ϕ
i − ci
with Pi =
Ji = −
·
(5.25)
zi F∆ϕ
RT
∆x
1 − exp ( RT
out
where cin
are the concentrations in inner and outer aqueous compartments, ∆ϕ =
i and ci
in
out
ϕ − ϕ , Pi is the permeability coefficient and βi the partition coefficient (defined as the
concentration just within the membrane at the interface divide by that in the outer solution).
Including the postulation of electro-neutrality of the sum of all ion fluxes (cations and anions)
and solving the expression for ∆ϕ gives the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation [Gol43]
P
P
in
out
RT
Anions Pi ci +
Cations Pj cj
P
ln P
∆ϕ =
(5.26)
out +
in
F
Anions Pi ci
Cations Pj cj

which will be used in the following to calculate the membrane potential.

5.4 Application to Cation Homeostasis
5.4.1 The model relevant key elements
As illustrated in the chapter "Introduction" the project TRANSLUCENT aims to obtain a complete picture of the mechanisms that ensure correct cation uptake and homeostasis, in particular
the regulation of sodium, potassium and intracellular pH in the yeast S. cerevisiae. To ensure
viability even under adverse external environmental conditions yeast cells have evolved several
response- and transport systems for these major cations [ARS10, RN00, SRN01, GS00]. Figure
5.1 shows the system under consideration with the already investigated channels, carriers and
pumps.
By applying the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics to the study for transport processes
across S. cerevisiaes plasma membrane the power of this approach as well as it‘s limitations will
be demonstrated and discussed. The fluxes of the cations of interest, H + , N a+ , K + can be
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the model relevant key elements. A detailed description of the
individual components is given in the chapter "Introduction".

expressed by the following equation system:
d  +
H i = JP ma1 + JN ha1 + JT rk12
dt
d  +
K i = JT rk12 + JN sc1 + JN ha1 + JT ok1 + JEna1
=
dt
d  +
=
N a i = JN sc1 + JT rk12 + JN ha1 + JEna1
dt

JH + =
JK +
J N a+

(5.27)

According to equation 5.21 any flux can be affected by any force, which leads to an equation
system of coupled thermodynamic flows:
JH + = LH + ,H + XH + + LH + ,K + XK + + LH + ,N a+ XN a+
JK + = LK + ,H + XH + + LK + ,K + XK + + LK + ,N a+ XN a+
JN a+ = LN a+ ,H + XH + + LN a+ ,K + XK + + LN a+ ,N a+ XN a+

(5.28)

In the following deduction fluxes are defined to be positive when the intracellular concentration
of a species increases (flow goes from outside to inside).
As from now (for visual clarity), the indices 1, 2, 3, 4 will denote the species H + , K + , N a+ and
ATP, respectively.
According to equations 5.19 and 5.23 under the assumption of linear gradients within the membrane, the forces for the cation fluxes can be approximated by the difference of the electrochemical
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potential across the membrane
η out
Xi = −grad(ηi ) ∼
= iin
ηi
RT
cout
∼
ln iin + zi F∆ϕ
=
dm
ci
where dm denotes the thickness of the membrane and the indices in and out designate the internal
concentrations or concentrations outside the systems boundaries, respectively. The switch in the
sign results from the fact that the difference in ηi can be chosen to be positive. The net fluxes
of the cations over the membrane can now be expressed in the following way:



RT
cout
cout
RT
1
2
ln in + z1 F∆ϕ + L1,2
ln in + z2 F∆ϕ
= L1,1
dm
dm
c1
c2


out
RT
c
+ L1,3
ln 3in + z3 F∆ϕ
dm
c3




RT
RT
cout
cout
1
2
= L2,1
ln in + z1 F∆ϕ + L2,2
ln in + z2 F∆ϕ
dm
dm
c1
c2


RT
cout
+ L2,3
ln 3in + z3 F∆ϕ
dm
c3




cout
cout
RT
RT
1
2
= L3,1
ln in + z1 F∆ϕ + L3,2
ln in + z2 F∆ϕ
dm
dm
c1
c2


cout
RT
ln 3in + z3 F∆ϕ
+ L3,3
dm
c3


JH +

JK +

JN a+

(5.29)

Another important thermodynamic coupling takes place between the hydrolysis of ATP and the
molecular transport of substrates in active transport. The consumption of ATP is given by the
following expression:
d
[AT P ]i .
(5.30)
dt
The flux of ATP plays a special role in the thermodynamics analysis of the system. According
to equation 5.16 the driving force for a chemical reaction is the affinity,
X
A=−
vi µ i
(5.31)
i
= µAT P − µADP
JAT P =

where vi is the reaction velocity, and µi is the chemical potential. Under conditions of equilibrium,
A tends to zero so that µ̄AT P =µ̄ADP in which the bar denotes the equilibrium values of the
chemical potentials. Further, the chemical flow should be proportional to the force:
JAT P = LA = L(µAT P − µADP ).
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(5.32)

5.4 Application to Cation Homeostasis
By introducing the equilibrium concentrations c̄AT P and c̄ADP the deviation αi , of the concentrations from their equilibrium values can be defined as
αAT P = cAT P − c̄AT P
αADP = cADP − c̄ADP

(5.33)

With the use of expressions 5.33 the chemical potential
µi = µ0i + RT ln ci
can be inserted into equation 5.31 resulting in


αAT P
A = µ0AT P + RT ln c̄AT P + RT ln 1 +
c̄AT P


αADP
− µ0ADP + RT ln c̄ADP − RT ln 1 +
c̄ADP
or, in case of "close to equilibrium"-conditions, where µ̄AT P ≈ µ̄ADP ,
 



αAT P
αADP
A = RT ln 1 +
− ln 1 +
.
c̄AT P
c̄ADP

(5.34)

(5.35)

The logarithms may be expanded in series with only the first term being retained so that 5.35
becomes


αAT P
αADP
A = RT
−
c̄AT P
c̄ADP
(5.36)
αAT P
c̄AT P
= RT
(1 + K) ,
with
K=
c̄AT P
c̄ADP
in which K is the equilibrium constant. Further the assumption αAT P + αADP = 0 is used
implying that the reaction proceeds without exchange of matter with the surroundings.
Inserting this result into equation 5.32 yields


RT
JAT P = L44 ·
αAT P (1 + K) .
(5.37)
c̄AT P
Rearranging equation system 5.29 and integrating the driving force of ATP (index 4) leads to
the final model equation system that will be confronted with experimental data in the following
section.
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RT
cout
cout
cout
L11 ln 1in + L12 ln 2in + L13 ln 3in +
dm
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c2
c3


RT
αAT P (1 + K)
+ zF∆ϕ [L11 + L12 + L13 ] + L14 −
c̄AT P
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RT
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RT
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c̄AT P
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RT
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cout
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L31 ln 1in + L32 ln 2in + L33 ln 3in +
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RT
+ zF∆ϕ [L31 + L32 + L33 ] + L34 −
αAT P (1 + K)
c̄AT P


RT
= L44
αAT P (1 + K)
c̄AT P

JH + =

JK +

JN a+

JAT P

The driving force of ATP affecting the ions has to be negative since fluxes are defined to be
positive if the intracellular concentration increases. The developed flux of ATP, however is an
expression for the ATP consumption. The higher the reaction affinity the larger is the efflux of
the coupled cations. Since all cations considered here are monovalent, z1 − z3 can be omitted.

5.4.2 Phenomenological equations relating flows and forces
From the theory of fluctuations Lars Onsager discovered an underlying symmetry in the thermodynamic description of irreversible processes for which he was awarded in 1968 with the Nobel
Prize in chemistry.
Onsager’s observations can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

Each flow Ji - in isolation - is linearly proportional to its conjugated force Xi .
Each force Xj will contribute to a flow Ji (i 6= j) if the coupling coefficients (cross coefficients) Lij differ from zero (this dependency is also linear).
The reciprocal relation Lij = Lji (i 6= j) states that the matrix of cross coefficients is
symmetrical.

Onsager’s proof of the reciprocal relation between coefficients is based on statistical and mechanical considerations that hold for processes close to equilibrium [Ons31a, Ons31b].
An impressive amount of experimental material has been critically analyzed and in general
the relations have been found to hold to a close approximation. For detailed reviews refer to
[Mil60, MM74, Mil69].
However, only for systems "not too far" distant from a state of equilibrium it has been demonstrated theoretically that 5.21 will be a valid description of the system and that the phenomenological coefficients Lij obey Onsager’s reciprocal relations [Ons31a, PNB74, DM62].
Unfortunately "not too far" is a very vague term, on the other hand it includes very steep gradients of concentration, temperature, and electric potential [Mil95] and the validity of the linear
phenomenological relations was demonstrated for a number of coupled flow processes despite
significant displacement from equilibrium [Mil60, EC81].
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Additional information on the character of the driving forces and the local entropy production
can be detected by substituting equation 5.21 in equation 5.17:
XX
di S
=
Lij Xi Xj ≥ 0.
dt
i
j

(5.38)

In the case of equilibrium forces and fluxes in equation 5.21 vanish and under this condition
equality exists for the latter part of equation 5.38 whereas for nonequilibrium situations the
coefficients have to be chosen such that the inequality-condition is fulfilled.
For j = i, equation 5.38 yields
X
di S
=
Lii Xi2 .
(5.39)
dt
i
Since Xi2 is always positive, the straight coefficients Lii are therefore always positive, too. However, equation 5.38 shows that the coupling coefficients Lij may be positive or negative depending
on the direction of the forces Xi and Xj .
With the help of these statements transport processes in biological organisms are now to be
conceived thermodynamically:
In non-living systems all transport processes are taken entirely passive (fluxes always have to go
in the direction of the conjugated forces), whereas in living systems some transport processes are
considered as being "active" in the sense that fluxes are driven against the direction of the conjugated forces (concentration gradient). Separately considered, this clearly violates the second
law of thermodynamics by causing a negative entropy production which is conceptually unsound
and thermodynamically impossible.
In non-equilibrium thermodynamics theory, however, although inequality 5.38 will always hold as
demanded by thermodynamics, the expression does not require all contributions to the entropy
production as positive.
A dissipation due to either diffusion or chemical reaction can be negative, as long as the process
couples with another one with a comparatively larger positive modulus in an anisotropic medium.
The thermodynamic condition of positive entropy production will still be satisfied in this case.
The requirement for the anisotropy of the media stems from the so-called Curie-Prigogine principle, which states that in isotropic systems no coupling can exist between phenomena of different
tensorial order. As a consequence, the affinity of a chemical reaction which is a scalar force
cannot drive transport flows of vectorial order without violating mathematical rules.
However, within anisotropic systems as it is precisely the case of biomembranes the chemical reactions drive vectorial processes. Since the movement of an ion within the pores of the membrane
has a defined spatial orientation and is possible only in a predetermined direction its conductivity
consequently becomes a vector [Mit79, MHL63, Mar87].

Qualitative implication of the approach
As stated before the phenomenological coefficients Lij (i,j= 1,2,3,4), stating the considered ions
H + , K + , N a+ as well as ATP in the equations
Ji =

4
X

Lij Xj

(5.40)

i

are assumed to satisfy the Onsager reciprocal relations Lij = Lji , meaning that the matrix is
symmetric. The description of transport processes in a system of n components, therefore, recoefficients not all n2 coefficients.
quires the measurement of only n(n+1)
2
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This does not only lead to an appreciable reduction in the number of independent coefficients
but permits the prediction of correlations between flow phenomena.

5.4.3 The coefficients under the biological point of view
Before actually starting with the estimation of the Lii and all necessary Lij from the experimental
data it is actually advantageous to understand their biological meaning. According to Figure 5.1
and to the definition of the relevant involved parties of the cation-fluxes from equation system
5.27 the Ls can be interpreted as an influence of the following cellular components to the different
fluxes:
•

•

•

•

•

L1,1 : Diffusion of protons through the plasma membrane including facilitated diffusion,
e.g. by channels.
L2,2 : Diffusion of potassium through the plasma membrane. The passive flux can be facilitated by the Trk1/2-system and the "open-state-probability" in the case of the voltagegated channels Tok1p and Nsc1. Perhaps also the channel Pho89 might contribute since
there exist scattered information on its ability to let K + pass (see chapter "Introduction").
L3,3 : Diffusion of sodium through the plasma membrane. Contributors that facilitate the
passive sodium fluxes are Nsc1 and Trk1,2 since sodium is able to enter the cell via these
potassium-specific transporters if the conjugated force, X3 is strong enough. Also Pho89
is assumed to be penetrable for N a+ .
L4,4 : The straight coefficient for the flux of ATP shall be understood somewhat different
to those of the before mentioned cations. Changes in the total amount of free ATP will
not lead to an in- or efflux of ATP but to a change in its reaction-affinity to drive energy
consuming transport-processes.
L1,2 = L2,1 : The activity of the H + /K + -antiporter Nha1p is clearly the major contributor to the magnitude of the coupling coefficients L1,2 = L2,1 . However, the Trk1,2-system
is also assumed to play a role as an K + /H + -symporter and might therefore contribute, too.
Depending on the conditions (amount of free internal potassium and pH) the coefficient
might therefore be
– notably positive (low internal [K + ] and/or high internal pH: Trk1,2 drive potassium
in symport with protons in the cell)
– negative (high internal [K + ] and/or high internal pH: Nha1p extrudes potassium in
antiport with H + by utilizing the proton gradient)
– close to zero (fluxes of protons and potassium are uncoupled)

•

•
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L1,3 = L3,1 : Like potassium, sodium, too becomes extruded via the same mechanism of
an H + /N a+ - antiport by Nha1p. This coupling coefficient should therefore be negative
in this case, reflecting the nature of antiport.
However, if the H + -symport mechanism of Trk1,2 exists and if sodium enters the cell using
the Trk1,2 system, and if the cell does not extrude N a+ in the same amount as it enters
the cell, then, the coefficient could become positive.
L1,4 : Pma1p couples the proton-flux with the ATP-flux by catalyzing H + extrusion under
ATP consumption.

5.5 Confronting the Model with Experimental Data

•

•

•

L2,3 = L3,2 : Since K + and N a+ compete against each other by utilizing the same
transport-systems, there should exist no coupling under normal conditions (the high affinity for K + suppresses efficiently sodium influx and the internal concentration of N a+ does
not impact on the magnitude of the potassium-flux.) However, under potassium-starvation
conditions (very small value of X2 ) and excess of N a+ sodium might be utilized as a replacement for K + which allows for fluxes of N a+ via the potassium transporters Nsc1 and
Trk1,2.
L2,4 : The activity of the Ena1 detoxification system can be interpreted as defining the
degree of coupling between the flux of K + with the consumption of ATP.
L3,4 : The degree of coupling between N a+ and ATP is (in the same way as for potassium)
most relevantly affected by the activity of the Ena1 - ATPase.

.

5.5 Confronting the Model with Experimental Data
In order to estimate the phenomenological coefficients for the equation-system data sets for
potassium and proton fluxes from the laboratory of Prof. Sergey Shabala (University of Tasmania) were used. Data aquisition was performed by using monolayers of S. cerevisiae cells
(starved in water over night) immobilized on Poly-L-Lysin treated glass coverslips. Each cover
slip was placed in a total of 3 ml sample buffer volume in a petri dish. After addition of the
specific concentration of KCl the cells were energized with glucose to enable generation of ATP
and thus the performance of secondary active transport mechanisms. Net fluxes of K + and H +
were measured non-invasively using the microelectrode ion flux measuring (MIFE; University of
Tasmania, Hobart, Australia) technique as described by Shabala et al. [SNJ97, Sha00, SDS+ 06].
Details on the preparation of the cells and measurement techniques are provided in the Supplementary Material, Part C.
Figure 5.2 shows the resulting data for independent measurements of potassium 5.2a and proton
5.2b fluxes in wild-type strains after treatment with four different concentrations of KCl.

5.5.1 Reduced model for qualitative simulations
Data of sodium fluxes are still lacking. However, to demonstrate the utility of the above introduced approach a reduced equation system is used in the following section to present some
qualitative simulations. Since the cells were starved in water over night, and the external medium
contains zero N a+ in the data considered here, the flux of sodium as well as it‘s force on the
fluxes of potassium and protons were neglected for the time being. The complete set of equations
used for the following simulations is listed below. As mentioned earlier, the index "in" stands
for internal concentrations or volume whereas the index "out" represents the concentrations and
volume of the outer medium

5.5.2 Initial values and parameters
The initial values and parameters were set as stated in the Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
The surface of all cells and the inner volume, Vin were calculated from the detected optical density (1.2 · 107 cells per ml OD 1) applied to achieve monolayer and by assuming a single cellular
surface of 63,6µm2 and a volume of 50 f L according to Sherman, 2002 [She02].
−
+
The content of intracellular potassium (Kin
) and chloride (Clin
) was determined by Hella
Lichtenberg-Fraté, partner in the TRANSLUCENT project.
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Equation System 1 Reduced model for simulations of H + and K + fluxes
+
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L
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5.5 Confronting the Model with Experimental Data
ATP was set to 0 ahead of the glucose addition due to the assumption that in the starved cells
no ATP is available for other than basic vital processes and that addition for glucose is necessary to induce secondary and active transport mechanisms [LNS07, LAP+ 05]. Accordingly, the
parameters L14 , L24 and L44 were initially set to 0.
The available ATP after the glucose stimulus was set to 2.5 mM due to Özalp‘s et al. [zPNO10]
observational research.
The proton buffer function of the cytosol (pbc) was calculated due to the experimental observation that an exchange of approximately 200 mM H + is necessary to change the internal pH by
1. A conversion factor between units (cf = 1000 mmol/mol) was used for the calculation of the
internal proton concentration from the internal pH.

5.5.3 Time course simulation and parameter estimation
Time course simulation and parameter estimation were performed with COPASI [HSG+ 06] by
running the particle swarm algorithm [KE95] 1000 times with iteration limit 400, swarm size 40,

Figure 5.2: Data resulting from microelectrode ion flux measurements (MIFE) for a)
potassium fluxes and b) proton fluxes in S. cerevisiae wild-type strains due
to 4 different stimuli with KCl (0.01mM, 0.1mM, 1mM 10mM) followed by
addition of glucose.
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Global quantities and volumes
Vin
Vout
L14init
L24init
L44init
T
dm (membrane thickness)
Surface (of all cells)
Proton buffer capacity (pbc)
conversion factor (cf)

Value
1.8 · 10−11 m3
2.85 · 10−6 m3
0
0
0
296 K
5 · 10−09 m
2.29 · 10−05 m2
200mM
pH

Source
Calculation
Exp. condition
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Exp. condition
Gan et al. 2008 [GCJ08]
Calculation
Experimental observation

1000 mmol/mol

Table 5.1: Global quantities and volumes.

Species
Hin
Hout
Kin
Kout
Clin
Clout
AT P
AT Pstimulus
KClStimulus

Initial concentration (mM/L)
2.4 · 10−4
3.162 · 10− 3
230
0.053
163
0.18
0
2.5
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10

Reference
Exp. result (pH 6.62)
Exp. condition (pH 5.5)
Exp. result
Exp. condition
Exp. result
Exp. condition
assumption
Özalp et al. [zPNO10].
Exp. condition

Table 5.2: Initial concentrations of the model species.
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standard deviation 1e− 6, random number generator Mersenne Twister [MN98] and random seed.
A Python script was used to run the algorithm with random initial parameter values as well as
random upper and lower parameter bounds.
The best matching parameter set of the 1000 runs was finally taken; in case a parameter was
located at a boundary, this boundary was extended by a factor of 100 and a subsequent parameter estimation was performed. The time course simulation was solved with the deterministic
LSODA method [Pet83].

5.6 Results and Discussion
The phenomenological parameters were estimated with two different requirements: i) without
any constraints ii) the straight coefficients (L11 and L22 ) are constant and do not change after
glucose addition. Both requirements resulted in close to identical flux-simulations (Figure 5.3),
where Fit 1 resulted from requirement i) and Fit 2 from requirement ii) event though the parameters have slightly different values (given in Table 5.3).
As can be seen, the model is capable to reproduce the experimentally observed net flux rates of

Figure 5.3: Simulation results for potassium and proton fluxes: Continuous lines (Exp.
Data) are the experimental observations from Figure 5.2. Fit1 results in each
case from parameter estimation without constraints whereas Fit2 has the
constraint that the straight coefficients do not change during the simulation.
potassium and protons under the applied experimental conditions. The values of the estimated
phenomenological coefficients given in Table 5.3 will be discussed on basis of the underlying biological interpretation in the following section:
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Phenomenological
Coefficients
L11 [nmol2 /(J · m · s)]
L22 [nmol2 /(J · m · s)]
L12 [nmol2 /(J · m · s)]
L21 [nmol2 /(J · m · s)]
L11 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L22 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L12 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L21 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L14 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L24 after glucose [nmol2 /(J
L44 after glucose [nmol2 /(J

· m · s)]
· m · s)]
· m · s)]
· m · s)]
· m2 · s)]
· m2 · s)]
· s)]

Values Fit 1

Values Fit 2

1.07157 · 10−15
2.285 · 10−21
6.3778 · 10−22
−2.525 · 10−24
1.298 · 10−8
9.858 · 10−5
9.86986 · 10−7
3.903
6
1.929 · 10
−1.401 · 107
6.259 · 1010

2.692 · 10−15
9.666 · 10−23
6.222 · 10−24
−2.521 · 10−24
L11
L22
1.106 · 10−6
4.038
1.956 · 106
−1.482 · 107
6.258 · 1010

Table 5.3: Estimated model parameters for stress with 4 different concentrations of KCl.
The second column (Values for Fit 1) gives the estimation results for fitting
without previous constraints. The third column (Values for Fit 2) gives the results for the condition of L11 and L22 being constant before and after addition
of glucose.

L11 , that is the quantity relating the passive proton fluxes to the force of the proton gradient, obtained in both scenarios a tiny value. The underlying biological explanation - the strict
suppression of passive proton fluxes in order to maintain a stable intracellular pH - is therefore
confirmed by the simulation. Although the actual value - without constraints - seems to be dependent on an increasing X1 after glucose addition L11 is still the most minor of all parameters
and its influence on the proton flux will be insignificant.
This result, together with the observation that simulations with a constant L11 resulted in virtually identical fits give rise to the assumption that passive diffusion of protons can not be a
critical parameter affecting the system. The maintenance of a stable internal pH is highly regulated and passive proton fluxes following a concentration gradient are more or less suppressed.
The "straight coefficient" L11 can therefore assumed to be - in general - tiny and only leakage or
intracellular buffering capacities may be seen as contributors.
Likewise L22 , that is the quantity that determines directly the passive potassium flux rate has
corresponding tiny dimension. This is - from the biological point of view - indeed reasonable
since well operating regulation mechanisms are deployed.
Since the CaCl buffer in the external medium inactivates the function of the non-specific channel
Nsc1, the amount of L22 can be contributed to the shared activity of Trk1,2 and Tok.
The dimension of L22 changes - similar to L11 - also after the addition of glucose but the total
amount is still marginal. This observation leads to the same conclusion as above. Passive fluxes
of potassium are more or less completely suppressed in order to avoid undesired disturbances of
the intracellular concentrations.
L44 , that is the straight coefficient that determines the reaction affinity and therefore the amount
of ATP consumption was initially set to zero (due to the experimental condition of measuring
with starved cells). Following the addition of glucose the value of L44 changes considerably into
a positive direction which means that the more ATP is available the higher is the magnitude of
chemical reaction affinity which leads to the consumption of ATP. This is also in good agreement
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of what is expected and reasonable under biological consideration.
L12 and L21 are the coefficients that couple proton and potassium fluxes (via the activity of
Nha1 and possibly Trk1,2. These coefficients were expected to fulfill the Onsager reciprocal
relations L1,2 = L2,1 . Before the addition of Glucose, this is almost the case. Even though these
values are obviously unequal in dimension and sign, they are both very tiny, but indeed close to
zero and may thus have only negligible impact on their coupled fluxes.
This is consistent with the experimental observations: the fluxes displayed in the experimental
data (Figure 5.2) show only minor fluctuation between addition of KCl and glucose. Even more,
these observed fluctuations in the data between the two stimuli are thought to arise mainly by
physical noise (removing and reinsertion of the electrodes and fluctuations caused by the addition
of the fluids). (Reference: personal communication with the experimenters).
After glucose addition however, the coefficients differ enormous in the magnitude of their values.
From the biological point of view this is reasonable: a high concentration (force) of K + does not
automatically lead to proton fluxes. In contrast, the extremely high intracellular accumulation of
potassium (up to thousandfold) appears unfeasible to be achieved if automatically accompanied
by proton in- or efflux. This coupling (from the current point of understanding) only occurs
when the internal K + - concentration reaches a toxic level and K + -cations are extruded in antiport with H + via Nha1. This secondary active transport system utilizes the inward gradient
of protons as a driving force to eliminate sodium cations (and to some extend potassium when
in excessive amount). Since the concentrations used here are far below a toxic level a coupling
can be assumed to be out of the question.
The coupling coefficient L21 however, defined as impact of the force of the proton gradient on
the flux of K + is after the glucose addition fairly high and positive. Direction and magnitude
are consistent to what was expected: A high gradient of protons (generated via Pma1) drives
K + in the cell, what in fact enables the cell to accumulate potassium in such a high amount in
comparison to the environment. The significant difference in the coupling coefficients L12 and
L21 is therefore remarkable from the physical (thermodynamic) understanding but is in good
agreement with the biological observations.
L14 , which is the coupling coefficient of proton fluxes and ATP achieves a strong positive value
as expected. As soon as ATP is available proton extrusion is fueled and driven. The active
transport of protons via the ATPase Pma1 can be considered as a symport mechanisms: for each
proton that is extruded, one ATP is consumed. In both cases, the intracellular concentration
decreases.
In case of L24 , the coupling coefficient of potassium fluxes with ATP, the degree of coupling is
determined - from the current understanding of the system - by the activity of the Ena1 detoxification system. As mentioned earlier, the concentrations used here are far below a toxic level
and will therefore most likely not activate Pma1. This coupling coefficient should be therefore
assumed to be marginal under the experimental conditions and - analogous to L14 - with a positive value. The estimated parameter, however has a negative sign and a high value which is
surprising result and a strong indication for a - so far undetected - active inward transporter.
On the other hand, an active transport mechanism could potentially be attributed to the Trk1,2
system whose properties have not been definitively established yet. This hypothesis should be
investigated experimentally. L13 , L23 L32 ,L33 and L34 could not be estimated, due to missing
experimental data. The estimation of these coefficients can be performed for further validation
of the presented approach as soon as time-resolved measurements are available.
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5.7 Conclusion
The presented approach concerned a systematic thermodynamic formulation of the major components contributing to the maintenance of stable intracellular cation concentrations in the yeast
S. cerevisiae.
It could be demonstrated that the theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics is well suited for
the purpose of modeling such a complex systems of closely connected transport processes, particularly at an early stage of understanding. This entirely phenomenological approach does not
depend on a detailed understanding and description of structure, function or kinetic parameters
of individual constituent as parts of the system.
Consequently it can provide only limited insight into the underlying transport mechanisms. Nevertheless, by identifying the generalized forces being responsible for a given flux, the model may
provide directions for further efforts aimed at defining transport processes at the molecular level.
Thermodynamics can assist to reinterpret classical findings on ion flux propagation and may
provide new viewpoints on processes that are seemingly in conflict with each other.
The presented model considers fluxes of the major cations K + , N a+ and H + , the utilization of
ATP as an active driving force and the calculation of the internal pH as well as the change in
the membrane potential.
A reduced version of the model, excluding - due to missing data - sodium fluxes from the consideration was confronted with experimental data to show qualitative simulation results.
The results of this simulations are in good agreement with the experimental observations and
the theoretical predictions achieved for the values of the phenomenological coefficients are reasonable from the biological point of view. However, the model is still amenable to development
in view of a more comprehensive picture of cation homeostasis. Perspectives and weaknesses of
the approach will be discussed as follows.
First of all, the restrictions set on the defined sub-volumes, as there are the temperature, the
pressure and the concentrations are virtually constant, and that fluctuations are insignificant,
imply certain limitations on the processes. If the gradients of the intensive parameters within
the system are large it might be impossible to isolate a sub-volume that satisfies these requirements. The range of applicability of this theory cannot be specified on a priori grounds, and the
justification of its use rests, in the final analysis, on the validity of the results obtained.
Another point that should be critically analyzed is the use of the Goldman equation for calculations of the membrane potential, ∆ϕ. Under steady-state conditions, the ∆ϕ can be reliably
approximated by this rather straightforward physiochemical formulation of the diffusive and
electrogenic components [Gol43, BP93, HK49, Jac71, HFL89]. However, a description of the
temporal behavior is more complex and should in general also incorporate the rates of changes of
the cell volume due to effects on the intracellular osmolarity and changes of the permeabilities for
the ions over time [Jak80, LRJ92, SSPW90, HC98]. These terms in turn would simultaneously
affect the values of intracellular cation concentrations [Wil93, Jak80, TH60].
In the example presented above the volume was assumed to remain constant during the simulation. This is a reasonable assumption since the concentrations used in the experiments
are far beyond the critical value (experiments studying the osmotic stress response via the
activation of the Hog-pathway usually start with concentrations of several hundreds of mM
NaCl [RRG+ 99, VWRS+ 00, RKTH00]) and already at 0.05M the Hog activation is down to
a tenth of the maximum amplitude, (B. Nordlander; unpublished results)). Therefore, it is
highly unlikely that salt concentrations lower than 0.01M have any significant osmotic or volume effects. On the other hand substantial progress has already been made in the field of
modeling response to osmotic stress via volume and turgor regulation in the yeast S. cerevisiae
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[KNK+ 05, ZLK10, SAE+ 10] and both models could highly benefit by getting joined. For further
and extended versions of the here presented model, a combined observation of the regulation of
the osmotic response as well as the homeostasis of the major cations N a+ , K + and intracellular
pH should be envisaged for a broader understanding. As a second future perspective the model
should also be validated with the support of proper deletion mutants. The impact of such mutant
data would provide insights on the reliability of the model when it was confronted with actual
measurements. Such data would be obtained under the same experimental conditions but not
with the wild-type but with yeast strains lacking one of the major potassium transport systems.
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6 Summary and global discussion
Some interesting issues concerning the research question of cation homeostasis in the yeast S.
cerevisiae have been addressed within the previous chapters. In the following section, the different approaches presented in this thesis will be briefly summarized and discussed in the context
of the TRANSLUCENT global project goal. In the first chapter within a short biological review
the focus was set on the cellular ability of the unicellular organism S. cerevisiae to maintain a
stable intracellular cation content. S. cerevisiae was presented as the project’s and general model
organism whose major components and plasma membrane transporters have been already characterized to obtain decisive roles within the homeostasis. In the second chapter, the systematic
study and graphical analysis of the genomic promoter regions of two transport and two regulator
systems was presented. In order to analyze the transcriptional regulation, a systematic query for
already documented as well as potentially additional transcription factor binding sites on specific
promoter regions was performed. Within this study, a S. cerevisiae specific tool was developed
for an improved computational analysis and graphical representation of potential matches on
genomic sequences. The predictions obtained by the developed tool were experimentally validated and results of this study were published as "S. Gerber, G. Hasenbrink, W. Hendriksen,
P. Van Heusden, J. Ludwig, E. Klipp, and H. Lichtenberg-Fraté; Graphical analysis and experimental evaluation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae PT RK1|2 and PBM H1|2 promoter region. Genome
Informatics 22, (11-20);(2010).".
Heavy metal toxicity was addressed in the third chapter on the basis of DNA- microarray
experiments. A detailed characterization of S. cerevisiae gene expression profiles upon unphysiologically high concentrations of AgNO3 , AlCl3 , AsCl3 , CdCl2 , CoCl2 , HgCl2 , MnCl2 , NiSO4 ,
VCl3 and ZnCl3 , respectively was performed in order to identify common response mechanisms.
For this purpose differentially expressed genes were filtered and identified from the experimental results, clustered and enriched with meta-information on (potential) transcription factors,
affiliation to biochemical pathways and associated Gene Ontology terms. Even though several
gene cluster appear to be co-regulated upon the different stresses the outcome of this study that every single metal ion causes its own specific expression pattern - leads to the surprising
conclusion that yeast is able to differentiate between the tested metal ions. However, the results
presented within this thesis represent only a small part of the full experimental set. The detailed
interpretation of all information that could be extracted from the bioinformatical analysis goes
beyond the scope of this thesis and will involve expert-knowledge in molecular biology. This
task is currently performed by Translucent project partners and it is planned to publish interesting results as "D. Hosiner, S. Gerber, W. Glaser, E. Klipp and C. Schüller; STB5 plays an
important role in heavy metal detoxification in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, manuscript
in preparation"
The spatio-temporal modeling environment "STSE", presented in chapter 4 describes a set of
open source tools that can be used for the analysis and interpretation of time-resolved protein
localization and accumulation data. Although STSE has not yet been fully exploited in the
Translucent project it is anticipated that the software supports the application for the detection
and quantification of proteins being involved in transport and/or detoxification processes. The
tool was developed in the research group of Edda Klipp with Szymon Stoma being the main
developer: S. Stoma, M. Fröhlich, S. Gerber and E. Klipp: STSE: Spatio-Temporal Simulation
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Environment Dedicated to Biology, submitted to BMC Bioinformatics(2010).
In chapter 5 a systematic thermodynamic formulation of the major components contributing
to the maintenance of stable intracellular cation concentrations in S. cerevisiae is provided. Even
though significant efforts have been made during the last decade by experimental and theoretical
analysis of the individual components of transport systems and individual transport-mechanisms
such efforts did not result in an integration of the highly connected and complex system. The
development of kinetic networks might well contribute to the understanding and visualization
of cation homeostasis. Currently however, such kinetic systemic analysis would require more
detailed biochemical information as is currently available. This problem was circumvented by
using the entirely phenomenological approach of the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. The method does not require the detailed understanding of structure, function or kinetic
parameters of individual constituents of the system but produces some unique parameters related to thermodynamic couplings between different ion fluxes and ATP consumption. These
estimated phenomenological constants combine the kinetic parameters and transport coefficients
and control the coupling of fluxes. A model was developed on such NET basis. The model in
principle considers fluxes of the major cations K + , N a+ and H + , the utilization of ATP as
an active driving force and the membrane potential. Due to the lack of detailed experimental
data, a reduced version of the model, excluding sodium fluxes from the modeling was confronted
with experimental data to test qualitative simulation results. The model is capable to reproduce the experimentally observed uptake rates of potassium, the proton fluxes and the change in
the internal pH due to an external stimulus with KCL after starvation to a reasonable degree.
Along the generalized formulation it can consequently, provide only limited knowledge into the
underlying transport mechanisms. In any case , by describing the generalized forces that are
responsible for a given flow the model provides information for further experiments and may
support the reinterpretation of classical findings on ion flux propagation and on processes that
are seemingly in conflict with each other. The work will be published as: "S. Gerber, M. Fröhlich,
H. Lichtenberg-Frate, J. Ludwig, S. Shabala and Edda Klipp; A basic thermodynamic model of
cation homeostasis in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, manuscript in preparation" By analyzing genomic sequences (chapter 2), or information arising from high-throughput technology,
(3) and spatially resolved proteome information (chapter 4) substantial contributions to both
the overarching Translucent aims and general interdisciplinary cooperation were performed. As
a result of this data accumulation and increasing knowledge on kinetics and regulatory mechanisms of the individual components, it might become less important to treat the membrane as
a black box and use an linearized model for predictions as done in chapter 5. But such data,
instead of making the thermodynamic treatments obsolete, substantiate the choice between different modeling approaches for different purposes. As always in systems biology - at an early
state of understanding of the system - the model is not the final goal but rather an instrument
to increase the process of understanding the system. Biological questions and hypothesis are
addressed by computational modeling and simulation and become verified or rejected in iterative
cycles of validation in close collaboration with experimenters.
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Figure 1: Graphical analysis of the TOK1 promotor region
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Figure 2: Graphical analysis of the PMA1 promotor region
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Figure 3: Graphical analysis of the PHO89 promotor region
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Figure 4: Graphical analysis of the NHA1 promotor region
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Figure 5: Graphical analysis of the ENA1 promotor region
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1 Manually enriched data after K-means clustering
Cluster
1

2

3

4

5

GO-Slim term
response to oxidative stress
RNA metabolism: translation, splicing
vacuole organization and vesiclemediated transport
fungal-type cell wall organization
chromosome organization
chromosome segregation
cell cycle
biological process unknown

CCP1, PRX1, TRR1, TSA1, YBL055C
AAR2, FMT1, NTC20
ATG8, SEC17

nucleotide nucleoside nucleobase
metabolism
ribosome biogenesis and transcription
transport
lipid, fatty acid and isoprenoid
metabolism
response to stress
generation of precursor metabolites
and energy
biological process unknown

ADE17, ADE5,7, URA7, HPT1, HYP2,
SAM1, NDE1, SHM2
DBP2, ERB1, NOG1, NOG2, NOP7, NSR1,
RRB1, UTP5
ATO3, FAA4, HSP78, NOG1, NOG2
ERG11, ERG3, URA7, SHM2, FAA4

sporulation
chromosome organization
conjugation/mating
ascospore wall assembly
generation of precursor metabolites
and energy
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ECM13, ECM8
IOC3
AME1
TSA1
YAR066W, YBL059W, YBR141C

HSP78, HSP42, PHO5
NDE1
RTC2, YER156C, YNL022C

ACS1, SPC72
FIG1
GIP1
ACS1

DNA repair
ascospore formation
transcription
mitotic cell cycle
histone demethylation/ transcriptional
control
pseudohyphal growth/polysaccharid
metabolism
water transport
biological process unknown

KRE29, RAD34, RAD5, SMC5
AQY1, YNL194C, YOR338W
CAF130, TAD1, YOR338W
DCR2, BIR1, YOR060C, CIS1
JHD2

nitrogen compound metabolism

CRF1, HAC1, HHT2, UTH1, ARO10, ARO9,
ASN1, BAT2, ILV2, LYS9, STR2, TRP5,
IRC7
CRF1, HAC1, HHT2, UTH1

transcriptional control/mitotic cell cycle
transport
biological process unknown
6

Genes annotated to the term

response to stress

PGU1
AQY1
YFR006W, YJL218W, YLR445W, YML037C

ITR1, RTN1, SNG1
YIL169C
HSC82, HSP26, HSP82, KAR2, SGT2, SSA1,
SSA2, SSA4, SSE1, STI1

1 Manually enriched data after K-means clustering
Cluster

GO-Slim term
aldehyde metabolism
transport

mitotic cell cycle/transcription
detoxification
generation of precursor metabolites
and energy
metabolic process
ascospore formation/meiosis
fungal-type cell wall organization
lipid, fatty acid and isoprenoid
metabolism

Genes annotated to the term
AAD10, AAD14, AAD15, AAD16, AAD3,
AAD6
HSP60, HSP82, SSA1, SSC1, YDJ1 (mitochondrion) - FLR1,
KAR2,
PDR5,
RSB1,SGT2, SSA2, SSA4, TRS31
KAR2, YDJ1, CSE2, PCL9, VHS1, HAP3,
STP1
FLR1, PDR5, GTT2
PGK1, OYE2, OYE3
ARA2, MET12, YGL039W
SPS1
TIP1
YML131W

7

iron ion homeostasis
siderophore transport
glutamate biosynthesis

FTR1, ARN1, ARN2, TIS11, FET3, ENB1
ARN1, ARN2, ENB1, FIT2
ACO1, GLT1

8

chromosome organization

BIM1, HEK2, HHF1, HHF2, HHT1, HIR1,
HTA1, HTA2, HTB2, POL30
HTB2, HTA2, HIR1, HHF1, HHT1, HTA1,
HHF2
HXT7, HXT6, HXT3, HXT4, HXT1
BIM1, BRL1, FUI1, HXT1, HXT3, HXT4,
HXT6, HXT7, PET9, QDR2, YIP3
HHT1, HIR1, HTA1, POL30, RTT103, MAK
16
HHF1, HHF2, MNN2, PSA1
BIM1, HHT1, POL30, RTT103, RNR2,
YBL113C
QDR2, ERG5
CWP1
PET9
STE3
ALD6
GLY1
ELO1, ERG5
CPS1
YIP3

chromatin organization
hexose transport
transport
transcription / ribosome biogenesis
protein modification
(mitotic) cell cycle
detoxification
ascospore formation
respiration
signaling process/conjugation
fermentation
amino acid metabolism (glycine)
lipid metabolism
protein degradation
vesicle-mediated transport
9

10

protein catabolism
vesicle-mediated
transport/endocytosis
protein degradation (upiquitination)
mitotic cell cycle
amino acid metabolism (sulfate)
biological process unknown
protein catabolism (vacuolar)
response to stress
cytokinesis/septum formation

VPS27 (ubiquit), ENT4, (YOL163W)
CDC4
CDC4, STB1
MET8
RTR2
LAP4, PEP4, PRB1, RIM11, UBP10, YPS1,
VPS68, ICY2 (mitoch)
HOR7, NCE103, PEP4, PRB1, RIM11, SED1,
YBR016W
CHS1
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Cluster

GO-Slim term
cell wall
phospate metabolism (cell wall)
plasma membrane
glutamate biosynthesis/TCA cycle
lactate fermentation
amino acid metabolism (sulfate)
transcription
biological process unknown

Genes annotated to the term
YEF3, YJL171C
PHO3
PUN1
CIT2
DLD3
MET10
EDS1
RCN2, UIP3, YNL208W

11

response to (oxidative) stress

AHP1, DDR48, GRX2, TRX2, YDL124W,
ZWF1, GRE2, YGP1
CBF5, NOP4, RPS15, RRP5, RPL26A ESC1

ribosome biogenesis / transcription
cysteine biosynthesis
transport
carbohydrate metabolism / energy
generation
nucleotide/nucleoside/nucleobase
metabolism
biological process unknown
12

amino acid metabolism

histidine metabolism
glutamine family aa biosynthesis
tryptophan metabolism
lysine metabolism
transport/endocytosis
protein modification/degradation
transcription
phospholipid metabolism
cellular respiration/energy generation
phosphate metabolism/energy generation
response to stress
translation (initiation)
cell wall organization
pseudohyphal growth
biological process unknown

13

14

glutamine family amino
metabolism
transport
endocytosis
vitamin metabolic process

sulfur amino acid metabolism
transport
response to stress
transcription
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acid

CYS3, MET17
CTR1, FRE1, GLK1, RPS15, TRX2, PDI1
GLK1, ZWF1, YDL124W, YNL134C
GUA1, IMD4
YLR460C
ARG1, ARG4, HIS3, HIS5, HIS7, IDP1, LYS1,
LYS20, LYS21, ORT1, PRO2, SER1, SRY1,
TRP2, TRP3, TRP4
HIS3, HIS5, HIS7, PRO2, RIB3, SER1, SNZ1,
IDP1, ARG4, ARG1, ORT1, PRO2
TRP2, TRP3, TRP4
LYS1, LYS20, LYS21
AKR1, ATG7, GNP1, MCH4, ORT1, PHO89,
RCR1, SAC6, VHT1, YMC1
AKR1, ATG7, CMK2, GPI18, OTU1, YPI1,
ALD5, GDH2, ICY1, HUA1
BDP1, CDC6, ELP6, GCN4, HTB1, OTU1
CHO1, GPI18, OLE1, OPI3
COQ8 (resp), RIB3
PFK2, YPI1, PMU1
YHB1, YJL055W, SNZ1
ANB1, CLU1, DED1
RCR1, YLR194C
DIA1
TMT1, YBR287W, YGL117W, YHR162W,
YLR257W, YLR413W, YOR385W
GAP1, CAR1, GLN1
GAP1, OPT1, SSU1, YSC84
YSC84
NPT1
MET1, MET14, MET16, MET2, MET3,
MET6, MET5, SAM2, BNA3, SER33
ATG23, FCY2, MMP1, SEO1, SUL1, SUL2
APN2, ATG23, MNN4
SEN34

1 Manually enriched data after K-means clustering
Cluster
15

GO-Slim term

Genes annotated to the term

transcription / chromosome organization
response to stress

ASF2, GAT1, HDA3, KSS1, MRE11, OAF1,
PUF4, SGF29, SPT16, TRM3, UTP20
CCZ1, MRE11, NPP1, SAE2, SCC4, SPT16,
RTA1
CCZ1, HXT8, PDR10, VTH2
CCZ1, FCJ1, YSW1
CCZ1, VTH2
MRE11, SAE2, SCC4, SPT16
GCN20, PUF4, MTO1
OST1, PMT6, YPL088W, YNR071C
KSS1, TUS1
OAF1, SCS3, ARE2
ALF1
MTC3,
NRP1,
YCL047C, YER077C,
YKL162C, YNL146W

transport
cellular membrane organization
vesicle-mediated transport
DNA repair/cell cycle
translation
carbohydrate metabolism
signaling process/cell wall
lipid metabolism
protein folding
biological process unknown

16

response to oxygen radical
glutathione catabolism
proton transport (H-ATPase)
RNA metabolism

CUP1-1, CUP1-2
DUG2
PMA2
RTC3

17

protein catabolism
mitotic/meiotic cell cycle
response to stress
protein modification

ESP1, SWM1, DEF1, MDJ1, KAR4, DBF2,
PBS2, RAD50
ESP1, KAR4, RAD50, SWM1
DEF1, MDJ1, PBS2, RAD50, MDR1
DBF2, PBS2, SWM1

meiosis / sporulation
transport
transcription
meiosis/sporulation
lipid metabolism
cell growth
vesicle-mediated transport
protein degradation
biological process unknown

ADY2, AZR1, EMP46, LHS1, PEP3, PMA1
ORC1, RKR1, SLM3, TEL2
SPO7, ZIP1, SPS100, ADY2
CSH1, SPO7
GPR1, MZM1
EMP46, PEP3
RKR1
DRN1, YMR258C, YOL166C

18

19

nitrogen compound metabolism

response to stress
transport
cell cycle/cytoskeleton organization
20

ribosome biogenesis / translation

response to stress
carbohydrate
metabolism/fermentation
cytokinesis
gluconeogenesis
biological process unknown

ARO3, CPA1, CPA2, HIS1, HIS4, HOM2,
HOM3, ILV6, LEU2, LEU4, LEU9, MET22,
RIB5
GPX2, MET22, PCL5, YHI9
GGC1 (mitoch iron transp), SDA1, SVL3
SDA1, SVL3, PCL5
RPL12B,
RPL15A,
RPL21A,
RPL24A,
RPL33B, RPS17A,
RPS24B, PWP2
HSP104, CPR6
ADH5, ADH6

RPL16A,
RPL1A,
RPL24B,
RPL28,
RPS19B, RPS22A,

PWP2
PYK2
YCL042W, YOR390W
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Cluster

GO-Slim term

Genes annotated to the term

Table 1: Outcome of cluster enrichment for metal stress Ag, Al, As, Cd, Co, Hg, Mn,
Ni; V, Zn
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3 Yeast Strains, Media and Growth Tests for Promotor
Analysis
Experiment 1
Haploid S. cerevisiae wild type, potassium transporter and TF mutant strains (BY4741;
[BDC+ 98]; Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project) were used throughout this study
as listed in Table 2.1. Strains were grown aerobically at 28 ◦ C with rotational shaking
at 250 rpm in liquid amino acid, ammonium sulfate and potassium free YNB-F media
(CYN7505, Formedium). The medium was supplemented with a complete supplement
mixture (DBSM225, Formedium), ammonium sulfate, 2% D-glucose and, for precultures
50 mM KCl. For test cultures KCl was added to concentrations as indicated. All
medium components were dissolved in ultrapure MilliQ water and pH was adjusted
to 5.8 with ammonium hydroxide. Stationary phase cells were washed three times in
MilliQ water and diluted in fresh YNB-F medium to a start optical density OD600 of 0.4
(pathlength 1 cm, Pharmacia Ultrospec 2000 Spectrophotometer, corresponding to 6x106
cells per mL) with respective KCl concentration. Growth assessment was obtained by
photometric determination of the turbidity at 600 nm in 15-min intervals in transparent
96-well microtiter plates using a microplate reader (Tecan, Infinite F200) with 28 ◦ C
incubation and constant agitation for 17 h. Growth calculation and statistical analysis
was performed by integral determination (approx-imation of the area under the growth
curves) obtained within 17h incubation according to [HSK+ 05]. Subsequently values for
growth were normalized to those of wild type strain values at 50 mM KCl.

Experiment 2
In a second experimental scenario the BY4743 wild type M AT a/α his3∆1/his3∆1
leu2∆0/leu2∆0 LY S2/lys2∆0 met15∆0/M ET 15 ura3∆0/ura3∆0) and transcription
factor mutant cells (Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project [Gia02]) were grown exponentially in YPD broth to an OD620 of 0.6-0.8. The cells were harvested by immediately
freezing with liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was isolated using the RiboPureT M -Yeast Ambion RNA isolation kit (Ambion) according to the manual. This procedure included a
DNase treatment to breakdown all chromosomal DNA. Subsequently, cDNA was produced using the Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen), according to the
manual. cDNA was diluted two times and 1 µl was used as a template for qPCR using
the DyNAmoT M Probe qPCR Kit (Finnzymes, Bioke). ACT1, BMH1, and BMH2 relative gene expression was measured on the Chromo4T M Real-Time Detector (Biorad)
using Opticon3 motion software (Biorad). The oligonucleotide primers used in this study
are listed in table 2.2. BMH1 and BMH2 gene expression ratios were calculated using
the ∆∆C(t) method [LS01], and these ratios were normalized to ACT1 expression and
normalized to wild type BMH1 and BMH2 expression. This procedure was performed
for two biological duplicates and expression was measured in triplicate and in duplicate
for every sample.
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Over-night cultures were grown in fresh YPD and stressed with either the indicated
concentrations of metal ions 3.1 or, as control were grown untreated. After 30 min
incubation with AlCl , AgN O3 , AsCl3 , CdCl2 , CoCl2 , HgCl2 , M nCl2 , N iSO4 , V Cl3
or ZnCl2 , respectively at 30°C, both untreated and treated cells were harvested, and
cells were immediately washed in ice-cold DEPC-H2O, re-harvested and frozen at -80°C.
Total RNA was prepared by extraction with hot acidic phenol according to [ABK+ 97]
with the only difference that three instead of one chloroform extractions were performed
following phenol extraction. RNA was quantified by spectrophotometry at 260/280nm.
The total mRNAs of both, the stressed cells and the control culture were prepared,
labeled with fluorescence-dyes (cy3-CTP, cy5-CTP), and simultaneously hybridized to
cDNA microarrays. The experiments were repeated three times for each condition, using independently grown yeast cultures. The microarrays were scanned using an Axon
GenePix 4000B scanner (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale,CA). The image data were quantified using the GenePix Pro4.1 software (Molecular Devices) that returns quantitative
intensities for each spot.

5 MIFE (Proton and Potassium Fluxes)
The considered datasets for potassium and proton fluxes were prepared and provided
from the laboratory of Prof. Sergey Shabala (University of Tasmania).
S. cerevisiae cells were grown in YNB-F supplemented with 50 mM KCl till late-log
phase, harvested by centrifugation and washed twice with double-distilled water. With
30 µl aliquots of the cell suspension even monolayers were produced on poly-L-lysine
covered glass coverslips and taken for each assay in a total of 3 ml sample buffer volume.
Net fluxes of K + and H + were measured non-invasively using micro electrode ion flux
measuring (the MIFE; University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia) technique, essentially
as described in publications from Sergey Shabala [SNJ97, Sha00, SDS+ 06]. Briefly, micro
electrodes were pulled and silanised with tributylchlorosilane. The electrode tips were
filled with a commercially available ionophore cocktails (Fluke catalogue No. 95297
for H + and No. 60031 for K + (both from Fluka, Busch, Switzerland). Electrodes
were calibrated in a set of known buffers covering the concentration range for each ion
measured. Electrodes with a slope of less than 50 mV per decade and correlation less
then 0.999 were discarded. The reference electrode was a flattened glass micro electrode
with tip diameter of about 50 µm containing 1 M KCl in 2% agar. The electrodes were
mounted on a three-dimensional micromanipulator (MX2; Narishige, Tokyo, Japan),
and positioned 20 µm above the cell monolayer. During the measurements, a computercontrolled stepper motor moved the electrodes between two positions (20 and 70 µm,
respectively) from the cell surface in a 6 s square-wave manner. The CHART software
(see Shabala et al. 1997 and Newman 2001 [SNJ97, New01] for details) recorded the
potential difference between the two positions and converted them into electrochemical
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potential differences using the calibrated Nernst slope of the electrodes. Ion fluxes were
then calculated by using the MIFEFLUX software for cylindrical diffusion geometry
([New01]).
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